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ABSTRACT
INTENT THROUGH EVENT: THE PROMOTION OF IDENTITY
AND INTERESTS AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES
Joseph M. Scanlon, Ph.D.
Department of Political Science
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Daniel Unger, Ph.D., Director

Why do states accept the risks associated with hosting a sporting mega-event? This
dissertation argues states pursue sporting mega-events for the purposes of promoting identity and
interests. Specifically, this dissertation explores the hypothesis that emerging states use sporting
mega-events as moments of public diplomacy to facilitate the promotion of identity and pursuit
of national interests. This dissertation uses a qualitative case study methodology framed within
the constructivist international relations literature. Cases include the 1936 Berlin Olympic
Summer Games, 1964 Tokyo Olympic Summer Games, 1980 Moscow Olympic Summer
Games, and the 1988 Seoul Olympic Summer Games. To date, the international relations
literature has been silent on the role of sporting mega-events. Therefore, this paper not only
contributes to the discussion on sporting mega-events, but also connects key theoretical
propositions drawn from the international relations scholarship to the study of sporting megaevents.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Built for the 1976 Summer Olympic Games, Montreal’s Olympic Stadium is known as
the Big O. Some people simply refer to it as the Big Owe (Newton, 2012). In 2006, 30 years
after it hosted the Olympic Games, the city of Montreal finally finished paying its Olympic debt
(Broudehoux, 2007; Newton, 2012). Montreal exceeded its original budget by 25%, and the city
was left with an average annual bill of $30 million over the next thirty years (Broudehoux,
2007). According to several reports, Russia spent $40-$50 billion hosting the 2014 Winter
Olympic Games. If true, that makes the 2014 Winter Games the most expensive Olympic event
in history (Farhi, 2014). Brazil spent north of $10 billion hosting the 2014 Fédération
Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) World Cup and is set to host the 2016 Summer
Olympic Games (Rapoza, 2015). In the backdrop of Brazil’s FIFA World Cup experience was
popular protest over the forced clearing of Rio’s favelas and lack of social services (Freeman,
2014). At the very least, the monetary investment required to host games can present a
significant risk to states. So what is it that attracts states to hosting games?
Events like the Olympic Games and FIFA World Cup – commonly known as sporting
mega-events – present their host country with the opportunity to promote identity and pursue key
national interests. In short, sporting mega-events allow states to project images of themselves to
a global audience. Much like the world we find ourselves embedded in as individuals, states find
they are embedded in a social world where identities and interests are largely constructed.
Together, identities and interests reflect beliefs and ideas about international life. It is
sporting mega-events where beliefs and ideas can be simultaneously communicated to a range of
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actors across the globe. However, social-based explanations of international life are often
sidelined in favor of material-based explanations. This dissertation challenges the notion that
international politics can be reduced to material-based explanations without consideration of the
social aspects of international life. By situating sporting mega-events within a constructivist
framework and exploring the idea that these events facilitate the social construction of
international politics, this dissertation examines the political significance of sporting mega-evens
in international politics.
The fabric of international politics is inherently social. If the “character of international
life is determined by the beliefs and expectations that states have about each other,” international
relations must account for the role of identities and interests (Wendt, 1992, p. 20). The 2014
Winter Olympic Games were a medium for Russian nationalism and the promotion of a great
power identity (Cha, 2009). The 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympic Games are
opportunities to project an image consistent with the West’s conception of modernity (Zirin,
2014). Russia and Brazil understand these events as vehicles for promoting identity and the
pursuit of interests, which aids in their navigation of the complex world of international politics.
This amounts to the construction of the “beliefs and expectations” Wendt describes as being
essential to international life (1992, p. 20). Without identity, states simply do not understand
one another; it is through sporting mega-events that states can communicate who they are and
what they want. Therefore, this dissertation treats sporting mega-events as empirical proving
grounds for the social construction of international politics.
Sporting mega-events have increasingly become global spectacles. Because they have
become global spectacles, bidding for these events is now widespread. In recent years, an
increasing number of states from the developed and developing world have entered into
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competition with one another for the right to host a sporting mega-event (Horne and Whannel,
2012; Grix and Lee, 2013; Grix 2014). Even with the competitive nature of the bidding process
and the protracted costs associated with hosting a sporting mega-event, some states are willing to
accept the risks of hosting such events in hopes of greater payouts (Guttmann, 2002; Horne and
Whannel, 2012; Grix and Lee, 2013). These payouts can come in the form of material or nonmaterial gains and can also be linked to domestic or international politics. This dissertation
focuses on the intangible benefits relevant to international politics, but also considers the role of
domestic politics in respect to why states host sporting mega-events. In short, this dissertation
explores the benefits of identity promotion, namely in the area of national interests, but
understands that state identity is intimately linked to interactions between both domestic and
international politics.
The relationship between sporting mega-events and international politics starts with the
relationship between sport and international relations. Within the sport community there is a
contentious debate about the extent to which politics should be integrated into the study of sport.
Cha says “Many would take umbrage at the political discussion of sport. For such purists, sport
may be many things, but it should not be political” (2009, p. 4). Trevor Taylor (1986) notes the
relationship between sport and international relations is one of mutual neglect. Where some
place sports beyond the reach of politics, the field of international relations has shown little
interest in sport because it exists outside of the traditional realist-liberal debates (Taylor, 1986).
However, sport does share a strong relationship with international relations. Admittedly a niche
area of study, key pieces of research have emerged across decades generally linking sport and
international relations (Lowe, 1978; Taylor, 1986; Houlihan, 1994; Allison and Monnington,
2002; Levermore and Budd, 2004; Jackson and Haigh, 2009). This literature does not see sport
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as existing in a separate sphere, but sees sport as serving a function within the international
system.
The connection between sport and international relations is amplified within the context
of globalization. Houlihan (1994) outlines the organizational infrastructure necessary for the
globalization of sport. This infrastructure includes rule-making federations, government-togovernment dialogues, global sporting events, and the global media as carriers of sport.
However, Houlihan does not mistake transmission for transformation. While a framework for
the globalization of sport exists, Houlihan would likely acknowledge the framework says little
about identity or interests. This concept is important to this dissertation because it is argued that
sporting mega events are not transformative agents alone. Instead, it is argued, that sporting
mega-events are facilitators of the social construction of international politics. By promoting
identity at sporting mega-events, the events become a social practice where identity is
reproduced and contributes to the construction of beliefs and expectations necessary to
international politics.
While Houlihan (1994) debates the strength of the infrastructure, some sociological
literature does make assumptions about the relationship between sport and identity. For
example, Roche describes sport in the late 20th Century as “providing motivations, opportunities,
and cultural resources for defending and exercising identity and agency...” (2000, p. 225).
Broadly speaking, sport has been advanced as a cultural phenomenon. Miller, Lawrence,
McKay, & Rowe argue the following:
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Sport is probably the most universal aspect of popular culture. It crosses
languages and countries to captivate spectators and participants, as both a
professional business and pastime. Unlike other aspects of audiovisual
entertainment, we play sport as much as we watch it. And when we watch it,
passions are invoked, that go beyond most other experiences. Sporting culture is
at once intensely local and very distanced. (2001, p. 1)
With its global infrastructure, sport is a part of the processes associated with globalization. In
respect to a pattern of effect, while sport is manipulated and internalized in a variety of ways, it
travels the globe with limited interruption. In terms of a pattern of control, sport is not under the
exclusive jurisdiction of any single public or private authority. Sport is pushed by globalization
but pulled by a variety of actors in international relations.
Today, sport has been integrated with several themes common to the study of
international relations. While the relationship between sport and globalization is front and
center, especially as it relates to culture, sport also shares an important relationship with the
diplomacy, ideology, nation-building, foreign policy, and economy (Houlihan, 1994). Yet the
specific relationship between hosting sporting mega-events and international relations remains
relatively unexplored. A number of scholars concerned with the relationship between sport and
international relations have pointed to the Olympic Games as the premier event for the
politicization of sport (Espy, 1979; Taylor, 1986; Hart-Davis, 1986; Hill, 1992; Manheim, 1994).
This means a serious theoretical inquiry into the significance of the relationship between sporting
mega-events and international relations eludes both the study of sport and the study of
international relations.
Although the Olympic Charter is somewhat contradictory on the matter of politics, the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) has tried to separate politics from the Olympic Games.
Where the Charter attempts to close the door on politics, it also creates space for political activity
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at the Olympic Games. For example, the Charter’s Fundamental Principles of Olympism state
the Games will not be reduced to “discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, sexual
orientation, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth
or other status” (IOC, 2014). Furthermore, the mission of the IOC is to “oppose any commercial
or political abuse of sport or athlete” (IOC, 2014). Yet the Fundamental Principles of Olympism
also state, “The goal of Olympism is to place sport at the service of the harmonious development
of humankind, with a view to promoting a peaceful society concerned with the preservation of
human dignity” (IOC, 2014). This sentiment gives the Olympic Games an international feel and
makes them relevant to international life. In fact, the Games are largely rooted in international
politics.
The founder of the modern Olympic Games, Pierre de Coubertin, was a liberal
internationalist who sought to use the games – among other things – as a means of pacifying
relations among states (IOC, 2000; Beacom, 2004; DeFrance & Chamot, 2009). Unfortunately,
the Olympic Games have not always been successful in pacifying relations among states.
Beyond the Nazi Games of 1936, Soviet sport was intended to be an extension of Cold War
politics. The USSR first appeared in the Olympic Games in 1952, and followed a strategy that
equated success in international sporting competitions with state power (Riordan, 1998;
Levermore, 2004). It has been noted that the German Democratic Republic followed the same
approach (Gerrard, 2009). Some argue that that China is doing the same today (Lamer, 2005;
MacLeod, 2007). Liberal democratic states also have a history of using sport to advance identity
and interests. Dyreson writes that, “Americans saw international playing fields not as meetinggrounds for engendering tolerance between diverse national cultures but as arenas for convincing
themselves of their own superiority and preaching the virtues of American civilization to the rest
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of the world” (2013, loc. 2112). DeFrance and Chamot (2009) argue that French sport served
political interests during the Cold War, and Beck says British politicians emulated Nazi and
Soviet sport to promote “British prestige at home and abroad” (2004, p. 78).
This dissertation is interested in how sporting mega-events relate to identity and interests
in international relations. One reason states host the Olympic Games is because they are
showcase events capable of promoting identities and the pursuit of national interests (Black &
Van Der Westhuizen, 2004; Black, 2007, 2009; Dowse, 2012; Grix, 2012, 2014; Grix & Lee,
2013). Given the increasing desire for states to host and the exposure that comes with hosting, it
is important to explore the significance of sporting mega-events within the context of
international relations.
Problem Statement
Sporting mega-events are tied to identity and interests. States feel such events are a
vehicle for promoting identity and enhancing interests. This means sporting mega-events can
help states augment their position within the international system (Grix & Lee, 2013). This
augmentation is a process that begins with the promotion of identity via sporting mega-events.
Within the context of identity and interests in international relations, this dissertation specifically
explores why emerging states – those states most interested in augmenting their position –
compete for the opportunity to host sporting mega-events.
This is not to imply only emerging states use sporting mega-events to promote identity
and interests. The 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles – funded by private financing
and corporate sponsorship – helped popularize neoliberal economic principles pervasive in
American politics in the 1980s (Horne and Whannel, 2012). The privatization of the 1984
Games Olympics “made popular capitalism and neoliberalism the common sense of the rest of
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the 1980s and since,” and validated a “sweeping neoliberal political project in the United States,
with influences that have been felt across the globe” (Horne and Whannel, 2012, p. 135).
However, more often than their satisfied peers, emerging states see hosting sporting mega-events
as explicit opportunities to promote identity and interests. The focus on emerging states stems
from their treatment of hosting sporting mega-events as a national project (Tomlinson, R., 2010).
For satisfied states, hosting sporting mega-events is often about something other than
augmenting their position in the international system. This is not the case for emerging states,
which want to augment their position in the international system through hosting sporting megaevents capable of achieving “national political objectives” (Tomlinson, R., 2010, p. 150).
As mentioned above, the literature dedicated to sporting mega-events and international
relations theory is scarce. Beacom states that beyond Houlihan (1994) and Levermore and Budd
(2004), “…little attention has been paid to the value of IR [international relations] in developing
an appreciation of international sport as part of the international system” (2012, p. 5). The
limited number of discussions about sporting mega-events and international relations theory also
suffers from the absence of systemic analysis and the use of methodologies that inform
conclusions about how states value such events. While it is not uncommon to find work on the
international implications of sporting mega-events, they tend to be devoid of explicit discussions
about identity and interests, and therefore lack connections to international relations theory.
Recent contributions from Black and Van Der Westhuizen (2004) and Black (2009) have
identified this as a problem and called for greater attention to the relationship between identity
and sporting mega-events. Much of the research on sport and international relations focuses on
three broad themes: globalization and culture, international political economy, and diplomacy
and foreign policy. The quantity of research framed with the specific context of hosting sporting
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mega-events is much less, and as noted, often lacks relevance to international relations theory.
This dissertation explores the relationship between sporting mega-events and state behavior in
the international system and it will fill a gap in the sporting mega-events literature by applying
international relations theory.
Theoretical Rationale
This dissertation explores sporting mega-events within the constructivist approach to the
study of international relations. To date, such a connection – in the form of academic inquiry –
has not been made. First, this dissertation contributes to the body of literature on identity in
international relations. While this literature is vast, researchers (Mercer 1995; Finnemore 1996;
Wendt 1992, 1999; Hopf 1998, 2002) have placed a premium on identity in international
relations and explained an international system where identities are constructed rather than
simply given. Hosting a sporting mega-event can be used as an exercise in identity promotion.
Global media attention combined with the number of delegations, spectators and tourists, and
foreign dignitaries, indicate there may be no bigger moment to project identity than a sporting
mega-event. The 2014 Winter Games hosted a Winter record 88 Olympic delegations and 2,800
athletes, sold 1.1 million tickets, and reached 2.1 billion people via 250 licensed broadcasters
(IOC, 2014a). These figures have increased from the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver, which
hosted 82 delegations, 2,566 athletes, and reached 1.8 billion people via 114 licensed
broadcasters (IOC, 2011). No regularly scheduled international event attracts this kind of
attention. The Olympic Games are truly global events and excellent platforms to promote
identity to the world.
Investigating why states compete to host sporting mega-events also sheds light on the call
for fusion between competing visions of power. Where realists have long relied on hard power
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to explain international relations, liberals and constructivists have sought to address the role of
soft power in international relations (Gallarotti, 2010). Sporting mega-events encourages
international relations researchers to diversify our understanding of power through an
investigation of the relationship between sporting mega-events and identity. Sporting megaevents do not diminish hard power resources, but they provide an avenue to promote identity and
enhance the pursuit of national interests through discursive power rather than material power; in
the sporting mega-events literature, this is referred to as soft power (Black, 2009; Grix, 2012,
2014; Grix and Lee, 2013). Soft power can supplement hard power to form what is called smart
power or cosmopolitan power (Nye, 2004; Nossel, 2004; Gallarotti, 2010). Interestingly enough,
while the literature on soft power presents it as a competing form of power – opposite of hard
power – it can actually be subsumed within the concept of identity (Hopf, 1998).
Finally, there is interaction between the promotion and interpretation of identity through
sporting mega-events. Identities are only useful if they are actually interpreted by others.
Without interpretation we cannot discuss beliefs and expectations in a meaningful way.
Therefore, sporting mega-events become a place where identity is interpreted. Furthermore,
sporting mega-events work against a purely dyadic and temporal study of international relations.
According to Crescenz, scientific studies in international relations often look at interactions
between actors as largely “independent across space” where “one pair of states, or one dyad, is
usually treated as being independent from other states, dyads, and institutions” (2007, p. 383).
Additionally, Crescenz notes that studies in international relations have the habit of “treating an
observation of a dyad in one year as independent from observations made in prior or subsequent
years” (2007, p. 383). The target audience for a sporting mega-event is global; promotion of
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identity can be measured in both a pre and post-event context; interpretation of identity done
by the international system at-large.
The interpretation of identity demonstrates a process of learning in the international state
system. According to Crescenzi (2007), while learning is important to international relations, the
study of learning is often limited by dyadic and strict temporal research designs. In terms of the
importance of learning in international relations, Crescenzi makes the following statement:
Specifically, learning is assumed to be experiential in that states learn from the
experiences and behaviors of other states; diagnostic in that states use the
experiences of others to update their beliefs about the intentions of others; and
vicarious, or diffuse, in that states learn from the experiences in which they are
not directly involved. (2007, p. 384)
If the international system is thought to be social - where various identities are constructed,
promoted, and interpreted - learning is a key feature in the interaction between states.
Furthermore, learning as a process goes well beyond traditional realist explanations of
international politics (Crescenzi, 2007). For example, Crescenzi writes that, “States rely upon
information other than relative power levels to assess their strategies in crisis situations” (2007,
pp. 384-385). Therefore, through the promotion of identity via sporting mega-events, the
international system at-large is given the ability to watch-and-learn and potentially use that
knowledge to inform policy.
Sporting mega-events provide a useful point of analysis for international relations and
international relations theory. As referenced above, the idea of hosting sporting mega-events is
growing in appeal. States stand to make both material and non-material gains consequential to
both domestic and international politics. With increasing popularity, purpose, and contribution to
international relations, sporting mega-events are worthy of serious academic inquiry.
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To help inform this inquiry, this dissertation takes a constructivist approach to
investigating the role of sporting mega-events in international relations. Constructivism posits
that identities and interests are important in international relations because they “tell you and
others who you are, and they tell you who others are” (Hopf, 1998, p. 175). Furthermore,
identity extends to interests when you assume the “identity of state implies its preferences and
consequent actions” (Hopf, 1998, p. 175). States can have varying interests because they can
have varying identities (Wendt, 1992, 1999; Hopf, 1998). Varying identities and interests favor
the exploration of emerging states and sporting mega-events in a constructivist approach over the
realist and liberal paradigms of international relations theory. Realism and liberalism are
material theories of international relations that tend to discount the variability of identity and
interests. Jeffery Checkel argues, “By exploring issues of identity and interest bracketed by
neorealism and neoliberalism...constructivism has succeeded in broadening the theoretical
contours of IR [international relations]” (1998, p. 325). Ted Hopf also challenges neorealism,
writing that it “assumes all units in global politics have only one meaningful identity, that of selfinterest states” (1998, p. 175). When it comes to interests, Martha Finnemore (1996) mirrors
Hopf’s point about identity. Finnemore says, “neorealist and neoliberal scholars currently
dominating the field make parsimonious assumptions about what all states want,” but fail to
address what gives birth to, and what defines, these wants (1996, pp. 1-2).
In respect to theoretical rationale, sporting mega-events become important to the
constructivist agenda because they function as facilitators of the social construction of
international politics. Hopf writes that, “A state understands others according to the identity it
attributes to them, while simultaneously reproducing its own identity through daily social
practice” (1998, p. 175). Sporting mega-events become space for promoting self or
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understanding others. At the same time, they are a social practice where identity is reproduced
in front of a global audience. Therefore, to explain the importance of sporting mega-events, it is
necessary to examine these events within a constructivist framework. Sporting mega-events can
better inform constructivism by serving as empirical proving grounds, and constructivism can
inform us about the important role of sporting mega-events in international relations.
Statement of Purpose
This dissertation will explore how emerging states promote and take delivery of identity.
Identities require interaction between actors, and thus open to interpretation (Hopf, 1998; Went,
1992, 1999). In his work on reputation and deterrence theory, Mercer writes that, “My
reputation is not something I can keep in my pocket; it is what someone else thinks about me. I
do not own my reputation. Because different people can think differently about me, I can have
different, even competing, reputations” (1996, p. 7). Identities function much like reputations in
international relations – both are open to interpretation. In the case of sporting mega-events,
how identity is interpreted is beyond the reach of the host. While sporting mega-events serve an
important function for the host state in the form of identity and interests, they also contribute to
the construction of beliefs and expectations. Given the role of identity in international politics,
the implications of hosting sporting mega-events are far-reaching. In respect to identity and
interests, sporting mega-events are not a one-sided affair. States simply do not have identities
without social interaction, and reputations are gained only through interpreting other’s behavior.
The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between sporting mega-events and
emerging state behavior in the international system. It is argued that emerging states chase
sporting mega-events as a means of promoting identity and enhancing the pursuit of national
interests. This dissertation seeks to investigate why emerging states find sporting mega-events
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appealing with an emphasis on identity and interests. Such an investigation serves a dual
purpose. The primary purpose of this dissertation establishes the significance of sporting megaevents in respect to the social construction of international politics. Second, this dissertation
contributes to the literature on identity and interests in international relations. The conversation
about the relationship between sporting mega-events and international politics needs to be
expanded.
Research Question
Within the theoretical framework of constructivism, this study argue that sporting megaevents serve as a legitimate point of inquiry in respect to international relations. Because
international life is very much about beliefs and expectations it is inherently about identity.
Furthermore, identities function to “tell you and others who you are, and they tell you who others
are” (Hopf, 1998, p. 175). As previously mentioned, sporting mega-events represent an
opportunity to promote identity and interests. This opportunity makes them part of the social
fabric of international relations. Specifically, sporting mega-events are among the social
practices where states reproduce their identity.
States do not value sporting mega-events equally. At some stages in their development,
sporting mega-events become an appealing option for emerging states. Emerging states value
sporting mega-events unlike their developed counterparts (Grix and Lee, 2013; Grix, 2014). “It
is clear that emerging states do – in some cases – see sporting mega-events – as a chance to
leapfrog the developmental trajectories of advanced capitalist states,” thus, sporting mega-events
are viewed as being more important to emerging states for the purposes identity and interests
(Grix, 2014, loc. 138). Therefore, this dissertation specifically asks if emerging states chase
sporting mega-events for the purpose of promoting identity and enhancing the pursuit of national
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interests. This dissertation explores the hypothesis that emerging states use sporting megaevents as moment of public diplomacy to facilitate the promotion of identity and pursuit of
national interests. Sporting mega-events become an appealing option for states on an upward
trajectory and are worthy of further investigation within the context of international relations
theory.
Limitations
There are limitations to this inquiry. These limitations can be described as both
practical and philosophical. Philosophical limitations are discussed exclusively in Chapter 3
following a review of constructivist scholarship in Chapter 2. Practical limitations are briefly
described below, but given greater attention in Chapter 3. !
First, in terms of practical weaknesses, there are methodological issues that stem from the
textual analysis used to interpret the selected cases. A traditional textual analysis involves an
analysis of text created by the same people who consume the text (McKee, 2003). However,
research limitations meant relying on text not created by the same people consumed the text.
Second, the entire constellation of politically salient sporting mega-events is not discussed. This
dissertation focuses only on host states defined as emerging states and does not account for all
sporting mega-events hosted by emerging states. Third, all of the cases studied represent
sporting mega-events where the host sought to promote identity. Those sporting mega-events
where the promotion of identity was not at issue are not among the cases studied in this
dissertation, but should be considered in future research.!
Potential Significance of the Study
This dissertation serves two important purposes. First, it contributes to the literature on
identities and interests in international relations by investigating sporting mega-events as
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empirical proving grounds for the social construction of international politics. Constructivism
has often been criticized for being too post-modern, too critical, and vague about its position on
empirical and positivist work in the social sciences (Kubalkova, Onuf, & Kowert, 1998). This
dissertation overcomes these issues by employing case studies that investigate the role of
sporting mega-events in the social construction of international politics, which helps to move
social phenomena like sport and sporting mega-events closer to international relations theory.
The second, and most important, purpose of this dissertation is to make a meaningful
contribution to the sporting mega-events literature. While the social sciences have reached
sporting mega-events, there is little research examining the interaction between international
relations theory and sporting mega-events. In this case, rather than enhancing theory with
sporting mega-events, it is theory that enhances the events.
Definitions of Terms
Sporting Mega-Events
In respect to definition, the literature on sporting mega-events has been consistent.
Roche says that all mega-events share the following characteristics:
Large-scale cultural events, which have a dramatic character, mass popular appeal
and an international importance. They are typically organized by variable
combinations of national government and international non-governmental
organizations and thus can be said to be important elements of official versions of
public culture. (2000, p. 1)
Horne and Manzenreiter (2006) argue that all contemporary mega-events share the same distinct
characteristics. First, sporting mega-events are events intended to have a significant impact on
the host (city, region, state) and attract widespread media attention from around the world.
Meanwhile, Kenneth Roberts (2004) argues mega-events are those events capable of utilizing
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telecommunications technology to reach billions of people around the world with promotional
messages.
The above researchers understand sporting mega-events as large-scale events with a
global reach. By virtue of their global reach – where these events bring states into contact with
each other and the system – these definitions connect international and domestic. Roche’s
definition is inherently political and sociological. Roche’s reference to government and nongovernmental authorities, when those non-governmental authorities are international bodies like
the IOC, directly connects structures and agents. Roche also sees sporting mega-events as
inherently sociological because they promote, if not construct, or “official versions of public
culture (2000, p. 1).
Malfas, Theodorski, & Houlihan (2004) offer a measureable approach to defining megaevents where mega-events are based on both internal and external characteristics. Internal
characteristics refer to duration and scale, which account for the number of participants,
spectators, sessions or performances, and levels of organizational complexity. External
characteristics refer to the overall attractiveness of the event. This accounts for media activity,
tourism, and the overall impact on the host city (Malfas et al., 2004). This measureable approach
further facilitates the differentiation of large-scale events, which naturally includes the
differentiation of sporting events as well. Portions of the previous definitions offered by Roche
(2000), Horne and Manzenreiter (2006), and Roberts (2004) can be collapsed into the
characteristics established by Malfas et al. However, what the internal and external
characteristics established by Malfas et al. do not capture are the political and sociological
implication of sporting mega-events found in Roche’s definition.
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To date, only two events – the Olympic Games and FIFA World Cup – are considered
sporting mega-events when examined under the lens of their internal and external characteristics.
However, it should be noted that some scholars have distinguished between first, second, and
third order sporting mega-events (Roche, 2000; Black and Van Der Westhuizen, 2004). While
other events such as the Commonwealth Games or the International Cricket Council Cricket
World Cup may satisfy the internal characteristics associated with sporting mega-events, they
often fail to demonstrate external characteristics. While these events are second order sporting
mega-events and without the reach of first order events, they are still be important to the
promotion of identity and interests.
Cases Studies
This dissertation utilizes a case study approach to investigate the aforementioned
hypothesis. By doing so, this dissertation offers an empirical investigation into the phenomena
of sporting mega-events. 1896 marked the rebirth of the modern Olympic Games. Since 1896,
the Olympic Games have often been about politics as much as sport. In addition to the Olympic
Games, states have also pursued the FIFA World Cup and second-order events such as the
Commonwealth Games in an effort to promote identity and interests. While the FIFA World
Cup is the other first-order sporting mega-event of our time, this dissertation examines four
Olympic Games ranging from 1936-1988. This is not to discount the FIFA World Cup or
suggest it is less important to the social construction of international politics. However, the
Olympic Games have an unquestionably global appeal and offer the greatest opportunity to
explore the hypothesis that emerging states see sporting mega-events as moments of public
diplomacy capable of promoting identity and enhancing the pursuit of national interests.
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1936 Summer Olympic Games
This dissertation begins by looking at the 1936 Summer Games in Berlin. It is asserted
that Germany was informed by its fascist ideology to consolidate authority at home and power
abroad (Paxton, 2005). However, to satisfy long-term interests, Germany used the 1936 Games
to promote an identity associated with peace and modernity while downplaying future intentions
(Kruger, 1998; Senn, 1999). The case of the 1936 Games is an opportunity to demonstrate how
even material structures – like the distribution of power – do not exist apart from social
structures in international politics.
1980 Summer Olympic Games
The 1980 Summer Games in Moscow were intended to legitimate the Soviet Union
(Barukh, 1982; Hulme, 1990).

Where Germany sought to downplay its revisionist goals at the

Olympic Games, the Soviet Union sought to solidify its status as a peer competitor to the United
States, reinforce prestige and status among socialist states, and woo the non-aligned movement
(Barukh, 1982; Hume, 1990). For the Soviet Union, the Olympic Games were key to balance of
power politics and the country’s great power identity. Like 1936, the 1980 Games show a
relationship between materialism and social structures in international politics.
Unlike the 1936 Games, the 1980 Games drew a response from the international system
in the form of an American-led boycott. With a trimmed roster of delegations and the absence of
media and spectators, the 1980 Games did not produce a return on investment for the Soviet
Union. The Boycott is a reminder that identity is open to interpretation and that the host cannot
control how the international system sees it.
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1964 and 1988 Summer Olympic Games
The 1964 Summer Games in Tokyo and the 1988 Summer Games in Seoul are often
referred to as a “coming out party” for both Japan and the Republic of Korea (Cha, 2009). The
1964 Games allowed Japan to promote itself as both rehabilitated and recovered following its
role in World War II. Japan used the 1964 Tokyo Games to recast its identity and interests in a
manner consistent with intersubjective beliefs about modernity and proper behavior in a
community. Japan’s post-war identity and interests fell in line with being a merchant state rather
than a militarist state (Berger, 1996).
As the 1964 Tokyo Games did for Japan, the 1988 Seoul Games unveiled South Korea’s
newfound self. South Korea sought to emulate Japan’s Olympic experience and showcase its
emerging economy (Manheim 1994; Roche 2000; Black and Bezanson, 2004; Close, Askew, and
Xu, 2007). Like Japan, South Korea was influenced by intersubjective beliefs about modernity.
However, in the lead-up to the Games, South Korea entered into the initial stages of a democratic
transition. With intersubjective beliefs about democracy interacting with domestic preferences
for self-rule, it is argued that the Games created a point of leverage for South Korean opposition
to extract concessions from the ruling military regime.
Chapter Summary
Sporting mega-events are very expensive. It is estimated that China spent approximately
$40 billion hosting the 2008 Beijing Games (Horne and Whannel, 2012). Overall, the cost of
hosting the Olympic Games has steadily increased. While the 2012 London Games were
considerably less expensive than the 2008 Beijing Games, they exceeded the costs of the 2004
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Athens Games and the 2000 Sydney Games (Horne and Whannel, 2012). Russia spent $40$50 billion on the less attended and less popular Winter Games (Farhi, 2014).
Given the costs, why would a state considering hosting? Is the love of sport or
international goodwill enough for a state to justify investing billions of dollars into projects with
questionable long-term material benefits? Unlikely. Therefore, it is necessary to search for nonmaterial benefits. Those benefits come in the form of image projection, and ability to promote
identity and interests in the same time and space. Because of this, sporting mega-events and
constructivist approaches to international relations synthesize. Overall, sporting mega-events
necessitate further investigation into the nature of their relationship with what states value most
in international politics. For the purposes of this dissertation, what states want is a function of
identity and interests. Sporting mega-events are now generating important questions that have
yet to be tackled by the international relations community. As sporting mega-events take on a
more prominent role in international life, these questions will require answers.

CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction and Purpose
This dissertation explores the varied incentives for emerging states to host sporting megaevents. This dissertation specifically explores the value of sporting mega-events to emerging
states as vehicles for the promotion identity and interests. This exploration is performed within a
constructivist framework that connects sporting mega-events to key theoretical propositions in
international relations.
Sporting mega-events are showcase events that put the host country on a pedestal. As a
host, this pedestal represents an opportunity to construct “beliefs and expectations that states
have about each other” (Wendt, 1992, p. 20). By promoting identity and interests at sporting
mega-events, states engage a social practice that reproduces identity and adds predictability and
order to the international system.
The first section of this chapter addresses the theoretical framework used in this
dissertation and proceeds in three parts. The first part treats realism as the dominant theory of
international relations. With special attention paid to neorealism, this part explains the general
assumptions realism makes about our world. The second part introduces constructivism and
outlines constructivism’s challenge to neorealism’s material understanding of our world. The
third part addresses how constructivism views the role of identity and interest in international
politics, and explains why constructivism was the right choice in respect to the theoretical
framework.
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Theoretical Framework
Realism
Dominant theoretical approaches like neorealism and neoliberalism tend to focus on
power, security, or wealth without considering the social aspect of international life (Finnemore,
1996; Checkel 1998). Although a diverse body of literature, realism has been the dominant
theory in international relations since the 1940s. Generally speaking realism is defined as the
“struggle for either power or security in an anarchical environment” (Lynn-Jones, 1999, p. 19).
Over the years realism has undergone several theoretical revisions but has never drifted from its
basic assumptions about international politics: states are the most important actors, anarchy is
determinative, states are either power or security maximizers but rational in their pursuit of
power or security, and states have confidence in the threat or use of force to satisfy national
interests (Lynn-Jones, 1999).
As mentioned above, realism has undergone several theoretical revisions. While realism
traces its roots to ancient Greece, and incorporates the political thought of philosophers such as
Machiavelli and Hobbes, current debates in realism often begin with the emergence of human
nature realism in 1940s (Lynn-Jones, 1999). Starting in the 1940s, several realist thinkers
attributed state behavior to a lust for power inherent in human nature. Because human beings
sought power, it was only natural states would do the same (Lynn-Jones, 1999). Some of the
more classic examples include works from Reinhold Niebuhr (1944), Hans Morgenthau, (1948),
and Henry Kissinger’s plethora of writings spanning five decades (1957, 1995). However,
human nature was dubbed too historical and philosophical. In the 1970s, neorealism arrived as a
more scientific alternative to human nature realism. Rather than asserting human nature as a
dominant force in international relations, neorealism asserts anarchy as a determinative force in
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international life (Lynn-Jones, 1999). Waltz (1979) kicked off neorealism – which would
supplant human nature realism as the dominant variety of realist thought – with key revisions
later made by Mearsheimer (2001).
Neorealism claims states are self-regarding actors concerned with their relative position
in the international system as it relates to power or security (Lynn-Jones, 1999). It makes
relative gains or avoiding relative losses among the most important considerations for states. In
terms of national interests, neorealism envisions states only interested in power or security
(Lynn-Jones, 1999). Furthermore, neorealism claims that hard power strategies – threats or the
actual use of force – are often employed by states in the pursuit of interests, and that the
anarchical nature of the international system makes all of this permissible (Lynn-Jones, 1999).
Neorealism sees anarchy as the defining characteristic of the international system, which
reduces the international system to a struggle for power or security and makes cooperation
between states difficult (Lynn-Jones, 1999). Neorealism argues that because of anarchy states
can rely only on ‘self-help’ strategies in pursuit of their interests (Lynn-Jones, 1999).
Additionally, in a system defined by anarchy and preoccupied with relative gains and losses,
cooperation is also made difficult by the prospect of cheating. Therefore, realism privileges
competition over cooperation and values the use of hard power in the pursuit of interests (LynnJones, 1999).
To summarize neorealism, states find themselves governed by anarchy. This structural
arrangement leaves self-interested states in a position where they can only rely on themselves for
their survival. Such self-reliance is referred to as self-help, and it means states often depend on
hard power as a means of competing for power, where they attempt to make relative gains, or
security, where they attempt to avoid relative losses. Overall, neorealism stresses the ego of the
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state and finds the state to be motivated to action based on material concerns emanating from
the uncertainties of an anarchic world.
Within neorealism, there is a great debate as to how much power states want. Broadly
speaking, there are revisionist states that seek to skew the balance of power in their favor and
status quo states that simply want to maintain the balance of power (Mearsheimer, 2001). These
two types of states are captured by the offensive and defensive realist traditions that have
developed within the neorealist literature. The former says states “are always searching for
opportunities to gain power” (Mearsheimer, 2001, p. 29). The latter says the welfare of states
“depends on the maintenance of a balance among them” (Waltz, 1979, p. 132). Both see selfinterested states willing to fight over material concerns – polarity and the distribution of power –
in a system defined by anarchy (Mearsheimer, 2001). Therefore, realists explain international
politics in a strictly material way where constructivism emphasizes a social approach to
understanding international politics.
Constructivism
While the body of literature dedicated to constructivism is vast, the role of identity in
international politics has often been discounted. However, some argue that identity is key to the
operations of the international system. Hopf goes as far as saying “a world without identities is
world of chaos, a world of pervasive and irremediable uncertainty, a world much more
dangerous than anarchy (1998, p. 175).” Constructivism starts with basic assumptions about our
world. Namely that our world is social and much that we see around us is of our making.
Finnemore and Sikkink (2001) offer three basic assumptions about constructivism. First,
interactions between people are molded by “ideational factors” rather than strictly material
concerns. Second, intersubjective beliefs are the most important ideational factors. Third,
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intersubjective beliefs construct the identities and interests of agents. Finnemore and Sikkink
borrow from John Searle (1995), and write that constructivism is about “social facts – things like
money, sovereignty, and rights, which have no material reality but exist only because people
collectively believe they exist and act accordingly” (2001, p. 393). Checkel (1998) complements
Finnemore and Sikkink by offering two additional assumptions. First, agents operate in a social
and material world. Second, the social and material world states operate in can “provide
agents/states with understandings of their interests (it can constitute them)” (1998, p. 326).
Together these assumptions tell us that ideas in the form of intersubjective beliefs, which are
social facts, are important to international politics and often construct the identities and interests
of the actors we study.
Drawing on both sets of assumptions, constructivism clearly sees our world as social.
How we understand the world relates to how we are socialized to understand the world. This
leaves the door open for interpretation, and even dominant intersubjective beliefs are vulnerable
to interpretation and can be challenged. When we broadly compare assumptions made by
constructivism to the assumptions made by realism, we see that realism values self-interested
states with a narrow range of interests that pertain exclusively to power or security. That means
that realism largely brackets identity and interests, or at least does not assume either to be fluid.
The marginalization of identity in international relations is a natural by-product of
realism’s place as the dominant theoretical approach to international politics. Neorealists assume
that self-help and competition are natural consequences of anarchy (Wendt, 1992, 1999). There
is little need for a more nuanced understanding of identity when the range of state interests is
narrowed to power or security (Mercer, 1995; Finnemore, 1996). When the range of interests is
narrowed, there is less need for identity because states are assumed to have fixed preferences.
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This becomes especially true when hard power is seen as the primary strategy used to satisfy
interests. The international system becomes far less complex and state action much easier to
interpret. The space for investigating the promotion and interpretation of identity becomes
small. Where realism treats identities as given, they should be seen as constructed. As Wendt
argues, anarchy is an institution, as such it has no natural consequences and can be changed
(Wendt, 1992, 1999). Furthermore, identities are important even in a world where international
relations is understood through the teachings of realism. Identity should be incorporated into any
understanding of international relations.
This dissertation does not discount power or security in international relations in favor of
identity, or treat power or security as many in the realist tradition have treated identity. Power or
security retains great explanatory muscle in respect to what prompts state action. For example,
Finnemore asks the following questions:
It is all fine and well to assume that states want power, security, and wealth, but to
what kind of power? Power for what ends? What kind of security? What does
security mean? How do you ensure or obtain it? Similarly, what kind of wealth?
Wealth for whom? How do you obtain it?” (1996, pp. 1-2)
Finnemore does not de-emphasize materialism, but shows that the beliefs behind these interests
are intersubjective and varied. Identity in international relations needs greater attention and can
be incorporated into a world where states are primarily interested in power or security
(Finnemore 1996; Checkel, 1998). Even if the pursuit of power or security is accepted as being
primary – in a system where the agents are assumed to have narrow and fixed interests – identity
plays an important role. A material understanding of the world begins with “dynamic normative
and epistemic interpretations of the material world” (Adler, 1997, p. 322). It is true that
“material structures, beyond certain biological necessities, are given meaning only by the social
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context through which they are interpreted” (Checkel, 1998, p. 326). The most material of
behavior can be located within the context of social processes.
While far from a constructivist, in Waltz’s introduction to neorealism he suggests that
agent behavior is the product of larger social processes. Agents simultaneously influence one
another and produce a structure that in return shapes the agents (Waltz, 1979). In Waltz’s
discussion of the main characters in Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? he notes
their behavior “cannot be understood without considering the system that emerges from their
interactions,” and that their interactions cannot “be resolved into a set of two-way relations
because each element of their behavior that contributes to the interaction is itself shaped by their
being a pair” Waltz, 1979, pp. 74-75). While nobody will mistake Waltz for a constructivist, it
goes to show that social processes sit at the foundation of international politics. Anarchy might
lead to intersubjective beliefs that make international politics seem like a self-help environment;
where states must be concerned about the balance of power in relation to their own survival.
However, this is only because we think – through socialization – this is a consequence of
anarchy when in reality anarchy has no material basis. Anarchy exists because we think it exists
(Wendt, 1992). This creates a structure that continually socializes states to assume the same
beliefs. Therefore, concepts like identities and interests are not shaped in isolation of others, but
in relation to others and larger structures. For Waltz, it was simply that those identities and
interests gravitated around the same material concerns.
A practical example of convergence between neorealism and constructivism in
international relations is Stephen Walt’s modification of how states respond to the balance of
power in international politics (Hopf, 1998). Orthodox neorealism assumes that states seek a
system-wide equilibrium by forming alliances and balancing power. Waltz says, “As nature
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abhors a vacuum, so international politics abhors unbalanced power (2002, p. 59). Walt, a
noted neorealist, modifies this assumption and places a premium on identity and perception in
international politics (Walt, 1990). Walt says, “In contrast to traditional balance of power
theorists, however, I suggest states ally to balance against threats rather than against power
alone” (1990, p. 5). While Walt does not deny the importance of power and military capabilities
in international politics, he claims states actually balance specific manifestations of power.
Specifically, Walt says states balance on the basis of four manifestations: power, geographic
proximity, offensive capabilities, and intentions. Walt accounts for power and capabilities, but
maintains that a condition for action is rooted in identity and the perception of intentions. It is
when a state is perceived to have hostile intentions that will likely provoke action from
elsewhere in the international system.
Hopf says that constructivists have understood Walt’s balance of threat “as one of the
mainstream accounts most susceptible to a constructivist alternative” (1998, p. 187). Although
Walt (1990) is not explicit about identity and perception, his work implies that both are key to
international politics. Hopf (1998) explains that if only the distribution of power explained postWorld War II balancing behavior, the United States would have been the target of balancing
alliances rather than the Soviet Union. Rather than power alone, what drove balancing behavior
after World War II were “state identities of Western Europe, the United States, and the Soviet
Union, each rooted in domestic and sociocultural milieus, produced understandings of one
another based on differences in identity and practices” (1998, p. 187). Walt (1990), like
neorealists in general, tells us states are largely concerned about balance of power politics.
However, Walt deviates from the assumption that states balance only power. For Walt such as
assumption does not neatly capture international politics. Instead, a balance of threat best
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explains state action. What becomes problematic for Walt’s otherwise neorealist account of
international politics is that balance of threat invokes identity and perception, which cannot be
measured without a social theory of international relations.
Identities, Interests, and Constructivism
Much has been said about identities and interests in international politics, but additional
exploration is necessary given their principal place in this dissertation. Both Wendt (1992, 1999)
and Hopf (1998) argue that identity informs interests in international politics. The intimate
connection between identity and interests has important consequences for international politics.
When states have a coherent identity it becomes possible for the international system to perceive
who they are and what they want. Identity is vital to international politics and informs one’s self
as well as others about their interests (Hopf, 1998).
In international politics, identities are both subjective and intersubjective. While identities
arise from an actor’s understanding of who they are, they also depend on how others perceive
that actor (Wendt, 1999). This leads Finnemore and Sikkink to say, “Thus, identities are
constituted by the interaction of these internal and external ideas” (2001, p. 399). Wendt
presents two broad categories of identities, type identity and role identity. Type identity refers to
an identity where actors share common characteristics. This can include “appearance, behavioral
traits, attitudes, values, skills (e.g. language), knowledge, opinions, experience, historical
commonalities (like region or place of birth), and so on” (Wendt, 1999, p. 225). Role identity
refers to identity that is truly social and relational. These identities exist because of a perceived
other, and include those identities – friends, enemies, rivals – that neorealism takes for granted in
international politics (Wendt, 1999).
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Hopf contends identities are essential to international relations because they “ensure at
least some minimal level of predictability and order” (1998, p. 175). Identities inform you and
others about your interests. Without coherent identities, interests would be unknown. When
interests are unknown, coherent foreign policies are not possible and this can have dangerous
consequences for the international system (Hopf, 1998). Overall, constructivism has shed
empirical light on the role that identity plays in shaping international politics. For example, the
above discussion about balance of power versus balance of threat was inherently about identity,
interests, and perception. Specific to constructivism, Katzenstein’s (1996) lengthy edited volume
dedicated to analyzing the influence of culture and identity on national security policy is another
great example of interests informed by identity. Additional compelling scholarship – just to
name a few – includes Hopf’s (2002, 2005) work how identity has shaped Soviet and Russian
foreign policy, Lebow’s (2001) reinterpretation of Thucydides as a constructivist, Sagan’s (19961997) explanation of nuclear proliferation as a function of state identity, or Risse, Ropp, &
Sikkink’s (1999) illustration of how human rights norms become a part of domestic practices.
Wendt (1992, 1999) and Hopf (1998) indicate states can have varying interests and
identities. Constructivists see identities as both social and the basis for interests.
Correspondingly, this means interests should be seen as broad rather than narrow. This goes
back to structure’s ability to constitute new identities and the interests of actors (Wendt, 1992,
1999; Finnemore, 1996; Hopf, 1998). Neorealism does not deny that states have interests, but
assumes “states have the same a priori interests” (Hopf, 1998, p. 176). Power or security, at least
how they are understood by neorealists, does not account for the complexity and range of
interests in international politics. Fighting over position in an anarchic international system does
not tell the full story of international relations. Hopf explains this best when he says that
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constructivism gives states more agency, but that agency is “constrained by social structures
that are mutually created by states and structures via social practices” (1998, p. 177).
Finnemore (1996) also takes issue with neorealism’s account of interests in international
relations. Finnemore writes that a common problem in international relations is that we often
“assume rather than problematize” interests, and that the dominant approaches “make
parsimonious assumptions about what all states want” (1996, p. 1). This implies that interests
are not intrinsic. For example, not all states want power as described by neorealists. The
identities of some actors may have been informed by intersubjective beliefs that value power as
something other than an end or a means to an end in a bitter competition for survival (Wendt,
1992). This is reflected in Charlotte Epstein’s (2008) work on anti-whaling discourse. Epstein
says that Norwegian identity “as a whaling nation was sealed not just by the spectacular rise of
its whaling industry but by a regulatory framework to contain it,” and that Norwegian “whaling
regulations were coextensive with the building of the modern state” (2008, p. 72). Additionally,
Norway was among the first states to promote the international regulation of whaling (Epstein,
2008). By engaging a discourse on the regulation of whaling, Norway demonstrated both
identity and interests that deviate from neorealism’s conception of international politics. Norway
gave itself a more prominent role in international politics – power in the form of a voice –
inconsistent with neorealism’s conceptualization of power in international politics. In the case
of Norway and norms about whaling, power is discursive rather than material. Contrary to
neorealism, actors do not have a portfolio of interests they carry around independent of a social
context. Instead they define their interests in relation to their identity and social structures.
The concept of power cannot be detached from identity and interests, but is also open to
interpretation. In many ways, there are varying intersubjective beliefs about what power is –
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some material and some social – and how it is used in international politics (Wendt, 1992).
This has significant implications for the role of identity in international politics. First, identity is
more important to state action than naked power (Wendt, 1992). Walt’s balance of threat told us
as much. Where realism stresses shifts in the distribution of power as prompting state action,
Wendt demonstrates that who is accumulating power is more important than the simple
accumulation of power. According to Wendt:
States act differently toward enemies than they do toward friends because
enemies are threatening and friends are not. Anarchy and the distribution of
power are insufficient to tell us which is which. U.S. military power has a
different significance for Canada than for Cuba, despite similar structural
positions, just as British missiles have a different significance for the United
States than do Soviet missiles (1992, p. 397).
In other words, when a friend accumulates power it is non-threatening, does not represent a shift
in the balance of power, and therefore does not translate into neorealism’s language of relative
gains or losses. There is no universal reaction to the distribution of power in international
politics, and states understand the role of power in differently (Wendt, 1992). While neorealism
defines power in terms of military capabilities – the resources necessary to execute hard power
strategies – states might choose to define power in terms outside of military capabilities.
For neorealism, anarchy has natural consequences. From anarchy streams competition
and the belief that this is a self-help world where survival is guaranteed by maximizing power or
security. In the absence of a common authority, states are free to adopt strategies they feel best
satisfy their fixed interests (Lynn-Jones, 1999; Mearsheimer, 2001). Wendt and constructivism
disagree, and assert that “there is no logic of anarchy apart from the practices that create and
initiate one structure of identities and interests rather than another; structure has no existence
apart from process. Self-help and power politics are institutions, not essential features of
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anarchy” (Wendt, 1992, p. 395). This means that constructivism sees self-help as a human
institution not unlike Searle’s (1995) social facts where things have no material basis and only
exist because we think they exist. Like power, states can interpret anarchy to mean something
other than self-help.
The study of international politics requires a more nuanced approach to understanding
state behavior than what is provided by neorealism’s parsimonious account. We live in a world
where ideas matter; where we interpret our social environment in route to understanding who we
are and what we want. Beliefs and expectations about others and ourselves matter in
international politics. These beliefs and expectations are made known through identity and
interests, which are often constituted by intersubjective beliefs about the world we live in. As
has been demonstrated throughout this section, the study of international relations has been
enriched by constructivism’s sociological approach. While neorealism limits the range of
identities and interests, they should be understood as varied and given a prominent place in
determining what prompts state action. Through sporting mega-events, we can see how states
have constructed various identities and pursued varying interests and sought to promote both to a
global audience.
The Constructivist Dimensions of Sporting Mega-Events
Sporting mega-events relate to the constructivist approach because they are among the
sites where states engage one another; where the host is able to promote identity and interests in
front of a global audience. As a social practice, sporting mega-events play a role in constructing
beliefs and expectations and reproducing what are otherwise constructed identities. By taking
account of sporting mega-events, constructivism gains additional space to investigate the
promotion of identities and interests in international politics. Furthermore, such events are
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integrated into the larger body of international relations literature. Given the world is both
social and material – with social underpinning material assumptions – it is imperative to explore
those sites where identities and interests come alive in international politics.
This dissertation does not argue that sporting mega-events are transformative, but does
argue they serve to reproduce what has already been constructed. For sporting mega-events to be
transformative it would require the values of these events to be internalized by states. For
example, the values of the Olympic Movement would have to be treated as intersubjective
beliefs that constitute states. Such a treatment remains outside the purview of this dissertation.
This approach does not preclude sporting mega-events from being studied as transformative
agents. As mentioned in Chapter 1, if sporting mega-events are considered social practices, it is
possible to investigate these events as having a transformative effect on international life and
contributing to the social construction of international politics. Sporting mega-events may
transform long-term perceptions or beliefs on a range of issues. For example, a researcher might
be inclined to ask if the 1984 Summer Games helped construct widespread beliefs about the
necessity of privatizing the state. However, given the absence of evidence that the Olympic
Games transformed the states discussed in Chapter 4, this dissertation does not argue that
sporting mega-events are transformative agents. The goal of this dissertation is to investigate
how sporting mega-events allow states to pronounce who they are and what they want; to
understand how sporting mega-events serve as sites where identities and interests are
communicated to a global audience.
This section of the chapter proceeds in five distinct but related parts. The first part provides
an overview of the social utility of sport and introduces the reader to the idea that sport has a
meaningful connection to social aspects of international life. The second part outlines the
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political origins of the Olympic Games. This sheds light on how sporting mega-events can be
closely associated with international politics. The third part briefly familiarizes the reader with
an example of how identity and interests are promoted at sporting mega-events, while the fourth
part delves into a deeper discussion of sporting mega-events as a site for the promotion of
identities and interests through the closely related concepts of prestige and discursive power.
The final section explains to the reader what public diplomacy is and how it connects to identity
and interests as promoted at sporting mega-events.
Sporting Mega-Events as Spectacle
Sport has long been manipulated by the state for its political value. Eric Hobsbawm
(1983) wrote that traditions are often invented as a means of establishing continuity in an
otherwise dynamic world. According to Hobsbawm, invented traditions impose the past on the
present in an attempt to standardize and structure social life. Hobsbawm identified 1870-1914 as
a substantial growth period for new traditions in Europe. Among those traditions was the
introduction of sport to national communities. Hobsbawm cites the late 19th Century as a
“decisive transformation in the spread of old, the invention of new, and the institutionalization of
most sports on the national and even international scale” (1983, p.298). From that point forward,
national sport was slowly integrated into the national consciousness of peoples around the world.
This amounts to what Roche calls the “social construction of public culture” (Roche, 2000, p.
34). While Hobsbawm saw sport as a mechanism for specific forms of political and social
change largely related to class (Hobsbawm, 1983; Roche, 2000), we can generalize that sport is
no stranger to the social construction of international life. The invented traditions of sporting
mega-events like the Olympic Games or World Cup allow states to engage a social practice
where constructed identities can be introduced to the international system at-large.
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Like Hobsbawm (1983), Geertz (1980) found state sponsored events to be important in
building culture. In his examination of 19th Century Bali, Geertz found life was defined by
neither concentration nor diffusion of power. Instead life was defined by theatre (Geertz, 1980).
Theatre – spectacle, ceremony, and public dramatization – was more than a means to an end in
19th Century Bali. Theatre was the purpose of the state (Geertz, 1980). Theatre was not
designed to be a vehicle for the legitimation of the state. The state was a vehicle for theatre.
Life was organized around the transmission of cultural messages through performance. Theatre
captured the complexities and concerns of life and culture in 19th Century Bali, which included
social inequality, status, and pride. Ideas about social hierarchy were drawn from the cosmos
and the state was seen as the source of theatre that brought those ideas to life, reinforced their
importance, and perpetuated their existence. It was theatre that reinforced the metaphysical
nature of Balinese life and culture (Geertz, 1980). Geertz explains, “What the Balinese state did
for the Balinese society was to cast into a sensible form a concept of what, together, they were
supposed to make of themselves: an illustration of the power of grandeur to organize the world”
(1980, p. 102). This dissertation does not argue that the purpose of the state is spectacle in the
form of sporting mega-events. Instead it argues that such events are used to promote state
identity and interests. Yet the lesson from Geertz is inescapable in the sense that identity gives
meaning and purpose to the state in much the same way that spectacle gave meaning to life in
19th Century Bali. To put it another way, theatre gave meaning to life in 19th Century Bali the
same way sporting mega-events give meaning to the state in international politics.
The traditional conception of the state is tied to ideas about governance, control, and
territory. However, the concept of the state is intimately related to status and pomp as well.
Geertz (1980) explains the state is as much about governance as it is status and pomp. In other
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words, there is a symbolic component to the power of the state. Like the relationship between
the state and spectacle at home, sporting mega-events can serve as mechanisms for symbolic
power in international politics. In 19th Century Bali, theatre constructed images of life and
culture, and these images perpetuated belief systems and created stable social patterns. In fact,
the social construction of the state and its institutions preceded governance and control in 19th
Century Bali (Gertz, 1980). Similarly, sporting mega-events are part of the social fabric of
international life and reproduce identities that lend themselves to stable social structures.
Through sporting mega-events, states learn a little more about themselves and each other.
Constructivists (Wendt, 1992, 1999; Hopf, 1998) see identity as necessary to
international politics because it brings predictability and order to the international system, and
sporting mega-events are sites were identity is widely promoted. However, a state does not
exclusively give itself an identity. Through intersubjective beliefs about what behaviors and
actions mean, others confer identity upon the state. This could counter or be consistent with
what the state is trying to promote without having encountered one another, states do not know
much about each other and the shared understandings that define international life are absent.
Wendt says, “the process of signaling, interpreting, and responding completes a social act and
begins the process of creating intersubjective meanings,” and, “It is through reciprocal
interaction, in other words, that we create and instantiate the relatively enduring social structures
in terms of which we define our identities and interests” (1992, pp. 405-406). Therefore,
interaction is a prerequisite for states to understand each other’s identities and interests.
Sporting mega-events are a space for constructing beliefs and expectations through the
promotion of identity and interest. Overall, sporting mega-events play an important role in
contributing to the to order and predictability of international life. In the same way that
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Hobsbawm and Geertz explain sport and theatre as contributing to the order and meaning to
social life at home, sporting mega-events do the same within an international context.
Sporting Mega-Events as Politics
Sporting mega-events are inherently political. For example, as much as the Olympic
Charter tries to downplay politics, the Olympic Games were founded with politics in mind. In a
lecture given at the Sorbonne in November of 1892, Pierre de Coubertin, founder of the modern
Olympic Games, first unveiled his desire to revive the ancient Olympic Games. In doing so, de
Coubertin laid out a vision for sport in what he called an “age of secular transformations” (IOC,
2000, p. 297).
First, de Coubertin described sport as democratic. For de Coubertin, sport contributes to a
larger democratic culture. In other words, sport teaches lessons about democracy and builds
democratic character. In his 1892 lecture at the Sorbonne, de Coubertin said that sport is an
essential feature of a modern world where “anything that is not democratic is no longer viable”
(IOC, 2000, p. 297). In a 1918 address to the Greek Liberal Club of Lausanne, de Coubertin was
clear about the relationship between sport and democracy with the following remarks:
Thus the sportsman has before his eyes a permanently-valid lesson in the
necessity to command, control and unity, while the very nature of comradeship
around him obliges him to see in his comrades both collaborators and rivals which from the philosophic angle seems to be the ideal principle of any
democratic society. If we add to this that the practice of sport creates an
atmosphere of absolute frankness, since it is impossible to falsify results which
are more or less numerical and whose only value lies in being open to general
scrutiny (even with himself a sportsman cannot cheat successfully), we shall reach
the conclusion that the little republic of sport is a sort of miniature of the model
democratic state (IOC, 2000, p. 275).
Second, de Coubertin described sport as international. For de Coubertin, modern technological
advances had done more for peace than diplomacy. However, de Coubertin placed his faith in
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sport as playing an even bigger role in fostering peace than technology, and wrote, “Let us
export rowers, runners, and fencers; there is the free trade of the future, and on the day when it is
introduced within the walls of old Europe the cause of peace the cause of peace will have
received a new and mighty stay” (IOC, 2000, p. 297). Following the first edition of the modern
Olympic Games in 1896, de Coubertin’s reiterated his belief that the Games would serve as an
instrument of peace. de Coubertin wrote the following in an American monthly magazine in
November of 1896:
Should the institution prosper – as I am persuaded, all civilized nations aiding,
that it will – it may be a potent, if indirect, factor in each other. We shall not have
peace until the prejudices that now separate the different races are outlived. To
attain this end, what better means is there than to bring the youth of all countries
periodically together for amicable trials of muscular strength and agility? The
Olympic Games, with the ancients, controlled athletics and promoted peace. It is
not a vision to look at them for similar benefactions in the future. (IOC, 2000, p.
360)
Overall, de Coubertin saw a role for sport in international relations. For de Coubertin, a modern
Olympic Movement would be the carrier of important liberal democratic and international values
identified as naturally embedded in sporting culture.
In many ways, de Coubertin echoes the liberalism espoused by Immanuel Kant in his
1795 essay Perpetual Peace, which called for democratic politics in the form of republican
governments and a more cosmopolitan world. In fact, in a letter dated January 15th, 1894, de
Coubertin wrote that, “The re-establishment of the Olympic Games, on the basis and in the
conditions in keeping with the needs of modern life, would bring together, every four years,
representatives of the nations of the world, and one is permitted to think that these peaceful,
courteous contests constitute the best form of internationalism” (IOC, 2000, p. 301). This once
again demonstrates that the modern Olympic Movement was founded with international politics
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in mind. In the form of democracy and peace, international politics were certainly woven into
the modern Olympic Movement.
In hindsight, the Olympic Games did not turn out to be the instrument of peace as
imagined by de Coubertin. John Hoberman is especially critical of the IOC and other sport
bodies, and says that they have not “met the minimum ethical and humanitarian standards
required for international organizations to have credible peace-promoting effects” (2011, p. 18).
de Coubertin saw the Games as overcoming what neorealism believes to be the natural
consequences of anarchy. Where the world is full of self-interested states locked into a struggle
for power or security in a self-help world, de Coubertin saw the Olympic Movement as part of a
larger social structure capable of constituting actor’s identities and interests. In other words, de
Coubertin thought the Olympic Games would be transformative. However, if this were the case,
states would internalize Olympic values at home which would further condition their foreign
policy behavior.
In recent years, politically relevant literature concerned with the relationship between
sporting mega-events and international relations has not taken up de Coubertin’s cause. The
literature has largely fallen silent on sporting mega-events as a path to peace. What is often
discussed is hosting sporting mega-events, and specifically the material or non-material gains
linked to domestic or international politics. Malfas et al. (2004) provide an excellent overview
of the literature addressing material gains, while Roche (2000) offers a outstanding review of the
sociological dimensions of hosting mega-events. Most germane to this dissertation is the
literature that addresses sporting mega-events as mediums for image projection (Roche, 2000;
Allison and Monnington, 2002; Black 2009; Cha, 2009; Guttmann, 2002; Grix, 2012, 2014; Grix
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and Lee, 2013). For the purposes of this dissertation, image projection amounts to the
promotion of identity and interests – in the form of discursive power and prestige – in
international politics.
Identities, Interests, and Sporting Mega-Events
As mentioned above, sporting mega-events are political events. Hill, who argues that the
Olympic Games are politically significant due to their global appeal, corporate nature, and sense
of internationalism, reinforces the notion that sporting mega-events are political when he states:
At the level of international politics it is impossible for sport to distance itself
from the political questions which beset the world…but the necessary engagement
with politics is especially obvious and important within the Olympic movement
because of the extraordinary interest generated worldwide by the Olympic Games,
the great amounts of money involved and the movement’s aspirations to
universality. The fact that is has outposts throughout the world renders it
peculiarly vulnerable to the demands of international politics (1992, p. 1).
Like Hill, Manheim sees the modern Olympic Games as anything but free of political
interference. Manheim summarizes the relationship between the Olympic Games and politics
with the following remarks:
No international competition is more subject to such politicization than the
quadrennial world’s fair that is the Olympic Games. Though the classical games
were intended to be a respite from politics, the modern games, with their boycotts
and blacklists, their terrorist threats, and even their medal counts are anything but.
The 1936 Berlin Games established the genre, and the Cold War tensions of
Melbourne and Squaw Valley, the violence of Munich, and the tit-for-tat politics
of Moscow and Los Angeles ensured its endurance (1994, p. 103).
Sporting mega-events are inherently political and captivate a global audience on and off site,
their status as a social practice makes them ripe for the application of the constructivist approach
to international relations. Whether it is the Olympic Games or the FIFA World Cup, sporting
mega-events can inform the study of international relations in a meaningful way.
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As mentioned in the aforementioned descriptions of realism and constructivism, the
former denies the social nature of our world while the latter embraces the social construction of
international politics. This dissertation does not deny that self-interest and competition are
important features of the system. In fact, the competitive nature of the international system
could drive some states to pursue sporting mega-events. However, such a motivation could still
be accounted for by the constructivist literature. Unlike neorealism, this dissertation finds the
international system to be fluid and dynamic as opposed to rigid and unchanging. It is through
sporting mega-events that identities and interests come alive in international politics, and this
part of the section captures how that relates to the constructivist body of literature.
The opening ceremonies of the Olympic Games are the perfect setting for promoting the
identity of the state. Opening ceremonies define who the host was, is, and wants to be. Opening
ceremonies are a “positive account of the history and culture of the host nation,” and celebrate
more than the start of the Olympic Games (Grix and Lee, 2013, p. 9). The opening ceremonies
kick off a social practice responsible for facilitating the promotion of identity and interests.
Following the opening of the 2014 Winter Games in Sochi, a New York Times article
summarized the opening ceremonies as such:
With an outsize extravaganza that reached deep into the repertory of classical
music and ballet, traversed the sights and sounds of the world’s largest
geopolitical expanse, soared into outer space and swept across millenniums of
history in a celebration of everything from czarist military might to Soviet
monumentalism, a swaggering, resurgent Russia turned its Winter Olympic
aspirations into reality on Friday night. After seven years of building to this
moment — the opening of what is believed to be the most expensive Olympic
Games in history — the message of the over-the-top ceremony was simply this: In
a big way, Russia is back (Herszenhorn, 2014).
From the opening ceremonies it was interpreted that Russia desires to rediscover its former great
power identity. In a recent symposium on the crisis in the Ukraine, former Secretary of Defense
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Robert Gates and former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice both attributed Russian
behavior to rediscovering its former self. Gates said that, “In the early ’90s, we didn’t fully
appreciate the magnitude of humiliation Russians felt not just about the collapse of the Soviet
Union but of a centuries-old Russian empire,” while Rice added that, “So we have now a very
dangerous perfect storm between a leader who is unreconciled to the post-Cold War order in
Europe, a combination of military pressure and surrogates to undo that order, and an
international community that seems unsure how to respond” (Aspen Institute, 2014). Russia’s
recent behavior in the Ukraine can be interpreted as a desire to rediscover a lost identity that
subsequently informs Russia about its interests. These interests could be rejecting the current
international order in favor of something that assigns Russia greater prestige.
While this sounds like material politics, at the foundation is a mutually constituted
identity that tells Russia about itself and what it wants out of international politics. As a great
power (or aspiring great power), Russia could not sit by while its near-abroad slipped away and
the annexation of Crimea helps Russia establish itself as a great power. This is very close to
Hopf’s example of the United States and Vietnam, where he writes, “to the extent that U.S.
appeasement in Vietnam was unimaginable because of U.S. identity as a great power, military
intervention constituted the United States as a great power” (1998, p. 173). The Olympic Games
were the site of Russia’s great unveiling. The Olympic Games made it clear Russia was
reasserting itself in international politics, and less than one month after the closing ceremonies of
the 2014 Winter Olympic Games, Russia took provocative action in the Crimean Peninsula that
underscored what the world already knew.
Prestige, Discursive Power, and Sporting Mega-Events
As a corollary to the above, this part of the section discusses prestige and discursive
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power, which have been closely associated with hosting sporting mega-events (Roche, 2000;
Allison and Monnington, 2002, Black and Van Der Westhuizen; Black 2007, 2009; Dowse,
2012; Grix, 2012, 2014; Grix and Lee, 2013; Wood, 2013; Finlay and Xin, 2013). Prestige and
discursive power are the mechanisms produced by sporting mega-events that enhance the pursuit
of national interests. By serving as a function of identity, both make interests more attainable.
What flows from identities like great power or modern state is prestige and discursive power,
both of which allow states to better purse their interests.
Like theatre was connected to status and pomp in 19th Century Bali, states chase sporting
mega-events to promote identities commonly awarded prestige (Roche, 2000; Allison and
Monnington, 2002). Allison and Monnington say states use sport in two ways. States “sell
themselves and enhance their image,” and also “penalize international behaviour of which they
disapprove” (2002, p. 107). To enhance their images, states use sport for success or acceptance
(Allison and Monnington, 2002). In the former, some kind of symbolic status is attached to each
win at an international sporting competition. Allison and Monnington discuss how the Soviet
Union attempted to promote, if not legitimatize, its socialist identity through prestige in sport. In
the latter, sport is a means of integrating into an existing international order. For example, did
China attempt to “secure and demonstrate its acceptance as a mature state in the international
system” through the 2008 Beijing Games (2002, p. 108)? In strict application to sporting megaevents, hosting can be used to access prestige previously unavailable to the host. Prestige can
facilitate the pursuit of a range of interests, whether related to what flows from success or
acceptance.
Like Allison and Monnington (2002), Roche (2000) finds sporting mega-events to be of
“social scientific interest” due to their capacity for image projection. Roche says sporting mega-
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events are “important in the story of a country, a people, a nation,” and that these events
“represent and continue to represent key occasions in which nations could construct and present
images of themselves for recognition in relation to other nations and in the eyes of the world”
(2000, p, 5-6). Roche further suggests that sporting mega-events have certain dualities. Among
those dualities are modern/non-modern and national/non-national. In regards to the first,
sporting mega-events have always been associated with modernity. Sporting mega-events
involve “non-religious/secular values, ideologies and principles of organization connected with
Western civilization including techno-rationalism, capitalism, universalistic humanism,
urbanism, and transnational levels of organisation of commutations and transport” (Roche, 2000,
p. 9). In regards to the second, sporting mega-events are supernational in the sense that the “host
nation plays a significantly more powerful role than the guest nations,” and can use the event as
an opportunity “emphasize its claim to having a leading status, mission and destiny in the world
international order and world history” (Roche, 2000, pp. 9-10).
In both cases, Allison and Monnington (2002) and Roche (2000) imagine a world where
states find prestige through sport and sporting mega-events. The general interest of sporting
mega-events is that they promote identities that come with prestige or some kind of elevated
status among peers. Interestingly, prestige itself is a socially constructed identity that is both
“projected into and derived from...the belief that it exists” (Wood, 2013, p. 388). Sporting megaevents are sources of prestige, which make them sites where identities and interests come alive in
international politics. Wood says that, “The host nation is imbued with emotional and, usually,
economic gains. Greece’s prestige derived from being the origin of the Olympiad. Australia
earned prestige for the 2000 Games,” and that China’s will to host the Olympic Games was a
product of “the presumed prestige gain associated with staging successful games and winning the
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medal count” (Wood, 2013, p. 405). Because sporting mega-events facilitate the promotion of
identity and contribute to beliefs and expectations, prestige becomes a part of the social
construction of international politics.
Unfortunately prestige is understudied in international relations but almost always present
in the dynamics of international politics (Wood, 2013, 2014). Amitai Etzioni (1962) explained
the importance of prestige in international politics by arguing the state is more than a
manifestation of political institutions. Like Geertz (1980), Etzioni sees the importance of status
and pomp in the international system and writes, “citizens derive symbolic gratifications and
deprivations from the international status of their nation” (1962, p. 22). Underneath the belly of
the state are citizens who enjoy the recognition of their home as prestigious. However, prestige
represents a danger to the stability of the international system in that the loss of prestige “which
does not lead to aggressive behavior of the masses, may nevertheless lead to popular demand for
a more aggressive foreign policy” (Etzioni, 1962, p. 23). Where Etzioni largely sees prestige
arising from demands cultivated internally, Dore (1975) sees prestige as a response to external
ideas. Dore says modernization is born out of replication and that the goal of modernization is to
“transform one’s society, or segments of it, in imitation of models, and under the influence of
ideas, drawn from other countries which are seen as more advanced in some implicit scale of
progress” (1975, p. 193). Between Etzioni and Dore, we see interaction between international
and domestic pressures for prestige. Citizens at home demand prestige, while intersubjective
beliefs push states to seek out prestige. This means that identities are born out of interactions
between both structure and agents.
Sporting mega-events are consistent with both Etzioni and Dore’s description of the
search for prestige in the international politics. Sporting mega-events are a response to domestic
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and international pressures that amplify the attractiveness of identities associated with
prestigious. In the case of China, thousands in Beijing took to the streets after it was announced
that the city had been awarded the 2008 Games. The celebration was widespread and a genuine
reflection of the people’s feelings (Longman, 2001; Hopkins, 2001). This shows how important
a prestigious identity is to the Chinese. The celebration was reflective of the role that sport has
historically played in China. In China, sport has been “an agent of social change and legitimacy,
as well as a source of international recognition, national prestige, and an engine of nationbuilding” (Xu, 2008). While the 2008 Games sought to promote an identity capable of
generating prestige, the Games aligned with the state and population’s desire for prestige.
At the very least, prestige allows a state to better pursue its interests. In this sense,
prestige becomes a form of social power (Wood, 2013). This dissertation does not assert that
sporting mega-events augment power, but it does claim that they enhance the pursuit of national
interests which might include a state’s desire to reposition itself in the international system. The
pursuit of interests is naturally bolstered by prestige as a source of power. For quite some time,
realists spoke from a position of strength when it came to discussing power in international
politics (Berenskoetter, 2007). Realists often borrowed from what is now called the first face of
power, which is the amounts to A getting B to do what B would otherwise not do (Berenskoetter,
2007; Gallarotti, 2010). However, in the 1960s, a debate opened up concerning the nature of
power in international relations. Peter Bachrach and Morton Baratz introduced the second face
of power and shifted the discussion away from power politics and towards bargaining and
agenda control within institutional settings (Berenskoetter, 2007; Gallarotti, 2010). In 1974,
Steven Lukes introduced the third face of power and defined power as the ability to shape the
interests of others (Berenskoetter, 2007; Gallarotti, 2010). In sharp distinction to realist accounts
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of power, or power defined as the ability to wield control in a setting where actors may or may
not have divergent interests, Lukes locates power within a social framework involving actors
with convergent interests (Berenskoetter, 2007).
Lukes’ definition of power is inherently social and relevant to the constructivist literature.
Constructivism, while able to address material power, also finds a place for discursive power in
international politics. Constructivism does not lose sight of material power, but argues that both
are “necessary for any understanding of world affairs” (Hopf, 1998, p. 177). Constructivism
believes in the power of “knowledge, ideas, culture, ideology, and language,” as much as the
capability to control or dominate others with divergent interests (Hopf, 1998, p. 177). Lukes
enters the picture with his focus on shaping the preferences of others in non-material ways –
through ideas and knowledge – as a means of avoiding future conflicts of interest (Berenskoetter,
2007).
Some of the budding work on sporting mega-events speaks to these events as generating
discursive power for their host in the form of soft power (Black, 2009; Grix, 2012; Grix and Lee
2013; Finlay and Xin, 2013). Joseph Nye (2004) argues that soft power is based on state specific
attributes such as culture, political values, and foreign policy. Since soft power is broadly about
ideas and knowledge, and is thought to be a form of power opposite hard power, it is discursive
power. Soft power is regarded as the power of seduction. The goal is to shape preferences,
create convergent interests, and get others to want what you want. Nye explains with the
following statement:
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A country may obtain the outcomes it wants in world politics because other
countries – admiring its values, emulating its example, aspiring to its level of
prosperity and openness – want to follow it. In this sense, it is also important to
set the agenda and attract others in world politics, and not only force them to
change by threatening military force or economic sanctions. This soft power –
getting others to want the outcomes you want – co-opts people rather than coerces
them (2004, p. 5).
Nye locates soft power closer to Bachrach and Baratz than Lukes. This is in large part because
both soft power and the second face of power operate in vast social settings where the goal is to
amend how the game is played (Hall, 1997; Gallarotti, 2010). However, Nye’s work is closer to
the work done by Lukes. Both Lukes and Nye speak to discursive power rather than material
power, and specifically to power that shapes preferences and interests as a means of moving
actors closer together (Gallarotti, 2010). Where the second face of power strikes against soft
power because it inherently represents conflicts of interests, the third face represents preferences
and interests that are aligned (Gallarotti, 2010).
Because soft power focuses on culture, political values, and foreign policy, it can
generate or reinforce intersubjective beliefs that shape the preferences and interests of others.
What this all means is that sporting mega-events help states promote identities closely associated
with prestige and soft power. Allen Guttman explains that states pursue sporting mega-events
for the “twin suns of prestige and profit” (2002, p. 175). Adopting Gutmann's work, Grix and
Lee point to sporting mega-events as vehicles for emerging states to promote identity and
interests (2013). Most important is that authors identify sporting mega-events as lending to
emerging states “discursive as well as materially based agency in the international system”
(2013, p. 4). In regards to the upcoming 2016 Rio Games, Grix and Lee write that “The vast
majority of emerging states use sports mega events to announce their arrival on the world stage
as major players, as a so-called ‘coming out’ party,” but argue Brazil is different because “it is
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not simply to announce that it is ready to join the advanced western capitalist states (that is,
move from the periphery to the core), but to indicate its shift from a regional actor to a global
actor in international affairs” (2013, p. 14). This sheds light on the relationship between identity,
interests and power. Power cannot be easily separated from either identity or interests. In
Brazil’s case, sporting mega-events are being used to promote not only an identity that will
inform Brazil’s interests, Brazil is looking for an identity consistent with global actor rather than
simply a regional actor.
Before concluding this part of the section, a quick mention should be made about prestige
and discursive power. Both are presented as a function of identity, but both can actually be an
identity. For some states, the end might be prestige (as opposed to prestige being a means to an
end). Dore says some states are “susceptible to the attractions of prestige-as-an-end-in-itself,”
and “likely to be constrained to obey whatever norms of international conduct the subterranean
movements of world opinion may gradually bring forth” (1975, p. 207). Like prestige,
discursive power can exists as a form of identity as much as a form of power. In the form of soft
power, discursive power is rooted in culture, values, and policies. These are the things that
define Wendt’s type identity (1999). Like prestige, it may be true that soft power does not exist
apart from identity. In this sense, interests are so easily informed by identities because the
identity itself is the source of satisfying interests.
In the end, sporting mega-events allow states to temporally borrow the values of sport
and “champion and collectively celebrate these within the context of their own distinctive
cultural, social, and political values” (Grix and Lee, 2013, p. 8). This is consistent with the
constructivist approach to international relations where states embrace intersubjective beliefs that
constitute their identity and interests. Mercer explains that constructivists “believe that norms,
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laws, economic interdependence, technological development, learning, and institutions can
fundamentally change state interests” (1995, p. 231). This author wants to be careful with this
quote, as it assigns a transformative quality to sporting mega-events. Mercer argues that factors
beyond the state can transform the interests of the state. That is not what is argued in this
dissertation. As previously mentioned, this dissertation argues sporting mega-events are an
opportunity to enhance the pursuit of national interests but does not argue these events construct
interests. Intersubjective beliefs construct identity and interests and these are promoted at
sporting mega-events in front of a global audience. To have this opportunity, states must at least
borrow the values associated with sport. The process of internalizing such values is beyond the
purview of this dissertation.
Public Diplomacy
What is public diplomacy? Public diplomacy is a form of non-traditional political
communication in which one state seeks to influence the public of another state (Manheim,
1994). As public diplomacy, states can use sporting mega-events to reach a range of actors,
which includes individuals, states, and international organizations. All of these actors become
familiar with who the host is and what they want from international politics. For example, Kevin
Caffrey writes the following about the 2008 Games
...the audience in Beijing was only the most overt element of the global
audience intended to receives the message of the games. For the less
apparent but nonetheless highly observant rest of the audience, the Beijing
performance was a harbinger of wider regional and international ambitions –
world to a degree not seen since the early Ming dynasty (2011. p. 1)
This is an example of public diplomacy at work. The message sent by China was not exclusively
to leaders and diplomats around the world, but the world as a whole. Through the Olympic
Games, China was engaging a global audience. In general, sporting mega-events represent a
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perfect opportunity to reach an audience beyond the spectators and participants (Manheim,
1990). As Manheim states, “because it holds the attention of large numbers of people in multiple
countries and conveys to them simple and highly symbolic messages, high-level international
sporting competition is inextricably linked with international politics.” (1990, p. 279)
Unlike traditional forms of diplomacy – government-to-government and diplomat-todiplomat – public diplomacy is about public relations, and can come in the form of people-topeople or government-to-people (Manheim, 1994). Tuch defines public diplomacy as, “A
government’s process of communicating with foreign publics in an attempt to bring about an
understanding for its nation’s ideas and ideals, its institutions and culture, as well as its national
goals and current policies (1990, p. 3). Public diplomacy “is both public and diplomatic,” as
exemplified by Voice of America, the United States Information Service, and the Fulbright
program (Manheim, 1994).
Manheim sees an important role for public diplomacy in international politics (1994) and
agrees with John Lee’s (1968) sentiment that communicating with foreign publics is vital to a
government’s well-being. According to Manheim, “Diplomatic practice has mellowed a bit in
more recent times, but recognition of the need of governments to communicate with leaders and
peoples of other lands endures” (1994, p. 6).
Manheim is careful to set public diplomacy apart from propaganda. Public
diplomacy is implied to have evolved from propaganda, but is further explained as a
science (1994). Manheim sees public diplomacy as more than information management
because it involves knowledge about human and social psychology and is informed by
“half a century of empirical research into human motivation and behavior” (1994, p. 7).
Manheim explains that public diplomacy accounts for “attitudes and preference
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structures, cultural tendencies, and media use patterns,” and is a process that undertakes
“the creation, distribution, control, use, processing, and effects of information as a
political resource” (1994, p. 7). A wide range of actors – from governments to individuals
– engage in the use of public diplomacy (1994).
Public diplomacy is naturally a part of any state strategy designed to project
image, and sporting mega-events are a perfect space for public diplomacy given the size
of the audience (Manheim, 1990, 1994; Grix and Lee, 2013). In fact, Grix and Lee say
that sporting mega-events even help states overcome stereotypes. Citing the 2010 World
Cup in South Africa and upcoming 2022 World Cup in Qatar among others Grix and Lee
explain the hosts “will be bound by the attempt to use sports mega-events to persuade
others that negative stereotypes about their nations are wrong” (2013, p. 8). It is through
public diplomacy that states can project identity to a global audience. According to the
IOC, the 2012 Games in London reached 3.6 billion people in 220 countries and
territories (2012). Four years before London, the 2008 Games at Beijing reached
approximately 4.3 billion people in 220 countries and territories (IOC, 2008). With more
detailed reports on its global television audience than the IOC, FIFA estimates that 2.2
billion people in 214 countries tuned in for at least 20 minutes of World Cup action in
2010 (FIFA, 2010)
Public diplomacy adds another challenge to neorealism because it makes actors other
than states, issues other than power or security, and actors well below the level of structure,
important to international politics. Manheim explains politics is an act of construction when he
says politics is “a composite of the perceptions of those who experience or observe it” (1994, p.
102). This moves public diplomacy toward constructivism. Public diplomacy is about
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constructing messages and selling them to an audience that will hopefully interpret them as
truthful. Either way, it reduces politics to construction and interpretation.
The role sporting mega-events play in international relations goes beyond one state
promoting identity and interests. As mentioned throughout, sporting mega-events create space
for the interpretation of identity as well. Public diplomacy is one avenue for the interpretation of
states. According to Wendt (1992, 1999) and Hopf (1998), interpretation is necessary for
predictability and order in international politics. Knowing who others are allows a state to
understand their interests and intentions. States cannot act toward one another before knowing
one another (Wendt, 1992). As Mercer (1996) explained, reputation without interpretation is
meaningless (1996). In line with Wendt (1992) and Mercer, Sharman argues that “political
scientists should be open to a more sociologically informed or constructivist understanding,
whereby reputation is the generally shared opinion of a referent’s character or nature, based on a
wide range of information, associations and social cues” (2007, p. 20). Furthermore, Sharman
says, “Reputation is so important and valuable because it allows actors, whether states, firms, or
individuals, to predict other actors’ future moves during strategic interaction” (2007, p. 20).
Sharman goes on to say that in a world of self-interest and anarchy, reputation becomes key to
cooperation.
Identity and reputation are not the same but are closely related. Reputation has identitylike qualities and in an analysis of social relations can be given a similar weight to identity.
Overall, reputation can be wrapped up into an analysis of identity promotion. This makes
sporting mega-events a prime opportunity for states to promote identity and pursue interests. Yet,
and as both Sharman (2007) and Mercer (1996) point out, because reputation is relational and
social, interpretations may vary.
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Sport and International Relations
Illustrating the emerging relationship between sport and international relations satisfies
two needs in respect to this dissertation. First, because the study of sporting mega-events springs
from the study of sport, illustrating a practical relationship between sport and international
relations reinforces the need for more academic and theoretical scholarship in the area of
sporting mega-events. Second, illustrating an emerging relationship between sport and
international relations gives us an idea of what topics have been addressed in the literature.
Absent from the following illustrations are discussions addressing sporting mega-events
and state identity. While there is research on sporting mega-events and international relations,
the implications for identity and interests are often overlooked in the literature. With the
increasing value of sporting mega-events to emerging states, greater representation in the sport
and international relations literature is needed. Why states pursue hosting sporting mega-events
and the relationship – in the context of identity and interests – is worthy of further investigation.
Intersection of Sport and International Relations
Sport and international relations research have a history of mutual neglect (Taylor, 1986;
Levermore and Budd, 2004; Cha, 2009). This lack of association is not due to irrelevance.
While sport is not "central to the dynamics and operation of the international system in the same
way as economic, political, and military processes,” it is “an important part of that system, and,
as such, is shaped by it while simultaneously influencing it” (Levermore and Budd, 2004, p. 9).
Sport and international relations intersect often enough that some avenues of research have
emerged. Levermore and Budd’s (2004) edited volume discusses avenues that largely relate to
globalization, while Jackson and Haigh’s (2009) volume analyzes sport and foreign policy within
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a global context. Overall, opportunities exist for sport to be made a part of the international
relations landscape.
This section broadly illustrates those places sport and international relations intersect.
Illustrations of that intersection – collapsed into globalization and foreign policy – can and
should be targeted for academic inquiry. This section concludes by showing how the limitations
of the sporting mega-events literature in respect to international relations and international
relations theory.
Globalization
Under the infrastructure of globalization, sport has made itself relevant to the
international political economy and culture alike (Houlihan, 1994). In regards to political
economy, the commercialization of sport across borders - through increased access to sport
related content and merchandise - has been nothing short of a proliferation event (Budd, 2004).
Budd explains that, “Sport is big business, for sports clubs and participants not only compete in
the sporting arena but are also connected to wider profit-oriented business interests, including
trans-national sportswear companies and media giants who see sport as a form of spectacle that
can be broadcast to vast regional or global audiences” (2004, p. 36). Sport has developed into a
global phenomenon that shows no signs of slowing down.
Consumption of sport across the globe continues to grow. Sport related revenue totaled
just over $107.5 billion in 2006 and $121.4 billion in 2010 (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011).
Going forward this number is expected to grow. It is estimated that sport related revenues would
total over $145 billion by 2015 (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011). This means that in just under a
decade, global sport revenue is expected to increase by approximately 35 percent.
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In general, professional sport has become global and is as much about competition
between transnational businesses off the field as it is about players on the field. For example,
Williams and Hopkins (2012) write that “Americanization” of English football has led
enterprising owners of Football Association clubs to pursue deregulation of their operating
environment. New owners were successful in eliminating payment and salary restrictions for
club owners and directors, and brought their sport to a global audience with the formation of the
Football Association Premier League and satellite broadcasting in 1992 (Williams and Hopkins,
2012). Between 2007 and 2010, the Premier League raised more than $4 billion in broadcasting
revenues alone (Williams and Hopkins, 2012).
In his commentary on the economy of sport and American professional basketball player
Michael Jordan, LeFeber (2002) says that Jordan compares favorably to the late Zhou Enlai
among Chinese schoolchildren. LeFeber writes the following:
In China, schoolchildren ranked him [Jordan] with Zhou Enlai as the two greatest
figures in twentieth century history. The children knew Zhou because he helped
create the Communist Revolution. They knew Jordan because he miraculously
floated through the air as both an athlete and a pitchman for American-produced
advertisements for Nike shoes, which the children avidly followed on television.
(2002, p. 27)
Sport infiltrates societies and has proven to be far less contained than other phenomena. The
popularity of an American athlete in China lends credibility to the idea that the business of sport
is transnational.
While the intersection between sport and political economy is universally strong across
borders, this is also representative of a more economically globalized world (LaFeber, 2002).
Trade in sporting goods is significant. Outside of the global drug trade and other illegitimate
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enterprises, the sport industry has likely become the most lucrative global business industry
(LaFeber, 2002).
Globalization shares both a consistent and growing connection with sport (Houlihan,
1994; Levermore and Budd, 2004). The globalization of sport has contributed to the increased
commercialization of the world, and some argue the impact of sport on culture and identity has
been profound. For example, McGuire (2013) explains that there are two competing views of
how globalized sport impacts culture. While some see sport as a mechanism for building
meaningful relationships between both individuals and states, others see sport as a Western threat
to national distinctiveness. According to McGuire, “the present culture of global sport can be
seen as symptomatic of a new and consumer dominated phase of western capitalism. As such,
global consumer sport imposes its cultural products on vulnerable communities across the globe.
One consequence of this is the eradication of cultural difference” (2013, p. 162). Therefore, as
sport journeys the world with little resistance, its impact is felt in more places than Nike of
Reebok headquarters.
The politics of culture and identity have often been coupled with sport as a means of
forming a bond between people of the same territory (Levermore and Budd, 2004). de Coubertin
saw sport as producing what has been called a pacifying nationalism (Seppanan, 1982).
Coubertin saw nationalism, or some form of national pride, as being necessary for life
(Seppanan, 1982). Coubertin saw contact between people – in this case sport and the Olympic
Games – as a mechanism for both building and maintaining healthy forms of nationalism
(Seppanan, 1982). Kyrolainen and Varis (1981) argue that when a state experiences
international success in sport it has a unifying function at home, and thus contributes to nationbuilding. Holden (2012) says this is especially true for small states or stateless nations, and
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specifically cites Wales as an example of sport having a unifying function for a stateless
nation. Holden explains, “sport has been a central tenet in inventing, maintaining, and projecting
the idea of a single Welsh identity in and outside its blurred border” (2012, p. 122). Wales’ 1905
victory over New Zealand’s dominant national rugby squad was monumental for solidarity
within the Welsh community (Holden, 2012). While the globalization of sport can threaten
national distinctiveness, it can also play an important role in building solidarity at home
(Maguire, 2013). Sport as a carrier of global culture can be “viewed as unifying, universalizing,
progressive and liberating, or as divisive, fragmenting, constraining and destructive, of local
cultures” (Maguire, 2013, p. 190).
Finally, the media plays a large role in interpreting the relationship between sport and
international relations. Levermore (2004) writes that sport reporting plays a part in perpetuating
the existing inter-state worldview. In other words, sport reporting reinforces notions about a
competitive international system where states are largely governed by the conditions of anarchy.
To put it another way, the media reinforces a worldview consistent with realism (Levermore,
2004). The media also reinforces imagery associated with states and nations, including strict
territorial boundaries and nationalism and nation-building (Levermore, 2004). However,
Levermore also contends that the media has the power to promote civility and order in the
international system but often elevates sport to an almost religious-like experience for many
around the world.
Through globalization, international sport has become more prominent than ever before.
It draws huge profits, but impacts local cultures for better or worse. Either way, the
infrastructure of globalization has paved the way for sport to be a transnational phenomenon.
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Foreign Policy
Another broad area where sport and international relations intersect is foreign
policymaking. As Cha explains, “sport matters in world politics because it can create diplomatic
breakthroughs (or breakdowns) in ways unanticipated by regular diplomacy” (2009, p. 2). It was
the game of table tennis that helped reestablish normal relations between the United States and
China during the Cold War (2009). In the 1960s, China found itself in an increasingly precarious
security situation. After a 1962 border war with India, the Chinese understood India to be a
threat to Chinese security. At the same time, relations with the Soviet Union were rapidly
deteriorating and culminated with intense border conflicts in 1969. China was left to rethink its
foreign policy (Chen, 2001). China’s uncertainty eventually brought it closer to the United
States. However, preceding any high-level discussions between the two states were sporting
contacts between their respective national table tennis teams. Some credit these sporting
contacts with opening the door for the high-level discussions and Richard Nixon’s eventual trip
to China in 1972 (Chen, 2001).
In another example, Elias (2010) speaks to the importance of baseball in American
foreign policy, and says that baseball has long been a part of how the United States has projected
its image abroad. Elias writes that, “As the U.S. has projected its dominance worldwide,
baseball has lent a hand—bolstering the U.S. military, boosting the nation’s global economic
reach, and proselytizing for the American way. As the U.S. expanded, conquering new frontiers,
so too did baseball” (2010, p. 83). Baseball has been an instrument of American foreign policy
for quite some time, and has been employed in an attempt to gain influence across the globe
(Elias, 2010).
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Sport has long shared an important relationship with foreign policymaking, and this
has been covered in the literature on sport and international relations and cultural diplomacy. In
addition to foreign policy, the broad theme of globalization – best represented by political
economy, culture and identity, and the media – has been covered within the context of sport and
international relations. However, this literature is not vast and there remains a curious absence
of attention paid to the specific role of sporting mega-events in international relations.
Emerging Research Trends in Sporting Mega-Events
Recent work by Grix (2012, 2014) and Grix and Lee (2013) discuss the value of sporting
mega-events to emerging states. Grix (2012) and Grix and Lee (2013) do so specifically within
the context of soft power. In addition, Cha (2009) discusses the role of sport and sporting megaevents in Asian history. Sociological contributions, namely Roche’s (2000) work on modernity
and mega-events, can be easily integrated into a constructivist framework as well. Overall,
however, much of the work in the area of sporting mega-events has been dedicated to topics such
as urban politics and urban renewal (Tomlinson, R., 2010). Comparatively, very little deals with
a connection to international relations or international relations theory. That is not to say such
literature is nonexistent, but it is to say such literature is limited in quantity. What follows is an
account of where the community of scholars engaged in work on sporting mega-events stands in
respect to international relations. Like the broad genre of sport, much of the work can be
collapsed into globalization and foreign policy.
Consistent with sport and globalization, Horne and Whannel (2012) integrated sporting
mega-events into a discussion on the neo-liberal framework of today’s global economy. This
begins with a mix of private sponsorship and public subsidies for sporting mega-events, and
defined roles for international non-governmental actors in the hosting of sporting mega-events
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(Horne and Whannel, 2012). The 1984 Summer Games in Los Angeles were “not only a
pivotal moment in the evolution of the Olympics, they also helped legitimate a sweeping
neoliberal political project in the United States, with influences that have been felt across the
globe” (2012, p. 135).
Critics of the neoliberal framework have claimed that sporting-mega events are now
commercial events, and have transitioned from a celebration of human achievement to a
celebration of making money (Carter, 2012). As Grix explains, private actors often stand to
benefit at the expense of the public. For example, taxpayers in Montreal were left with a tax
burden from the 1976 Summer Games that lasted through 2006, while the 2004 Summer Games
in Athens remain an example of how “over investment in subsequently under-utilised sporting
infrastructure can exacerbate financial ruin” (2013, p. 20). The Olympic Park at the 2012
Summer Games in London was a “quasi-tax haven” for key sponsors, as no taxes were paid on
sales within the Park. This meant increased revenue for sponsors but a reduced return to the
public that had helped carry the financial burden of hosting a sporting mega-event (Grix, 2013).
The global consumption of sporting mega-events reflects the neo-liberal turn outlined
above. Two examples are sponsorship deals between multinational corporations and the IOC
and the increasing broadcasting fees associated with carrying the Olympic Games. For the 2010
Winter Games in Vancouver and the 2012 Summer Games in London, the IOC earned $957
million from its corporate partners (IOC, 2012). Meanwhile, broadcasting fees for the 1998
Winter Games in Nagano and the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney cost over $1.8 billion, while
the fees for the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver and the 2012 Summer Games in London cost
close to $4 billion (IOC, 2012).
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Globalizing processes have also given way to greater roles for non-state actors in sport.
This is consistent with the influence of neoliberal policies in global economy. Sporting megaevents highlight the key role that non-state actors play in international relations. Tomlinson and
Young (2012) explain that in an era of globalization the IOC and FIFA have served national
pride and prestige by allowing small nations the ability to demonstrate autonomy through
participation in sporting mega-events (2012). Others have pointed to the role that the governing
bodies of international sport play in both the recognition and legitimization of nations, territories,
and states through awarding sporting mega-events (Hill, 1992; Cha, 2009; Lenskyj, 2010).
Dimeo and Kay (2009) explain that although the rationale behind hosting sporting mega-events
is material gains, the media can harm opportunities for material gains by crafting narratives that
perpetuate stereotypes.
Like the broad theme of globalization, sporting-mega events have been connected to
foreign policy as well. For example, the 1976 Summer Games in Montreal, the 1980 Summer
Games in Moscow, or the 1984 Summer Games in Los Angeles were all victims of boycotts that
has nothing to do with the Games and all to do with international politics. During the Cold War,
victories at international sporting competitions substituted for political victories. According to
Cha, “At no time has sport been more political than during the battle between the superpowers
during the Cold War” (2009, p. 17). When the Soviet Union won the most medals at the 1956
Summer Games in Melbourne, it was as much a victory for Soviet communism as it was for
Soviet sport. The same can be said about East Germany’s effort to use sport as a means of
acquiring international legitimacy and respect (Gerrard, 2004; Cha, 2009). Sporting mega-events
have been tied to foreign policy, and states have used success in these events in an attempt to
gain legitimacy and respect.
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Research on sport and sporting mega-events has been conducted along the
aforementioned broad themes of globalization and foreign policy. However, two concerns
remain. As a genre, sport has much to offer international relations. Sport reflects key tenets of
the theories and concepts we most often apply, but international relations has, for the most part,
neglected sport as a legitimate place of inquiry. It is even worse for sporting mega-events.
While sporting mega-events been addressed in the same broad areas as sport and international
relations, the amount of coverage is less and specific connections to identity and interest remain
absent. To say again, the goal of this dissertation is to help fill that void.
Chapter Summary
This chapter has mapped the connection between sporting mega-events and the
constructivist literature in international relations. Specifically, this chapter has shown how
sporting mega-events relate to identities and interests in international relations. In respect to
international relations theory, constructivism best addresses the role of sporting mega-events in
international politics. States see sporting mega-events as an opportunity to promote identities
concomitant with national interests. What makes sporting mega-events special is that they are
the sites where identities and interests come alive. Through public diplomacy, states
communicate symbolic messages about who they are and what they want.
Identities are key to the operation of international politics. Identities are informed by
intersubjective beliefs about international life and help construct the beliefs and expectations that
states have about each other. Without identities, predictability and order would be absent from
international politics. Simply put, states would not know each other. Intentions would be
unknown. Sporting mega-events enter the picture as social practices where mutually constituted
identities are reproduced in front of a global audience. This adds predictability and order to
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international politics, and sporting mega-events become active contributors to the social
construction of international politics.
Sporting mega-events facilitate both the promotion and interpretation of identity.
Overall, this demonstrates the fluidity of identity – well beyond what the realists claim – and the
dynamic nature of international relations. Sporting mega-events fit nicely with the constructivist
literature that sees the world as primarily social rather than strictly material. However, through
sporting mega-events states promote identities that will reward them with prestige and discursive
power. These two qualities are a function of identity and serve as a mechanism for states to
better pursue interests.
It is emerging states, or states with something to prove, that will most often seek out
sporting mega-events for identities that are rewarded with prestige. The Olympic Games bring
over 100 delegations, thousands of athletes, hundreds of thousands of spectators, and reach
billions of people in nearly every corner of world via television. This is appealing to emerging
states, and that is why they are now fiercely bidding on sporting mega-events (Tomlinson, 2010;
Horne and Whannel, 2012; Grix and Lee, 2013). More than ever before, sporting mega-events
are assuming a prominent role in international life. Emerging states want to host sporting megaevents, and while costly those states have considered the non-material benefits to outweigh the
costs and associated risks. Beijing was a candidate city in 2000, and finally won the right to host
the Olympic Games in 2008. Sochi hosted the 2014 Winter Games and Rio will host the 2016
Summer Games. Cape Town and Buenos Aires were candidate cities for the 2004 Summer
Games. Istanbul has reached candidate city twice since 2004 Summer Games, and Moscow was
a candidate city for the 2012 Summer Games. As for the World Cup, the 2010 event was held in
South Africa and the 2014 in Brazil. Future World Cup events include 2018 in Russia and the
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2022 in Qatar. There is a pattern, and that pattern is states with something to prove working
hard to stage sporting mega-events as a means of promoting identity and being rewarded with
prestige.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This dissertation explores the relationship between sporting mega-events and emerging
states within the international system. Specifically, the researcher explores the relationship of
sporting mega-events to emerging states as vehicles for the promotion of identity and interests.
This study uses a constructivist framework that connects sporting mega-events to key theoretical
propositions in international relations. As stated in Chapter 1, it is questioned if emerging states
chase sporting mega-events for the purpose of promoting identity and enhancing the pursuit of
national interests. To fully explore the research question, this researcher adopts an exploratory
case study approach that interprets historical events with the framework of constructivist
international relations theory. However, the goal is not to highlight theory as much as it is to use
theory to frame sporting mega-events as a legitimate point of inquiry in international relations.
While sporting mega-events can become empirical proving grounds for constructivist
international relations theory, the goal of this dissertation is to lay the groundwork for future
scholarship in the area of sporting mega-events.
Problem Statement
Sporting mega-events are closely linked to identity and interests in international
relations. For emerging states, these sporting mega-events are agents of identity promotion. The
promotion of an identity that grows prestige and discursive power allows emerging states to
better pursue their national interests. This means sporting mega-events are a social practice that
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emerging states can use to augment their position within the international system. This
augmentation is a process that begins with the promotion of identity via sporting mega-events.
Within the context of identity and interests in international relations, this dissertation specifically
explores why emerging states – those states most interested in augmenting their position –
compete for the opportunity to host sporting mega-events.
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the literature dedicated to the relationship between
sporting mega-events and international relations theory is scarce. Recent work by Grix (2012,
2014) and Grix & Lee (2013) discuss the value of sporting mega-events to emerging states; they
do so specifically within the context of soft power. In addition, Cha (2009) discusses the role of
sport and sporting mega-events in Asian history. Sociological contributions, namely Roche’s
(2000) work on modernity and mega-events, can be easily integrated into a constructivist
framework as well. However, overall, much of the work in the area of sporting mega-events has
been dedicated to topics such as urban politics and urban renewal (Tomlinson, R., 2010).
While it is not uncommon to find work on the international implications of sporting
mega-events, they tend to be devoid of explicit discussions about identity and interests, and
therefore lack connections to international relations theory. In addition to Grix (2012, 2014) and
Grix and Lee (2013), recent contributions from Black and Van Der Westhuizen (2004), Black
(2007, 2009), and Dowse (2012) address sporting mega-events within the context of identities
and interests but do not employ a theoretical framework. For example, Black (2009) refers to the
pursuit of sporting mega-events as “related to the identity-building, signaling or re-imaging
aspirations...” (2009, p. 122), but does not offer an analysis of the relationship between identity,
interests, and sporting mega-events. Generally speaking, much of the research on the sport genre
can be collapsed – albeit somewhat unfairly – into the two very broad themes of globalization
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and foreign policy. However, the quantity of sporting mega-events literature framed within
the context of international relations theory is sparse. Through the application of international
relations theory, this dissertation will fill a gap in the sporting mega-events literature as to why
emerging states chase such events.
Research Question
This study investigates if sporting mega-events serve as a legitimate point of inquiry in
respect to international relations. International life is very much about “beliefs and expectations
that states have about each other” (Wendt, 1992, p. 20), and is therefore about identity. Identities
function to “tell you and others who you are, and they tell you who others are” (Hopf, 1998, p.
175), hence, sporting mega-events represent the opportunity to promote identity. This
opportunity makes sporting mega-events part of the social fabric of international life.
Specifically, they are among the social practices where emerging states reproduce their identity
in front of the world.
At some stage in their development, sporting mega-events become an appealing option
for emerging states. Emerging states value sporting mega-events unlike their developed
counterparts (Tomlinson, 2010; Grix, 2014). Emerging states “do – in some cases – see sporting
mega-events – as a chance to leapfrog the developmental trajectories of advanced capitalist
states,” thus, sporting mega-events are viewed as being more important to emerging states for the
purposes identity and interests (Grix, 2014, loc. 138). Therefore, this dissertation specifically
asks if emerging states chase sporting mega-events for the purpose of promoting identity and
enhancing the pursuit of national interests. This dissertation explores the hypothesis that
emerging states use sporting mega-events as moments of public diplomacy that facilitate the
promotion of identity and pursuit of national interests. Sporting mega-events become an
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appealing option for states on an upward trajectory and are worthy of further investigation
within the context of international relations theory.
Description of Research Design
Rationale for Research Approach
This dissertation employs a qualitative case study methodology. A case study can be
defined as “an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomena within its real life
context especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident” (Yin, 1994, p. 13). This researcher treats sporting mega-events as contemporary
phenomenon. Through an empirical inquiry consisting of four cases, this dissertation explores
sporting mega-events in a real-life setting and provides the necessary context for understanding
why emerging states seek to host otherwise cost prohibitive events.
Given the lack of previous inquiry into the relationship between sporting mega-events
and international relations theory, the cases presented here are exploratory. Exploratory case
studies can be used to generate knowledge necessary for future research when previous research
questions have not been asked or are underspecified, when previous research simply does not
exist, or the research environment is not accessible, exploratory case studies can be useful in
generating knowledge necessary for future research (Streb, 2010). Exploratory cases tell a story
of “what happened and how,” but they do not take up causality (Woiceskyn, 2010, p. 137).
Exploration, not causality, is the purpose of the work being done in this dissertation. It is not
being argued that sporting mega-events transform states, which would imply causality, but it is
argued that sporting mega-events are agents of identity promotion.
Sporting mega-events are explored through theoretical propositions that aim to describe
our world, thus the cases presented here bear some resemblance to descriptive cases. To the
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point that this research attempts to reveal “patterns and connections in relation to theoretical
constructs,” it fits the mold of a descriptive case study approach (Tobin, 2010, p. 288).
However, unlike descriptive case studies, the goal is not to advance theory. The goal is to
explore an understudied, but legitimate, phenomenon.
Case studies make the most sense when the researcher has little control over his or her
research environment (Yin, 2003). Given the historical nature of this research, this researcher
had little control over the research environment. Thus, a case study methodology was a logical
choice. Furthermore, an exploratory case study made the most sense given the nature of the
research question and hypothesis. The language of the hypothesis implies exploratory research
examining the relationship between sporting mega-events and emerging states rather than testing
a relationship. The decision to explore, rather than test, was made, in part, because there is no
previous systematic analysis of the relationship between sporting mega-events, emerging states,
and identity and interests.
George and Bennett state that case studies involve “...a detailed examination of an aspect
of a historical episode to develop or test historical explanations that may be generalizable to
other events...” (2005, p. 5). For this study, because explanations do not currently exist, the
detailed examination of the four historical episodes does not test explanations. However, that is
not to say this research cannot become the basis for future work in this area. In that sense, what
are now exploratory case studies could lead to future research that addresses explanations and
even causality.
Research Paradigm
The research presented in the following chapter is informed by the constructivist
theoretical tradition found in the international relations literature. Because the exploration of
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how emerging states value sporting mega-events is placed within a constructivist framework,
this researcher operates within the scope of a larger constructivist-interpretivist paradigm. A
paradigm is defined as a “set of assumptions about the social world which provides a
philosophical and conceptual framework for the organized study of the world” (Filstead, 1979, p.
34). Therefore, a paradigm sets the parameters for the use of theory and methods (Ponterotto,
2005).
What defines the constructivist-interpretivist paradigm’s approach to science and learning
is that “reality is constructed in the mind of the individual, rather than it being an externally
singular entity,” and that “meaning is hidden and must be brought to the surface through deep
reflection” (Ponterotto, 2005, p. 129). The constructivist-interpretivist paradigm assumes we
live in a social world where reality is subjective and varies from person-to-person; research
situated within such a paradigm would have to treat variables as constructed through social and
historical processes. In terms of implications for research, if our world is constructed, variables
that influence behavior will largely be unobservable and difficult to measure.
Consequently, there is significant debate within constructivist theory regarding the
existence of knowledge and beings and how we acquire and employ knowledge. These
ontological and epistemological concerns are not only debated within constructivism, but set the
constructivism theory apart from other theoretical approaches as well. This debate within
constructivist theory offers further insight into the nature of the constructivist-interpretivist
paradigm and addresses consequences associated with particular methodological choices.
Constructivism is often referred to as a theory in international relations literature, as laid
out in the theoretical framework, but constructivism-interpretivism is considered a qualitative
research paradigm. Checkel notes that “constructivism remains a method more than anything
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else,” and that scholars working in constructivism must focus their attention on building
theory (1998, p, 325). This dissertation is set within a constructivist paradigm, thus this
researcher uses constructivism in the theoretical framework and constructivism-interpretivism as
a research method. The paradigm informs this researcher about his theoretical framework and
methods of discovery.
Methodological choices are of great concern for those operating within a constructivist
framework. Hopf (1998) identifies two forms of constructivism found within the international
relations literature, conventional and critical. Conventional constructivism uses a positivist
research agenda and engages in normal science, whereas critical constructivism is an outgrowth
of critical theory and postmodern approaches (1998). For example, consistent with postmodernism, critical constructivism rejects the notion that we can arrive at conclusions without
considering “how people come to believe in a single version of the naturalized truth” (Hopf,
1998, p. 184). A critical constructivist would be skeptical of Sala, Springs, and Scott’s
application of constructivism in a “large-n quantitative analysis” that tested figure skating
judging at the Olympic Games as a means of locating “an arena of international relations where
the observable effect of identity can be analyzed...”(2007, p. 17,27).
Identity is a clash point between the conventional and critical approaches to constructivist
theory. There is considerable variation as to how they treat sources of identity. As Hopf (1998)
explains, conventional constructivists simply accept that identities exist and form out of a
mutually constitutive process. Critical constructivists, however, want to know the specific
origins of identities. When it comes to identities – and social relationships in general – critical
constructivists are concerned with the role of power. Hopf notes that, “Critical theorists see
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power being exercised in every social exchange, and there is always a dominant actor in that
exchange” (1998, p. 185).
Like Hopf (1998), Klotz and Lynch (2007) recognize variations in how constructivism
approaches knowledge. Constructivists with a more positivist lean are likely to “study reality in
terms of stable meanings, such as human rights norms, and believe that neither prevalent
ideologies nor the researcher’s own judgments have a significant impact on the reliability of the
resulting analysis” (2007, loc. 289-292). Taking from Ruggie (1998), the authors write that
constructivists of the more positivist tradition accept that, “Norms, as “social facts,” exist “by
virtue of all the relevant actors agreeing that they exist” (2007, loc. 289-292). From the criticalconstructivist perspective, four points counter the conventional constructivism’s willingness to
accept some aspects of our social world without question. First, critical constructivists are highly
suspicious of empirically verified truths. Second, critical theorists believe in a multi-method
approach highlighted by interpretivist strategies. Third, rational or economic modes of analysis
are rejected in favor of a better understanding of social processes. Lastly, science and theory
building cannot be separated from values (Price and Rues-Smit, 1998).
This researcher is sympathetic to the claims of both conventional and critical
constructivism. Hopf says both variations of constructivism share in common several key
constructivist assumptions, namely “mutual constitution of actors and structure, anarchy as a
social construct, power as both material and discursive, and state identities and interests as
variables” (1998, p. 185). Because of these commonalities, this researcher works out of both
camps but is closer to the critical tradition. What does set this work apart from conventional
constructivism is that no hypotheses are being tested and the approach is interpretative. This is
exploratory research with a goal of establishing a social phenomenon as a legitimate point of
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inquiry in international relations. This researcher uses a constructivist framework to interpret
from the historical record conditional conclusions about the social role of sporting mega-events.
Ultimately, given the lack of previous work in this area, and a difficult to measure variable like
identity, it was necessary to take an exploratory approach as to something more explanatory.
Research Methodology
Dramatological event research consists of ethnographies, textualism, and cultural
functionalism. Contextual event research focuses on economic, political, and critical
functionalism (Roche, 2000). Of these methods, this researcher uses a combination of
textualism, cultural functionalism, and critical functionalism. According to Roche, textualism
refers to scholarship that identifies “cultural phenomena as communications and which focuses
on the interpretation of their explicit and implicit meanings,” and is often studied through
“written texts such as the press and fiction, and by analogy, in various forms of human
communication and expression, such as dramatic performance, visual symbols, and also speech,
attitudes, and behavior, the stuff of qualitative and ethnographic research” (2000, p. 15). Most
importantly, Roche says that textualism can be integrated with functionalist approaches (2000).
The cultural functional approach is anthropological in nature, and sees events much like
Geertz (1980) saw theatre in 19th Century Boli. Such an approach views events and rituals as
cultural statements that emblematically capture a community’s status relative other communities
(Roche, 2000). The cultural functionalist approach interprets events and rituals as a “massive
display of prestige vis-à-vis another community” (Roche, 2000, p. 16). Cultural functionalism is
anthropological; therefore, it naturally uses methods employed by cultural anthropologists
(Roche, 2000).
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Finally, the critical functional approach closely relates to critical constructivism.
Overall, critical functionalism understands mega-events as driven by dominant ideational
structures, but creates space for an analysis of such events to incorporate “concern for historical
and structural change as well as their more characteristic concerns for the reproduction of the
societal status quo” (Roche, 2000, p. 17). Roche offers Byrne’s 1936 Games as an ideal type of
critical functionalism, where according to Byrne:
The Nazi Olympics were a part of an ongoing...reality of mass
pageantry and festivity...The organizers of the 1936 Nazi Spectacle
were concerned with a fashioning a persuasive image of Nazi
Germany and projecting it as much as possible in concurrence with
the internationally sanctioned image of a vehicle for the image of a
powerful but peace-loving Germany. But this image was a mask. (2000, p. 19)
Each of these approaches to understanding sporting mega-events have in common –
textualism, cultural functionalism, and critical functionalism – is that the events translate
as a form communication, potentially influenced by social structures, designed to either
establish social order at home or project an image to those outside the state.
To incorporate the ideas behind these approaches and interpret the significance of
sporting mega-events to international relations through the selected cases, the researcher used
qualitative textual analysis. Mckee explains textual analysis as “a methodology – a datagathering process – for those researchers who want to understand the ways in which members of
various cultures and subcultures make sense of who they are, and of how they fit into the world
in which they live” (2003, p.1). A textual analysis is inherently interpretive, as the goal is to
interpret meaning from words and objects alike (McKee, 2003). The textual analysis employed
in this study consists of analyzing both primary and secondary sources, such as: archival data,
biographies of the Games under review, and popular accounts where available. From these
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sources, interpretations will be made about the political significance of the selected cases
Limitations of Study
There are limitations to this method of inquiry. These limitations can be described as
both practical and philosophical. As such, these limitations are outlines below.
Practical Limitations
First, in terms of practical weaknesses, the textual analysis conducted in this dissertation
deviates from standard processes. According to McKee, in a traditional textual analysis the
researcher interprets meaning from text created by the same people that consume the text, and
this can include a “book, television program, film, magazine, T-shirt or kilt, piece of furniture or
ornament” (2003, pp. 2-4). Limitations involving access and language led the researcher to
interpret secondary accounts of the selected cases. In respect to access, most IOC archival data
is not available in digital format and requires physically consulting the Olympic Studies Center
in Luasanne, Switzerland. In terms of language, local press clipping or other written text were
often in languages this researcher is unfamiliar with. When Hopf (2002) investigated the
relationship between identity and Soviet and Russian foreign policy decisions in 1955 and 1999,
he looked at widely read text produced and consumed by the same people. For both 1955 and
1999, Hopf analyzed press reports, novels, school textbooks, journals, professional writings, and
archival and open source data (Hopf, 2002). Hopf’s rich account of Soviet and Russian identity
was well informed by his selected sources. However, because of access and language limitations
this researcher often had to rely on secondary sources for interpretations. What complicates this
is that those second-hand accounts, which were often not produced and consumed by the same
people, are existing interpretations that cannot be separated from the values of their authors.
The next practical limitation is that the entire constellation of politically salient sporting
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mega-events is not discussed. This dissertation focuses only on host states defined as
emerging states and does not account for all sporting mega-events hosted by emerging states.
The decision to focus on a limited number of cases was due to the exploratory case study method
used in this study. The cases explored in Chapter 4 were selected because they yield vast
amounts of data compared to other sporting mega-events hosted by emerging states. Finally, all
of the cases studied represent sporting mega-events where the emerging state, or host country,
sought to promote identity and interests; thus, a sample bias exists. Sporting mega-events where
the promotion of identity was not at issue are not among the cases studied in this dissertation, but
should be considered in future research.
Philosophical Limitations
Philosophical limitations relate to the sources of identities and interests. For
constructivists, this often begins with an analysis of intersubjective beliefs, or shared beliefs,
thought to construct identities and interests (Finnemore and Sikkink, 2001). Since these beliefs
are shared, they constitute structures (Onuf, 1998). However, constructivism acknowledges
interaction between structures and agents. This is often referred to as structuration theory.
According to structuration theory, structures and agents are mutually constitutive (Giddens,
1979, 1984; Wendt, 1987, 1992, 1999; Onuf, 1989, 1998; Gould, 1998; Hopf, 1998). To put
another way, in the world of constructivism “neither unit of analysis – agents or structures – is
reduced the other” (Checkel, 1998, p. 326). The interaction between structures and agents
implies that social practices produce and reproduce intersubjective beliefs that co-determine both
structures and states (Hopf, 1998). If structures and agents constitute one another, this means
identities and interests are parts of a larger social process. Identities and interests arise from a
process of social interaction between structures and states.
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The main philosophical limitation of this dissertation stems from attempting to hold
agents and structures equal in the analysis. While constructivism says both agents and structures
constitute each other, how does this happen and do structures govern the free will of agents or
vice-versa? While constructivism is clear on mutual constitution, Harry Gould says there is no
“fully developed mechanism capable of explaining the means by which agents and structures
constitute one another,” and that structuration “does not adequately delineate the means by which
agents and structures constitute one another” (Gould 1998, p. 80, 83). This dissertation does not
address the source of identities and interests, and therefore does not effectively deal with the
interaction between structures and states. When it comes to structures and agents, constructivist
theorists are varied in which of the two is assigned more weight in the analysis. For example,
Finnemore is committed to structure as being authoritative in the construction of identity and
interests (1996). Finnemore examines how characteristics of the international system – namely
international organizations – amount to structures that “change what states want” (1996, p. 5).
Meanwhile, Hopf peers deep inside the state to determine identity. In Hopf’s analysis of Soviet
foreign policy choices in 1955, he says, “With one exception, I account for these choices based
on the domestic identities and discourses of Moscow” (2002, p. 83). As cases are analyzed in
this dissertation, the sources of identities – whether international or domestic – remain unclear.
While there is an attempt to explore mutual constitution of structure and state, further research is
needed to fully answer questions about how structures developed and if either the structure or
state should be given more weight in the analysis.
A second philosophical weakness develops from the fist. This dissertation does not
advance sporting mega-events as constituting agents. As stated throughout, larger structures
interact with states in the construction of identity and sporting mega-events become an agent for
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promoting identity. However, as constructivism notes, social practices create intersubjective
beliefs that determine structures and states alike. If sporting mega-events are social practices,
and they have been considered social practices above, they have a more transformative role in
international relations than being given credit for in this dissertation. This dissertation
understands sporting mega-events as an agent for promoting identity. However, if sporting
mega-events are like other social practices that produce identity, they contribute to the mutual
constitution of structure and state. Therefore, it is possible sporting mega-events could be
analyzed as social practice that constructs rather than simply promotes identity.
Finally, a third philosophical limitation arises from the absence of investigating how
identity is interpreted via sporting mega-events. Constructivists argue that international politics
rests on the ability of states to interpret the identity of others, and without this interpretation there
could be no predictability or order in the world (Wendt, 1994, Hopf, 1999). As mentioned
above, identities and interests can vary in international politics. Therefore, states can use
sporting mega-events to promote a multitude of identities. Most emerging states want to
promote an identity associated with modernity, but can also promote identities indicating
cooperation or a desire to challenge the regional or international status quo. However, this
dissertation only examines the promotion of identity rather the how others internalize the identity
of host, thus a full account of the social nature of sporting mega-events is not needed.
Despite these limitations, this study will successfully explore the relationship between
sporting mega-events and state identity. Uncovering specific identities is not as primary in this
study as exploring the role of sporting mega-events in the social construction of international
politics. The same can be said for interpretation. While these limitations are real and should be
addressed in further research, they are not of primary interest to this study.!
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Research Context
Selection of Research Setting
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the researcher has selected four cases to be analyzed. Since
the historical record, as accounted for through text, is the source of interpretation, four cases
were a sufficient amount to begin exploration of this topic. These cases selected for review are
the 1936 Summer Olympic Games, the 1964 Summer Olympic Games, the 1980 Summer
Olympic Games, and the 1988 Summer Olympic Games. Each case will proceed in the same
manner. It will begin with an overview of the status of the state as an emerging state and a
review of the Games. The following section will address identity, interests and the role of the
Olympic Games as a promoter of both.
Selection of Cases
The above Games were selected because existing accounts provide the necessary
foundation for an exploratory study that rests on interpretation of the historical record through
available text. Lack of previous research on the relationship between sporting mega-events and
identity led this researcher to start with those Games that would provide the greatest detail. As
mentioned above, a limitation is the smaller sample size. These are not the only sporting megaevents that are considered politically significant. Additional sporting mega-events could have
been included, but insufficient research material would hamstring the ability to make meaningful
interpretations.
The cases selected are all Olympic Games. This does not imply other events – the FIFA
World Cup, Commonwealth Games, Rugby World Cup, or World Cup of Cricket – are not
mega-events. This is especially true of the FIFA World Cup. However, the Olympics are a
multi-sport event taking place in a single place for a limited time and involving a majority of the
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world’s countries. This makes the Olympic Games a better research setting than the World
Cup given the latter is a single sport event that requires winning qualification rounds in advance.
The cases are also limited to Summer Olympic Games. This has to do with the nature of
the Winter Olympic Games. While Winter Games can be used for the purposes of identity
promotion – the 2014 Sochi Games illustrate this point – they are more limited in terms of
participation and who can host. Obviously the Winter Games require a winter friendly climate
and geography. Those places with neither are limited in their ability to participate and certainly
excluded from the potential to host the Olympic Games.
Emerging States
The selected cases are defined as emerging states in this dissertation. There is no standard
definition of an emerging state. The term emerging state is adopted from Grix (2014) and Grix
and Lee (2013). In their work, Grix (2014) and Grix and Lee (2013) use emerging state to
describe the pursuit of sporting mega-events by what could be called developing states. The
inclusion of Germany and the Soviet Union is not consistent with the use of developing states.
This researcher avoided the term rising state due to its implications in the international relations
literature and settled on adopting emerging state as a classificatory scheme for the states
discussed in Chapter 4. Emerging state does not perfectly capture either Germany or the Soviet
Union – the Germany economy had shrunk but was comparatively strong and the Soviet Union
was a peer competitor to the United States – but, as defined below, the term captures the states
discussed in Chapter 4 and what they pursued through the Olympic Games. In this dissertation,
an emerging state is a state with something to prove; a state that desires to augment its position in
the international system. However, some neorealists argue that no state is ever truly happy with
its position in the international system (Mearsheimer, 2001). Therefore, this dissertation further
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defines an emerging state to be a state seeking an identity – associated with prestige and
discursive power – from its peers as a modern and powerful state with the capacity to build the
infrastructure necessary to host an international spectacle like a sporting mega-event. The
criteria used to measure an emerging state are laid out in the following section.
States that already enjoy such an identity – like the United Kingdom and the London
2012 Games – are not emerging. Such states already emerged. This does not preclude them
from using sporting mega-events to promote some form of identity to either a domestic or
international audience, but it is unlikely that such event are as meaningful to state that has
already emerged.
Methods of Data Analysis
Interpretation Procedures
Each case follows the same format. After a brief introduction to what is being explored,
the study proceeds with data that establishes each of the states as emerging. A discussion of that
data follows below. After that, data is provided about the actual Games. This data allows the
reader to understand the global reach of each case under review. From there, the cases look at
the historical record – which includes a variety of primary and secondary sources – to evaluate
identity, interests, and the value of the Games to each host.
To establish the states represented in the cases as emerging, a mix of material data is
provided. This researcher opertationalized material data as economic, military or other data
traditionally thought to contribute to the material power of a state. While this sounds realist
(among other things), its presence is necessary to show the state’s relative position in the
international system. This data was selected because it is among the traditional indicators used
to assess growth and status.
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In the cases of Germany and the Soviet Union, military data is included with economic
data. This is because of their respective identities as a rising power or great power. In the cases
of Japan and South Korea, economic data is provided. This is because neither state was seeking
dominance in the international system. Membership in intergovernmental organizations is also
introduced for the Japanese and South Koreas cases. This allows the researcher to further
illustrate that neither state was seeking an identity consistent with dominance in the international
system. In the cases of Germany and the Soviet Union, military data includes iron and steel
production, military spending, military personnel, and total population documented over a
specified time. To measure changes in economic status, the gross domestic product (GDP) of
each state is documented. The Soviet Union does represent a challenge as an emerging state, as
it was considered a peer competitor to the United States at the time it hosted the 1980 Olympic
Games. However, as the historical record will show, the Soviet Union was looking for prestige
and discursive power.
In each case the actual Games were analyzed as well. When available this includes data
that addresses budgets, participation, media coverage, broadcasting, and tourism. The Games are
considered moments of public diplomacy; therefore it is necessary to measure their reach.
Measuring reach is important to public diplomacy: the greater reach, the greater ability to
promote identity and interests to a global audience.
After an analysis of each state and their respective Games, the analysis turns to the
historical record. Interpretations are made as to the identity of each state. It is important to note
that this interpretation happens within the context of each state’s social environment. What is
asked of each case is what dominant ideational trend(s) was present at either the agent or
structure level to help form that identity. With identity in mind further interpretations can be
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made about interests. Finally, each case is asked to show how the Games facilitated the
promotion of both.
Chapter Summary
The overarching goal of this dissertation is not to establish causality, but to establish
sporting mega-events as relevant to international relations theory and worthy of further inquiry.
While these events are empirical proving grounds for constructivism in the sense that they are
sites where identity and interests come alive, the goal is to bring sporting mega-events into the
broader discussion about international relations and international relations theory. The following
chapter contains the four case studies.
To address the purpose, research question, and associated hypothesis of this dissertation,
an exploratory case study approach is adopted within a constructivist framework. To assess the
cases, this dissertation uses an interpretive case study model. This interpretation deviates from
traditional textual analysis because it relies on existing historical accounts not produced by those
who also consumed them. The next chapter contains analysis of the four cases. Each case will
proceed in the same way: an analysis of material data to establish each state as emerging, data on
the actual Games to measure reach, a section on identity, interests, and the value of the Games to
each host.

CHAPTER FOUR: CASE STUDIES
Revisionism at the Olympics: Berlin 1936
This case explores Germany’s attempt to promote an identity of peace at the Olympic
Games as a means of downplaying long-term national interests. The 1936 Games were highly
politicized (Murray, 2003; Krüger, 2003; Large, 2007) but have not been explored for their
theoretical significance. It is common to assume that Germany was acting in a manner consistent
with claims made by some neorealists: that states are in constant pursuit of hegemony
(Mearsheimer, 2001). However, Germany’s long-term national interests should not be separated
from its’ fascist ideology, which glorified violence and war. What is at issue in this case is the
extent to which Germany used the Olympic Games to promote a peaceful identity that served
long-term national interests. If this is the case, it threatens constructivism’s claim that interests
are informed by identity, but also demonstrates that Germany had to participate in a social
practice as a means of capitalizing on prestige and discursive power before it could deploy hard
power resources in war.
Emerging State
In1936 Germany was emerging as a great power. The growth of German material
capabilities was outpacing its European rivals and the United States. Using 1990 international
dollars, Table 4.1 illustrates the growth of the German economy between 1919 and 1939. In this
20 year time period, gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 139%. Within a six-year window,
1933-1939, the German economy grew by nearly two-thirds.
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Table 4.1
GDP Growth in Selected States, 1919-1939 (1990 Int$ millions)
Year
Germany
1919
156,591
1920
170,235
1921
189,511
1922
206,188
1923
171,318
1924
200,557
1925
223,082
1926
229,363
1927
252,321
1928
263,367
1929
262,284
1930
258,602
1931
238,893
1932
220,916
1933
234,778
1934
256,220
1935
275,496
1936
299,753
1937
317,783
1938
342,351
1939
374,577
% Change
139%
% Change 1933-1939
60%
Source: Maddison Project, 2013

France
108,800
125,850
120,648
142,322
149,691
168,474
169,197
173,676
170,064
181,912
194,193
188,558
177,288
165,729
177,577
175,843
171,364
177,866
188,125
187,402
200,840
85%
13%

Britain
226,640
212,938
195,642
205,750
212,264
221,024
231,806
223,270
241,240
244,160
251,348
249,551
236,747
238,544
245,507
261,680
271,788
284,142
294,025
297,619
300,539
33%
22%

USSR
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
231,886
238,392
252,333
257,213
254,424
264,880
290,903
334,818
361,306
398,017
405,220
430,314
86%
62%

US
599,130
593,438
579,986
612,064
692,776
713,989
730,545
778,144
785,905
794,700
843,334
768,314
709,332
615,686
602,751
649,316
698,984
798,322
832,469
799,357
862,995
44%
43%

In the late 1920s, Germany’s economy was in decline. By 1933, the economy was in recovery
under the supervision of the Nazi party (Abelshauser, 2000). German GDP shrank from $262.3
billion in 1928 to $220.9 billion in 1932. However, by 1936, GDP had reached $299.8 billion.
German economic growth was incredible but not inseparable from rearmament.
Abelshauser notes that, “From 1935, rearmament expenditure critically exceeded the volume of
public investment, and replaced civil job creation programs as the pacemaker of expansion”
(2000, loc. 2988). According to Abelshauser (2000), there was a divide within the upper echelon
of the Nazi Party regarding economic policy - there were useful projects outside of rearmament –
but Hitler was convinced otherwise. For example, at a February 1933 ministerial meeting, Hitler
remarked that, “Every publicly promoted job creation measure must be judged on the basis of
whether it is necessary from the point of view of increasing the military capability of the German
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people. This thought must be to the forefront always and everywhere” (Abelshauser, 2000,
loc. 2994).
Additional indicators support the argument that Germany was emerging as a great power
in 1936. Iron and steel production increased by 202% between 1919 and 1939 and by 212%
between 1933-1939. Soviet production far outpaced all others during the 20 year time period,
but German growth was strongest in the six-year window (Singer, 1987). In terms of direct
military expenditures, Germany was outspending its European rivals and the United States by a
large margin. Table 4.3 shows the increase in Germany’s military expenditures between 1919
and 1939.
Table 4.2
Military Expenditures in Selected States, 1919-1939 (1990 USD$ thousands)
Year
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
% Change
% Change 1933-1939
Source: Singer, 1987

Germany
80023
79025
74696
27754
866282
118739
147858
156632
169185
183045
164457
162783
146845
149553
452198
709088
1607587
2332782
3298869
7415163
12000000
14896%
2554%

France
634729
361910
318474
476084
418297
261851
324761
281326
452194
381380
377983
498642
495306
543528
524231
707568
867102
995347
890526
919284
1023651
61%
95%

Britain
745209
1475661
824711
549008
584227
584242
580411
562657
567952
542969
534694
512181
489350
326642
333267
540015
646350
892341
1245603
1863997
7895671
960%
2269%

USSR
1417699
1183426
1337524
1646534
885597
835358
1447885
1724660
2044459
2372196
2798721
3519631
3509380
2228018
2363450
3479651
5517537
2933657
3446172
5429984
5984123
322%
153%

US
11217796
1657118
1116342
860853
678256
570142
589706
558004
596501
678100
701300
699200
698900
641600
570400
803100
806400
932600
1032900
1131499
980000
-91%
72%

Like military expenditures, Germany also increased the size of its armed forces. With the
exception of the Soviet Union, Germany was the only state among the selected states that
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increased the size of its military between 1919 and 1939. While Soviet military personnel
grew by 15%, German military personnel grew by over 2,000%. Much of that growth came
between 1933 and 1939. Additionally, only France saw greater overall population growth
between 1919 and 1939 (Singer, 1987).
Mearsheimer writes that, “Little needs to be said about Nazi Germany...it is universally
recognized as one of the most aggressive states in world history. When Hitler came to power in
January 1933, Germany was still a military weakling. He immediately set out to rectify the
situation...” (2001, p. 190). By 1939, military expenditures in Germany had reached nearly onequarter of the GDP (Carroll, 1966). Taking into account GDP growth, military expenditures, and
military personnel, the data supports the claim that Germany was an emerging state in 1936.
Most importantly, the data underscores Germany’s long-term national interests.
The 1936 Berlin Games
From the onset, the 1936 Berlin Games were shrouded in controversy. For example,
from January 1933 to December 1935, there was an “international boycott movement on the part
of those who felt it was morally wrong to celebrate the Games in Nazi Germany” (Guttmann,
1998, p. 65). The IOC Charter rejected the racism embraced by Nazi Germany, but the idea of a
boycott was first introduced in the pages of the Baltimore Jewish Times in April of 1933
(Krüger, 2003). On April 18th, 1933, the New York Times followed the Baltimore Jewish Times
with a headline that read “1936 Games May Be Canceled Due to Germany’s Campaign Against
Jews” (Krüger, 2003, loc. 1272). The New York Times continued to press the issue, and
eventually brought the story from the sports page to the front page (Krüger, 2003). Sympathy for
the boycott movement soon emerged from within the IOC, including support from IOC president
Henri de Baillet-Latour (Krüger, 2003). According to Krüger, “For Baillet-Latour it was not
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important where the Olympic Games of 1936 took place so long as they did take place. For
this reason he wanted to take a decision for a different city than Berlin if the German chancellor
or one of his ministers did not come up with a declaration to assure all members that the
principles of the Olympics be honored” (2003, loc. 1331).
On June 7th, 1933, the IOC convened its annual meeting in Vienna. Much of the
discussion centered on the Berlin Games (Guttmann, 1984, 2006; Krüger, 2003). German IOC
members Karl Ritter von Halt, Adolf Friedrich von Mecklenburg, and Theodor Lewald, who
doubled as president of the Berlin Organizing Committee (BOC), were questioned about the
right of Jewish athletes to compete for spots on the German national team. As Guttmann writes,
“the crux of the matter was not the acceptance of Jewish athletes on foreign teams but rather the
right of German Jews to try out for their national team” (1984, p. 66). To the surprise of the
IOC, German representatives quickly obtained a written statement from Berlin that declared
Jewish athletes “shall not be excluded from German Teams at the Games of the XIth Olympiad”
(in Guttmann, 1984, p. 66).
The statement was reported as a hard fought win for the IOC, but the Americans were
skeptical of Germany’s sudden willingness to honor the values of the modern Olympic
Movement (Gutmmann, 1984, 2006). Following the IOC’s annual meeting, the American NOC
passed a resolution calling for a boycott of the 1936 Games in lieu of evidence that Germany was
fulfilling its promise. In a letter to Baillet-Latour, American NOC president Avery Brundage
wrote “German authorities have displayed a singular lack of astuteness in all of their publicity.
On this subject, every news dispatch that has come from Germany seems to indicate that the
Hitlerites do not intend to live up to the pledges given to the IOC in Vienna” (in Guttmann, 2006,
p. 67). The next year Brundage was dispatched by the American NOC to investigate the
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situation in Germany. Within private circles, Brundage had consistently voiced concern over
Germany’s treatment of its Jewish community. However, friendships with key officials in
German sport administration kept Brundage publically silent on the issue (Guttmann, 1984,
2006). After meeting with German officials, Brundage returned to the United States satisfied
with Germany’s commitment to Olympic principles. Soon after the American NOC
unanimously voted to accept the invitation to participate in the 1936 Summer Olympic Games in
Berlin (Guttmann, 1984, 2006).
Brundage’s satisfaction did not weaken the boycott movement in the United States. Calls
for a boycott continued to come from the New York Times, Anti-Defamation League, Roman
Catholic Church, and even from within the halls of Congress. In December of the 1934, the
Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) of the United States delayed accepting its invitation to Berlin.
Outside of the United States, the boycott movement intensified in Canada, Great Britain, and
France (Guttmann, 1984, 2006). Krüger (2003) says the loudest voice came from the worker
sport movements spread across Europe. In Spain, the Catalan Sport Federation organized a
Workers Olympics in Barcelona as an alternative to the Olympic Games in Berlin. The Workers
Olympics were scheduled to take place prior to the start of the Olympic Games, but were
cancelled when the Spanish civil war reached Barcelona in the summer of 1936 (Krüger, 2003).
Brundage distanced himself from the boycott movement. Brundage strongly advocated
for the separation of sport and politics and stated American athletes should not be made to suffer
the consequences of political disputes (Guttmann, 1984, 2006). In time, Brundage began to see
the boycott movement as “a conspiracy of Jews and Communists.” (Guttmann, 1984, p. 72).
Like Brundage, Baillet-Latour drifted toward open support the Berlin Games and “promised
Brundage that he was ready to come to the United States to combat the Jewish boycott
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campaign” (Guttmann, 2006, p, 68). After a series of intense exchanges with politicians,
American sport officials, and fellow members of the American NOC, Brundage and supporters
of the Berlin Games claimed victory (Guttmann, 1984, p. 72). In December of 1935, the AAU
voted to accept its invitation to the 1936 Games and the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) approved American participation. At the same time, the international boycott
movement slowly crumbled (Guttmann, 1984, 2006). The 1936 Games proceeded without
boycott or serious disruption over the domestic political conditions in Nazi Germany.
With widespread discontent over Germany’s domestic politics, Berlin still welcomed a
record number of participants in 1936. No prior Olympic Games had been the temporary home
of so many national delegations. Chart 4.1 illustrates the surge in participation following the
1932 Games in Los Angeles. Berlin drew a total of 49 National Olympic Committees (NOCs)
and 3,963 participants compared to 37 and 1,332 in 1932.
Participation was impressive given heightened awareness of Nazi politics, but spending
and infrastructure were more impressive. The approximate cost of hosting the Berlin Games was
$40 million (Daley, 1936). An exact dollar figure is unknown. While the official report of the
1936 Games discusses costs, it does not provide a fully itemized budget with a total figure.
Adjusting for inflation, the approximate $40 million spent by Germany in 1936 would be the
equivalent of roughly $675-$680 million today. While that pales in comparison to the current
billion dollar price tags for sporting mega-events, it was an extraordinary number in 1936.
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Chart 4.1
Participation at the Olympic Games, 1936
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Even without detailed costs, the grandiose nature of the 1936 Games is well documented.
The 1936 Games were the first Games to build an Olympic village for participants. In addition
to the Olympic village, Germany constructed an Olympic stadium with capacity for 100,000
spectators, an indoor athletic facility with 16,000 additional seats and a 50 meter pool, and a
“fully equipped media center, a sports science and research center, a 25,000 seat amphitheatre
and a mass festival area for performances in which the performers could number in the tens of
thousands” (Rouche, 2000, p. 113). Broadcast over closed circuit television in Berlin, the 1936
Games were also the first televised Olympic Games (Roche, 2000).
The Berlin Games drew 1800 members of the media, which was up from the 706
reporters that attended the 1932 Games. Germany’s investment was well received by some. For
example, New York Times reporter Arthur J. Daley wrote that the 1936 Games were the
“greatest sports event of all time” (1936, p. S3). The Berlin Games, however, did not impress
all, as many were aware of politics inside Germany in 1936 (Krüger, 2003).
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The 1936 Games were designed to impress, and Germany spared little in their
preparations (Large, 2007). In respect to public diplomacy, the record setting Berlin Olympics
were seen and read about by many. The 1936 Games became a platform for Germany to
promote identity. The Olympics gave to Germany a foreign audience it would not otherwise
have access to without the Games.
German Identity, Interests, and the 1936 Games
As an emerging state, the Olympic Games presented Germany with an opportunity to
showcase itself in front of a global audience and connect with ideologues at home. The 1936
Games allowed Germany to not only define itself relative to its peers, but also engage in cultural
rituals integrated into broader “cultic practices” that perpetuated ideology (Roche, 2000; Large,
2007, loc. 3437). Therefore, 1936 Games served both a foreign and domestic audience.
The Story of the 1936 Bid
Consistent with the idea that sporting mega-events are agents for states to promote
identities (Roche, 2000), Senn writes that, “Germany chose to use the Games as a stage for
showing the world the strength and vigor of its new order” (1999, p. 50). Likewise, sport can be
used a mechanism for social control at home. Eitzen (2000) refers to ideational control and
direct intervention as two methods of social control. While the Nazi Party was fond of both, the
Olympic Games contributed to the Nazi’s ideational control (Roche, 2000; Large, 2007). As
fascism swept through Germany, it “established an absolute ideological and cultural hegemony
in Germany and appeared to be genuinely popular with, and attractive to, a majority of the
German people” (Roche, 2000, p. 116). This appeal was cultivated through the “event calendar”
and “theatre of power” (Roche, 2000, p. 116).
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The 1936 Games became another event – a theatrical performance of sorts –that further
popularized fascism in Germany. The 1936 Games were an “...object lesson in how an
internationally-based cultural movement can be manipulated by a powerful nation to project its
image, ideology, and influence internationally, and to reinforce its authority domestically”
(Roche, 2000, p. 112). Where Nazi Germany sought to establish itself as powerful among its
peers, it also sought to widen and deepen social control through a sporting mega-event at home.
Lewald delivered Berlin’s bid to the IOC in April of 1927. At the time, Berlin was not
Germany’s only bid for the 1936 Games. Both Nuremberg and Cologne had already delivered
bids to the IOC, and Frankfort would follow with one of their own (Large, 2007). These cities
failed to emerge as official candidate cities for the 1936 Games, which might have been related
to the help that Lewald received from the national government in pushing the Berlin bid forward.
With local political elites in Berlin split over hosting the Games, Lewald turned to Foreign
Minister Gustav Streseman. With the aid of Streseman, promises were made to Berlin’s local
elites that the Games would receive full national backing. Berlin was then able to present a
unified front to the IOC (Large, 2007). Lewald’s next job was convincing the IOC to hold its 9th
Olympic Congress in Berlin. This gave Berlin the opportunity to directly make its case in more
than words to the IOC. It was a chance to demonstrate national commitment and the
organizational capacity of the city (Large, 2007). With Germany’s other bids failing to advance,
Berlin’s prime competitors were Barcelona and Rome. However, with additional pressures on
the IOC from Lewald, civil unrest in Spain, and the IOC’s rejection of Italian fascism, Berlin
emerged victorious in earning the 1936 bid in May of 1931 (Large, 2007).
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The Bid and Nazi Germany
The story of the 1936 Games begins fourteen months after Berlin earned the 1936 bid. In
July of 1932, German politics took a troubling turn when the Nazi Party claimed a commanding
position in German legislature by winning 230 of 608 seats (Large, 2007). In January of 1933,
Hitler assumed the German chancellorship and Berlin bid appeared to be in peril (Large, 2007).
Hitler inherited the Berlin bid. Although Hitler personally rejected sport he also found a
certain utility in it. Hitler wrote, “Not a day should go by in which the young man does not
receive one hour of physical training in the morning and one hour in the afternoon, covering
every type of sport and gymnastics” (Large, 2007, loc. 1058). This belief stemmed from sport’s
utilitarian purpose rather than an appreciation for sport itself. As Guttmann writes, “Although
Hitler thought that German boys should learn to box in order to prepare themselves for their role
as natural rulers, neither he nor his followers were advocates of modern sports, which they
rightfully perceived as implicitly universalistic” (2006). Hitler rejected sport on several grounds;
sport is diverse, international, and it stresses individual strength over subordination (Guttman,
2006; Krüger, 2003; Large, 2007). Large summarizes Nazi sentiment about sport with the
following:
Like the nativist German Turnerschaft, which in the 1920s called for a “National
Olympiad” in place of the multinational festival, the Nazis had always shown
disdain for international sporting contests, preferring purely German competitions
and fitness programs. In the early twenties they had objected to Germans ’
competing with athletes from the Allied countries, which had imposed the “yoke”
of Versailles on the fatherland. They had also objected to “Aryans” competing
with “racial inferiors” like Slavs, blacks, and Jews (2007, loc. 1002)
Given his position on sport, it seemed unlikely Hitler would welcome the opportunity to host the
Olympic Games. However, Hitler was drawn to the propaganda opportunity the Games
presented German fascism (Guttmann, 2006; Krüger, 2003; Large, 2007; Young, 2010).
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At the 1932 Games in Los Angeles, Lewald told Baillet-Latour that “Hitler would be
opposed to staging the games [because] hosting of the event was a specific remnant of the
Weimar Republic’s policy to reintegrate the defeated nation into the world community, and as a
vehicle for liberal, pacifist, and international thinking, the Olympics were anathema to Nazi
ideology” (Young, 2010, p. 99). Young cites four reasons why Hitler eventually committed to
hosting the Games. First, the Games would promote strength through sport among German
youth. Second, the Games were a vehicle to projecting a powerful image of Germany. This
finding is significant for the research of this dissertation because the projection of image is
directly linked to a state’s identity. Third, the Games were an opportunity for German culture to
impress the world. This reason for hosting is important to this dissertation because it relates to
the games being an agent to impress identity at a national level. Finally, the Games would allow
Germany to demonstrate a peaceful rise while preparing for offensive action (Young, 2010).
In the dominant historiographies of the 1936 Summer Games, four names are paramount
in the promotion and organization of the event: Lewald; Carl Diem, Secretary-General of the
BOC; Joseph Goebbels, Minister of Propaganda; and Hitler. According to Guttman, Hitler
requested a meeting with both Lewald and Diem on March 16th, 1933. Guttmann (2006)
suggests that both Lewald and Diem expected Hitler to cancel the Berlin Games at the meeting,
but “To their astonishment and relief, Hitler did not order an immediate cessation of
preparations. On the contrary, he gave them his tentative approval” (2006, p. 66). Guttmann says
that, “The obvious reason for Hitler’s change of mind was that he and Joseph Goebbels, who was
present at the meeting, were an unparalleled opportunity for a propaganda coup” (2006, p. 66).
As Guttmann later writes, “Hitler had told Diem and Lewald that he wanted to impress the world
with the magnificence of the Games” (2002, p. 66).
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From the start, Lewald and Diem pushed the Berlin bid. When the Nazi Party came to
power, Lewald worked hard to ensure the safety of the bid. Lewald went as far as congratulating
Hitler on the electoral success of the Nazi party and offered Hitler the position of honorary
chairman of a newly re-organized German NOC (Large, 2007). While Hitler refused the
chairmanship, he did make his acceptance of the Berlin Games public in a statement to the press
where he declared that he would “advance the games as well as all sports interests in every
manner possible” (Large, 2007, p. 1123). Hitler followed by pledging financial backing for the
Games from the national government. Shortly after Hitler’s public proclamation, Goebbels
informed both Lewald and Diem that promotion of the Games would become the business of the
Ministry of Propaganda where a special committee had been formed established to publicize the
Games. This meant that all efforts to promote the Games were carried out by the national
government with oversight by Goebbels (Large, 2007).
According to Krüger, Germans were used to an interventionist state. Krüger says this
extended to sport prior to the rise of the Nazi party:
Germany had taken part in each Olympics since 1896, and when Berlin was
awarded the 1916 Games, the national government undertook not only the
financial guarantees to underwrite the cost of the event, as was done in other
countries, but went even further and paid for the selection and preparation of the
athletes, a path the United States would not take until 1978 (2003, loc. 418).
Therefore, national support of the Berlin bid was not unusual. However, it was unusual given
Hitler’s disdain for sport and international sporting competitions. As stated above, this disdain
was easily overcome given the opportunity the Games presented to Germany. As Roche writes,
“Hitler became convinced of the potential propaganda value of the event, and the military and
mass rally after-uses of the facilities. He became enthusiastic about it and gave it priority
funding and considerable attention” (2000, p. 116). More importantly, both Leward and Diem,
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who were integral to the bid, were pleased with the role of the national government in
organizing the Games. Krüger explains:
The intervention of the state was wholeheartedly approved by two individuals
who became prominent as organizers of the 1936 Olympics: Theodor Lewald and
Carl Diem. Lewald, the government official responsible to the minister of the
interior in Parliament, persuaded the government to take an active interest in the
preparations for the Berlin Games of 1916, urging that in spite of its intrusion on
state rights, the greater interest of the nation as a whole to be properly represented
internationally was at stake. He showed that international sport ought to be treated
like a world trade exhibition and thus should be heavily subsidized by the Reich
(2003, loc. 427)
Overall, the Berlin Games grew to be of great importance to Hitler and his fascist regime.
Although Hitler was reportedly averse to sport, he put his personal grievances with sport aside
when he recognized the unlocked potential of the Olympic Games. There was potential for
boycott in 1936, and Hitler had to make reassurances that he would play by the IOC’s rules
(Krüger, 2003; Guttmann, 2006; Large, 2007). Yet the 1936 Games were threatened from within
prior to any discussion of boycott. It was only when the utility of the Games was realized were
they embraced by Hitler.
The 1936 Berlin Games
Fascism. Fascism swept across Germany in the early 1930’s and increasingly became
part of German culture. The 1936 Games became a part of fascist Germany’s celebration of
fascist culture. By cutting across class lines, the Games expanded the appeal of fascism to
everyday Germans. The “spectacular, competitive and festival aspects” spoke to the working
class, while the middle and upper class were informed by the “high cultural aspirations” of the
event (Roche, 2000, p. 116). Germany won the most medals (101), which is the country’s best
Olympic performance to date. In the previous 10 Olympiads, Germany had never won more
than 39 medals and had finished in the top three on only three occasions (1896,1904,1928) (Cha,
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2009). Furthermore, since sporting mega-events are an opportunity for national elites to
“network amongst themselves and with international elites, and to project and disseminate old
and new hegemonic and official ideologies to the masses” (Roche, 2000, p. 9), German fascists
were able to further consolidate power at home.
Fascism was important to Germany’s foreign policy as well. Van Evera (1995) and
Mearsheimer (2001) both use material structures over ideational structures to explain why
Germany went to war in 1939. However, fascism understands violence and war as necessary to
the strength of the state and nation. In his “Doctrine of Fascism,” Mussolini writes that:
Fascism does not, generally speaking, believe in the possibility or utility of
perpetual peace. It therefore discards pacifism as a cloak for cowardly supine
renunciation in contradistinction to self-sacrifice. War alone keys up all human
energies to their maximum tension and sets the seal of nobility on those peoples
who have the courage to face it. All other tests are substitutes which never place a
man face to face with himself before the alternative of life or death. Therefore all
doctrines which postulate peace at all costs are incompatible with Fascism.
Equally foreign to the spirit of Fascism, even if accepted as useful in meeting
special political situations -are all internationalistic or League superstructures
which, as history shows, crumble to the ground whenever the heart of nations is
deeply stirred by sentimental, idealistic or practical considerations. (in Nikolic,
2012)
Simply put, “Instead of being viewed as an abnormality or tragic necessity, war for the fascists
became life’s greatest test, the supreme manifestation of virtue and virility” (Feldman, 2004, p.
206). Van Evera (1995) claims that ideology can account for some German actions but fails to
account for war with Britain, France, and the United States. Yet, as an ideology, fascism is a
revolution against “the ruins of liberal, socialist, and democratic doctrines...” (in Nikolic, 2012).
The combination of values presented above – war and violence, distaste for competing ideals,
and revolutionary zeal – gives merit to the idea that ideational structures brought Germany to
war in 1939. This enters the domain of mutual constitution.
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To be a fascist state, Germany needed to wage war. It was not enough to be
totalitarian at home and subvert individualism in favor of the state and the nation. Fascism
requires war. In this case, the state constructed itself and intersubjective beliefs about fascism.
Van Evera (1995) does not dispute Germany’s rhetoric on peace prior to going to war. In
fact, he says Germany had success and kept other great powers at bay by presenting itself as
peaceful. Germany needed to appear peaceful to continue its rise. If Germany could not harbor
its intentions, its rise might have been interrupted by another great power. Germany’s Olympic
experience was part of its effort to promote a peaceful identity that would fulfill long-term
national interests. As mentioned by Young (2010), among the reasons Hitler accepted the bid
was the opportunity to present Germany as powerful. In addition, he also sought to impress the
world with German culture and give the impression that Germany’s rise was peaceful. Krüger
reinforces this analysis: “Hitler had guaranteed to stage the Games in a grandiose fashion,
irrespective of the cost involved,” and thus, “wanted to conquer world public opinion with the
help of the Olympic Games” (1998, p. 87). Through the Olympic Games, German fascists found
a social practice capable of promoting a peaceful identity that would afford them prestige and
discursive power as a means of satisfying long-term national interests.
Identity Promotion. Germany’s attempt to promote a peaceful identity started before the
opening ceremonies. In the lead-up the 1936 Games, Germany increased its participation in
international sporting competitions. Germany participated in less than 20 events between 1920
and 1930, but participated in 78 events in 1935 alone (Krüger, 1998). The goal was to give the
appearance of reintegration; that Germany was now a responsible member of the international
system (Krüger 1998). By the time the Olympics came, the German propaganda offensive was
underway.
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Possibly the biggest example of German efforts to foster appeal was the torch relay.
Over time, the relay has become one of the most iconic symbols of the Modern Olympic Games.
The relay was Diem’s idea, and it was intended to “make explicit the supposed link between
Germany and ancient Greece” (Horne and Whannel, 2012, p. 118). Lewald said the torch relay
“created a real and spiritual bond between our German fatherland and the sacred places of
Greece founded nearly 4,000 years ago by Nordic immigrants” (Horne and Whannel, 2012, p.
118). The torch relay was Germany’s invented tradition. Where the Olympic movement itself
was an invented tradition, the addition of the torch relay is evidence of the ability to use
performance for the purposes of prestige and discursive power.
According to MacAloon (1998), the Olympic Games are easily manipulated spectacles
aimed at creating pseudo-realities. For MacAloon, we live in a world where discourse is quite
powerful. In short, discursive power is as important as the power of the sword or the power of
the purse. Discursive power is often channeled through performance as well. MacAloon says
the torch relay is part of the Olympic discourse and an event unto itself. While attracting
attention for a number of reasons, MacAloon says the torch relay is also a cause of mass
celebration. Therefore, the German invention of the torch relay tradition, running from the home
of the ancient games in Olympia to the host stadium, is both a celebration of the Games and their
host. It is an invented tradition that can be made to serve the interests of host. As Horne and
Whannel (2012) argue the torch relay was under German authority, and thus it was manipulated
to create a favorable opinion of Germany. In the case of the 1936 Games, Germany was able to
pay homage to the ancient Olympic tradition but at the same time increase its prestige and
discursive power among foreign audiences.
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At the opening ceremonies, Hitler received much praise from American Journalist
Frederick Birchall, who wrote “Adolf Hitler was receiving the plaudits of a league far removed
from politics, a league of peaceful sport to which he had become the proud host” (1936, p. 1).
Most states gave Hitler the Nazi salute during the parade of nations with the Bulgarian
delegation both goose-stepping and giving the Nazi salute (Birchall, 1936). The parade of
nations was followed by the release of 3,000 doves, meant to symbolize peace and cooperation
among states. Finally, the torchbearer appeared – the last of the 3,000 runners from seven states
that carried the torch from Olympus to Berlin – to light the flame. The torchbearer, Spiridon
Louys, a Greek gold medalist marathoner at the 1896 Games in Athens, presented Hitler with an
olive branch from Mount Olympus. Upon giving the gift to Hitler, Louys proclaimed, “I present
to you this olive branch as a symbol of love and peace. We hope that the nations will ever meet
solely in such peaceful competition” (Birchall, 1936).
As the lead New York Times reporter for the 1936 Games, Birchall was won over by
Hitler and the Games. He concluded his coverage of the opening ceremonies by writing that,
“These Olympic Games have had an opening notable even beyond expectations, high as these
were. They seem likely to have accomplished what the ruler of Germany desired from them, that
is, to give the world a new viewpoint from which to regard the Third Reich. It is promising this
viewpoint will be taken from the Olympic hill of peace” (Birchall, 1936, p. 1). On August 1,
1936, Birchall implies that the Berlin Games would be about more than politics. Quoting an
official German diplomatic correspondence in reference to how the German people had
internalized the Olympic Movement, Birchall writes, “They are determined these Olympic
Games shall resolve themselves into something more than a mere breathing spell in the struggle
for political interests. We demand they strive to win the understanding of one nation for another
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thus preparing the ground for universal understanding among the world’s peoples” (1936, p.
6). Overall, Birchall appeared engulfed in the pageantry of the games.
Birchall appeared overwhelmingly impressed with the magnificence of the Games – so
seduced by German capacity – that pageantry transcended reality. On August 3rd, Birchall told
tales of Hitler’s rise. However, they were not the dark tales of a man seeking power through
ideational manipulation and conquest. Instead, Birchall wrote rags to riches-like story:
It is a little more than a decade since Adolf Hitler was a humble workman, one of
millions uncounted and unheeded. Even thereafter, when he had once raised
himself above the multitude and started on the long road, it seemed to end in a
prison cell and a new oblivion, with the universal verdict that he was finished.
Universal, that is to save for the man himself. His own confidence never seems to
have faltered and events have justified it. In these few years he has wrought a
miracle greater perhaps than he dreamed of even in his most sanguine moments
(1936, p. 19).
By the close of the 1936 Games, Birchall appeared to sincerely believe that fascist Germany did
not pose a threat to international stability. In an article published on August 16th, 1936, Brichall
writes that Germany is “back in the fold of nations that have arrived,” and that “...this contact
with many nationalities and races has made the Germans more human again…” (1936, p. E5).
Birchall’s comments contribute to the idea that Germany was able to successfully promote an
identity of peace at the Olympic Games, and that Germany’s identity afforded it prestige and
discursive power. If Birchall’s work for the New York Times is an example of how Germany
influenced a global audience, it appears the Berlin Games were indeed a coup for German
fascists.
Less overcome by the extravagance of the Games, or at least their implications, was CBS
foreign correspondent William Shirer. On August 16th, 1936, Shirer entered the following into
his diary:
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I'm afraid the Nazis have succeeded with their propaganda. First, the Nazis have
run the games on a lavish scale never before experienced, and this has appealed to
the athletes. Second, the Nazis have put up a very good front for the general
visitors, especially the big business-men. Ralph Barnes and I were asked in to
meet some of the American ones a few years ago. They said frankly they were
favorably impressed by the Nazi “set-up (Shirer, 2012, loc. 845).
In 1984, Shirer published a detailed account of life in 1930s Germany. Shirer noted that
following the Olympics, Hitler had won favor among conservative business interests in the
United States. Shirer writes that in an effort to show Hitler’s true nature and intentions, he
invited an American diplomat to give a talk to several Americans visiting Berlin. However, what
Shirer found was that, “The genial tycoons told him what the situation in Nazi Germany was.
They liked it, they said. The streets were clean and peaceful. Law and Order, No strikes, no
trouble-making unions. No agitators. No Commies” (1984, p. 207). Shirer’s account suggests a
perception shift among American businessmen favoring fascist Germany. The historical record
does not indicate that a shift in perception was due to the Olympics, but the record does identify
the Games as showcase event for German fascism.
While short of an exhaustive systemic analysis, we can interpret from the historical
record that Germany had some success in crafting an identity of peace that afforded the country
prestige and discursive power at home and abroad. As previously mentioned, in the midst of a
boycott controversy prior to the 1936 Games, Brundage traveled to Germany and returned to the
United States confident the Berlin Games should continue (Guttmann, 1984, 2006). Marvin
(1982) attributes this to Brundage’s political leanings, writing that, “In Brundage's view National
Socialism was wholly separate from Olympic concerns...Beneath the officially neutral facade
which Brundage shared with the IOC, however, lay his feeling that America should applaud the
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New Germany for halting Communist gains in Western Europe” (1982, p. 83). More
importantly, Gustavus Kirby, Treasurer of the American NOC, wrote the following:
...the German psychology is not that of deception, that the World War was not
only in their hearts but on their lips before it was precipitated, and that if the rest
of the world were blind it was certainly not because Germany had not for years
been openly boasting of “der Tag,” and that therefore if the present activity were
being directed toward a war-like end we would certainly hear of it and know of it
(Marvin, 1982, p. 84).
From within American NOC leadership there appeared to be support for the Games and the
belief that German intentions were peaceful. This adds further creditability to the notion that
Germany was able to manipulate the Games, create a peaceful identity by engaging in a social
practice, and enhance the pursuit of key national interests.
The 1936 Games were directed at both a domestic and foreign audience. In 1935,
American diplomat George Messersmith wrote that, “The youth of Germany believe that
National Socialist ideology is being rapidly accepted in other countries. To the Party and to the
youth of Germany, the holding of the Olympic Games in Berlin has become a symbol of the
conquest of the world by Nationalist Socialist doctrine” (Young, 2010, p. 102). How the foreign
audience internalized the 1936 Games is less clear, but the historical record indicates that
Germany had success in promoting identity, gaining prestige and discursive power, and
satisfying long-term national interests.
Post-Game Use of Identity for Power and Interests
In 1931, the IOC awarded the Games to Germany in the hopes that the values of the
Olympic Movement would shape German identity going forward. For the role Germany played
in World War I, it was expelled from international sport. The 1936 Games were designed to be a
part of a re-integration process that welcomed Germany back to international sport and normalcy
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(Gutmann, 1998; Young, 2010). From the IOC’s perspective, the 1936 Games would result
in the “full integration of postwar Germany, no longer a pariah nation, into the world of sport”
(Guttmann, 1998, p. 31). However, German leadership took control. Where the IOC had planned
to use the games to manipulate German politics, Hitler instead used the Olympic Games for the
benefit of the German state before heading to war.
Rearmament was under way in Germany prior to the 1936 Games, and Van Evera (1995)
asserts that the aggressive actions taken by Germany in 1939 are reflective of what is known in
international relations as window logic. According to Van Evera, states are confronted by
windows of opportunity or vulnerability (1995). States are often confronted by either a fading
offensive opportunity or growing defensive vulnerability. Therefore, states must make tactical
choices that satisfy their strategic goals. States can jump through the closing window of
opportunity (go on the offensive), or they must find a way to minimize the effects of the opening
window of vulnerability (go on the defensive). Germany’s use of force in 1939 was rooted in a
closing window of opportunity rather than an opening window of vulnerability (Van Evera,
1995). In other words, Germany was looking to extend their dominance rather than simply
maintain the existing distribution of power.
As previously mentioned, by 1939 military expenditures accounted for roughly onequarter of Germany’s GNP (Carrol, 1966). For Van Evera (1995), it was a commitment to hard
power that led Germany to war. By 1939, Hitler had more than likely identified a window of
opportunity that led Germany to take action before its’ perceived advantage was lost (Van Evera,
1995). Van Evera (1995) describes five windows that motivated Germany to action.
The first window was carefully traversing French and British military superiority (Van
Evera, 1995). This required careful and skilled diplomacy but also represented a window of
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opportunity. Where Germany had self-identified as being relatively weak, it had also
identified an opportunity to revise Europe's distribution of power (1995).
The second window was overcoming British and French military superiority in practice
(Van Evera, 1995). Prior to 1933, both French and British capabilities dwarfed those of
Germany. After 1933 German military spending grew rapidly, bringing Germany from
inferiority through parity to a fleeting superiority. In 1935 Germany passed France and Britain,
and in 1937, and 1938 Germany outspent them roughly by 2:1” (1995, loc. 2752). By 1936, the
distribution of capabilities favored Germany.
Prior to completing its rise, Van Evera (1995) notes that Germany was full of
reassurances about its peaceful intentions. In 1933, Hitler stated that Germany sought “to live in
peace and friendship” with its neighbors, and two years later said that Nazi Germany “desires
peace from its innermost ideological convictions Germany needs and desires peace” (Van Evera,
1995, loc. 2770). However, after surpassing both Britain and France, Van Evera reports that
Germany quickly unveiled its true intentions:
Once Germany’s window opened, Hitler changed to a menacing bellicosity toward
Europe. He also repeatedly argued in private that Germany should jump through its
window before it closed. In late 1937 he rested arguments for an aggressive policy
largely on fear that German military superiority was a fading asset. On August 22, 1939,
he explained to his generals that windows compelled the coming war: “The present
moment is more favorable than in two or three years’ time. We are faced with the harsh
alternatives of striking or of certain annihilation sooner or later.” Ten days later he
launched his lightning war on Poland, triggering World War II (1995, loc. 2768).
Van Evera goes on to say that Germany’s efforts to downplay its intentions “lulled Britain and
France into delayed rearmament” (1995, loc. 2539). Van Evera says the same of the United
States, writing that, “Germany also lulled the United States, which awoke to the Nazi threat only
after Hitler was firmly embarked on his course of aggression” (1995, loc. 2539). Van Evera
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quotes Goebbels, who said Germany “got through the danger zone because we managed…to
keep our opponents guessing as to Germany’s real aims” (1995, 2539).
Neorealism easily dismisses the role of identity in explaining what motivated Germany to
war in 1939. However, in his test of windows logic, Van Evera accounts for the role of identity
– in the form of fascist ideology – in triggering World War II. While Van Evera says fascism
has some explanatory power, it is relative power and windows logic that best explains German
actions. Van Evera states the following:
Admittedly, ideology predicts Hitler’s war against the Jews and window theory does not.
Both theories predict the German-Soviet war. But window theory predicts the western
wars on France and the Low Countries, Britain, and the United States, while ideology
does not. Thus window theory sometimes loses to ideology when their predictions differ,
but it wins most of the time (1995, loc. 2806).
Mearsheimer (2001) agrees with Van Evera (1995), and argues that while ideological factors can
be taken into consideration, Germany was motivated to action by their offensive (rather than
defensive) understanding of international politics.
In the early years of German growth, Van Evera claims that Germany was not looking for
European domination. In fact, Van Evera writes that, “Expansion to the west and the north were
not prime goals. Hitler viewed the British more as Aryan cousins than as enemies. He had no
short-term wish to conquer them; instead he sought British partnership in carving up other parts
of the world” (1995, loc. 2743). This is the beginning of the intersection between realism and
constructivism. While pointing to hard power calculations as the cause of German actions stands
up to theoretical and conceptual testing, the role of identity should not be discounted. In fact, the
door to alternative theoretical explanations is opened with the introduction of identity to the
conversation.
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Conclusion
As much as international relations talks about power, it assumes power to be naked.
Constructivism assumes states “act toward objects, including other actors, on the basis of the
meanings that the objects have for them,” and thus, react differently to otherwise similar
situations (Wendt, 1992, p. 396-397). Therefore, power without identity is not as meaningful as
power with identity. It is not the actual power a state possesses that makes it a threat; it is the
identity attached to that power. Power itself does not make a state the target of balancing
coalitions, but if a state is seen as an international pariah it will be feeling outnumbered.
In 1936, Germany attempted to give meaning to power through the Olympic Games.
Germany put on a grand cultural event. Outside of construction projects and the torch relay,
Germany utilized large-scale musical performances with “universalistic themes,” invited foreign
diplomats and dignitaries to opera performances at the Pergamon Museum, and showed off “a
stunning collection of Hellenistic art and architecture from Pergamon and other ancient cities”
(Guttmann, 1998, p. 71). Shirer wrote that, “Hitler and his Nazi thugs had succeeded in making
the XIth Olympiad the most colorful in history and, what was more important, had used the
Olympics to fool the world into believing that Nazi Germany was a peaceful, civilized, and
contented nation” (in Senn, 1999, p. 65). Germany understood that states navigate the world on
the basis of identity, and it promoted an identity that would serve their long-term national
interests.
At issue is Germany’s manipulation of identity. If identities can be manipulated to
conceal genuine interests, it reduces the importance of identity in international politics. In fact, it
lends support to neorealist claims that the primary identity of any state swirls around self-interest
and maximizing power or security. German actions in 1939 appear to support this claim. The
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Olympic Games came to Germany in the midst of rearmament and proved to be the agent to
downplay aggressive intentions. Therefore, this case represents a challenge to constructivism. If
identities are not a representation of interests, then identities might not be as useful as
constructivists claim. In 1936, Germany was a fascist state. Germany used symbols and rituals
to embed fascism in German culture at home, and fascism likely informed German foreign
policy as well. What escapes the neorealist claim is that even if German interests were not a
product of German identity, it does not deny a process of mutual constitution. In short,
ideological factors cannot be entirely discounted when considering German interests. It is
possible that Germany, regardless of material considerations, would have opted for war in
accordance with fascist values. In this case, Germany chose war because that is what fascist
states do, which then constitutes Germany as a fascist state and furthers what it means to be a
fascist state.
Even with the above challenge to constructivism, this case demonstrates the social nature
of international politics. Before Germany deployed hard power resources in war, it first had to
promote an identity. While German interests were not consistent with the identity that was
promoted at the Olympic Games, the case underscores that states understand identity as useful in
international politics. Even if international politics is a Game of Thrones, identity matters in that
game.
Interpretation of the historical case points to German success in capitalizing on the
Games as a moment of public diplomacy that promoted identity, earned prestige and discursive
power, and enhanced the pursuit of national interests. Further exploration is necessary, but this
case study indicates that sporting mega-events are sites for promotion of identity and interests.
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Great Power at the Olympics: Moscow 1980
Like the 1936 Berlin Games, the 1980 Games are linked to power politics. Germany used
the 1936 Games to promote a peaceful identity before launching a series of offensives that would
culminate in World War II; however, the Soviet Union’s 1979 invasion of Afghanistan made the
1980 Moscow Games both controversial and costly. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan did not
provoke a direct military response from the West, but it did provoke a boycott of the 1980
Games that cost the Soviet Union the opportunity to see a return on their Olympic investment.
This case explores the extent to which the Soviet Union saw the Olympic Games as an
opportunity to promote a great power identity. It also explores how the Soviet Union sought to
earn prestige and discursive power among their socialist brethren and the non-aligned movement.
Through the American-led boycott of the 1980 Games, this case explores how states interpret
identity. The American-led boycott painted its own picture of the Soviet Union and stole the
legitimizing effect that sporting mega- events can have for their hosts.
Emerging State
In 1980, the Soviet Union was not an emerging state the same way Germany was in 1936.
Where Germany was a rising power, the Soviet Union had already emerged as a peer competitor
to the United States. The Soviet Union does fit the definition of an emerging state provided in
Chapter 3: a state seeking an identity associated with prestige and discursive power and
recognition from its peers as modern and powerful.
Although in a period of détente, Cold War tensions continued to define the overall
operating environment for both the Soviet Union and the United States in the lead-up to the 1980
Games. Both states were locked into a protracted security dilemma and raced ahead in
developing military capabilities capable of, at minimum, maintaining a balance of power. As is
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noted in Chart 5.1, between 1970 and 1989, military expenditures for both the Soviet Union
and the United States trended upward. For most of that period, the Soviet Union maintained an
advantage in military expenditures. However, the United States reached parity with the Soviet
Union in 1985.
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While both countries remained similar in terms of military expenditures, they were miles
apart in GDP. Chart 5.2 shows GDP for the Soviet Union and the United States over the same
1970-1991 period. Relative to the Soviet economy, the American economy took off in the early
1980s. Soviet growth was minimal compared to the United States, and the Soviet economy
plateaued in the early 1980s. Overall, both economies trended upward during the measured time
period, but the growth of the American economy was significant relative to the Soviet economy.
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Chart 5.2
Soviet and American GDP: 1970-1991
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Interestingly, while the Soviet Union and the United States were locked into a protracted security
dilemma with military expenditures running high between both states, a major gap appears when
expenditures are measured as a percent of gross national product. According to Chart 5.3,
spending for both states trended upward for the 1970-1991 period. Furthermore, where Figure
5.1 does not illustrate a significant gap in military expenditures between the two states, a major
gap appears when military expenditures are measured as a percent of GDP. As Figure 5.3
illustrates, military expenditures as a percent of gross national product trended downward during
the 1970-1991 period. Where Soviet military expenditures peaked somewhere between 14-16%
of GDP and never dropped below 10%, American expenditures never rose above 8% and had
dropped to below 6% by 1991. Therefore, Figure 5.3 illustrates a significant gap in military
expenditures as a percent of GDP.
Little can be taken from raw expenditure data. When placed within the context of percent
of GDP, American expenditures remained relatively minimal compared to their Soviet rival.
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However, through 1991, the Soviet Union’s military expenditures equated to no less than
1/10 of the state’s annual wealth.
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This data reinforces the Cold War dynamics and illustrates the Soviet Union’s peer competitor
status vis-à-vis the United States. As previously mentioned, both states were locked into a
prolonged security dilemma. During the Cold War, no other country approached the military
expenditures, and subsequent capabilities, of either the Soviet Union or the United States. More
importantly, the above data is consistent with a state desiring respect among its peers, and thus
fits the definition of an emerging state used in this dissertation.
Securing the 1980 Games
Relations between the United States and the Soviet Union were good – as well as can be
expected in the midst of a Cold War – when the 1980 Summer Games were awarded to Moscow
in the fall of 1974. The two countries were in a period of detente, and the Olympic Games were
a high priority for Soviet leadership (Booker, 1981). According to Hulme, Soviet leadership
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aggressively pursued the Olympic Games as an “opportunity to impress both its own citizens
and those billions of viewers who for several weeks would focus their attention on the Soviet
capital; it was determined to exploit events to the fullest” (1990, p. 75). Moscow’s bid for the
1972 Games failed to gain traction within the IOC, but it appeared Moscow and Los Angeles
were the only serious contenders for the 1980 Games (Booker, 1981). Christopher Booker
writes, “To say that the Soviet leadership was desperately keen to secure the 1980 Olympics for
Moscow is to put it mildly. There was almost no prize on the international stage they coveted
more (1981, p. 22).” Booker explains that Soviet leadership saw the opportunity to host the
Olympic Games as means to an end, with the end being domestic and international legitimation
(1981). This view is an extension of how the Soviet Union viewed sport. Since sport was
important to foreign policy and legitimizing the Soviet Union’s place in the world, it is natural
that the Soviet Union would pursue the greatest sporting event in human history.
According to Booker (1981), through the eyes of Soviet leadership, hosting the Games
would accomplish a great deal for the Party. Like the 1936 Berlin Games, the 1980 Moscow
Games were about much more than sport for their host. The Games were about identity and
interests. Like Germany in 1936, the Soviet Union wanted to present itself as friendly, peaceful,
cooperative, but also a peer competitor to the United States. In other words, the Games were
meant to tell the world that the Soviet Union was a superpower that desired peaceful coexistence (Hazan, 1982). With these Games in their portfolio, the Soviet Union would feel a
great deal of pride if not a sense of symbolic parity with their Western rivals. As Booker writes:
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But, as the Soviet leaders well knew, an Olympic is Moscow would be more than
just another Games, more than a sporting occasion. It would be a symbol, both to
the world at large and to the multitude of peoples over whom those leaders held
sway. It would be a chance to show off Moscow and the glorious achievements
of Russian Socialism in a way that had not been possible in all the sixty years
since the Revolution. It would be almost like a last act of legitimation, a belated
coronation ceremony for the soviet regime and all it stood for. (1981, p. 22).
The Soviet Union used detente to its advantage in maneuvering for the 1980 Games (Booker,
1981). While visiting Moscow for official talks in the summer of 1974, Richard Nixon pledged
to First Secretary Leonid Brezhnev that the Los Angeles bid would not stand in the way of
Moscow’s bid. Even with his resignation less than month after his trip to Moscow, Nixon’s
pledge was honored and the Moscow bid emerged victorious (Booker, 1981).
In 1980, the idea of hosting the Olympic Games had become unattractive to potential
hosts. Michael Payne states, “Given the boycotts and an unappealing commercial proposition, it
was little wonder the IOC was having great difficulty in finding any city willing to stage the
Games. The risks were simply too great. For many it was seen as commercial suicide to even
apply to host the Games” (2006, p. 12). Even at a time when the Games seemed to be
skyrocketing in cost – the 1976 Games were a warning to future bidders – and potential for
boycott loomed in the background, the Games remained appealing to the Soviet Union.
Additionally, the Soviet Union spent considerably more on the Games than previous hosts. From
these two points it can be interpreted that hosting the Games could very well have been about
promoting identity and enhancing interests in the international system.
Like the politicized 1936 Games, the Soviet Union intended for the Olympic Games to be
an agent of identity promotion. There are parallels between the 1936 Games and the 1980
Games. In both cases, the Olympics were about promoting “image, ideology, and influence at
home and abroad” (Roche, 2000, p. 112). Outside of the massive construction projects,
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rehabbing of existing structures, and the general brightening of Moscow, Booker (1981) says
that there was a “darker side” to the Soviet Union’s preparations. The Party initiated a major
campaign against “hooliganism, crime, drunkenness, and speculation” (1981, p. 28), which
included widespread arrests of suspected dissidents, extended detainment of prisoners, and a
general effort to coerce citizens into uniform acceptance of Soviet authority for the duration of
the Games (Booker, 1981). This was part of the Soviet Union’s larger effort to legitimize itself
to the world. The need to glorify domestic politics in front of a global audience parallels the
1936 Berlin Games, and the desire to put on a grand show. This meant harassment and
detainment of citizens in the name of legitimizing the socialist lifestyle and establishing
ideational superiority vis-à-vis the United States.
The Olympic Games were interpreted as a natural outlet for expressing Soviet identity; a
platform to discover prestige and discursive power that could maintain existing friendships and
build new relationships. In an effort to reinforce its position as the clear leader of the socialist
world and a peer competitor, the Olympic Games were vital to Soviet foreign policy. Parks
summarizes the role that sport and sporting mega-events played for Soviet foreign policy:
Sports exchanges provided another avenue for promoting external authority for
the Soviet Union. Exchanges with other socialist countries were meant to promote
socialist solidarity and to solidify Soviet control over the Communist Bloc. Sports
exchanges with western nations advanced the image of a friendly superpower,
equal to if not superior to the United States in sports. Sports exchanges with the
developing world were used to win friends and client states abroad in the cultural
Cold War. Finally, hosting sports competitions could show off Soviet sporting
prowess, generate friendly feelings toward the Soviet Union, and display an
image of the Soviet Union as a modern world power with an advanced economic
and social system on par with the West (2014, p. 10).
Because the Olympic Games seemed vital to Soviet national interests, what took place on
December 27th, 1979 is hard to explain. It was that day that the Soviet Union began their decade
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long occupation of Afghanistan (Hazan, 1982). It was this invasion that prompted the
boycott that undermined the Soviet Union’s goals for the Olympic Games (Hazan, 1982, Hulme,
1999, Payne, 2006). However, a close reading of the Afghan invasion is consistent with identity
as a motivating factor in Soviet Foreign policy.
The Afghan Invasion
While the Olympic Games were clearly important to the Soviet Union, a key question
that tests the importance of any theory of international relations is what motivates a state to act.
In the case of Afghanistan, questions linger about what motivated the Soviet Union to act with
the 1980 Games on the horizon. There are few mentions of the 1980 Olympic Games in the
Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive’s collection of previously classified Cold War documents.
More importantly, among the 205 available documents in the Afghanistan collection, only five
reference the 1980 Games. Therefore, available archival data does not tell us if the Soviet Union
anticipated an Olympic boycott as part of the international community’s response to its invasion
of Afghanistan. In other words, it is unclear as to whether or not the Soviet Union anticipated
the Olympic Games becoming a pawn in Cold War relations. However, given the important role
sport played in Cold War politics, one might assume that the Party had enough foresight to see
such a response.
A starting point in analyzing the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan is asking one of the biggest
questions in the neorealist body of literature. How much power do states want? As a landmark
event in the Cold War, the invasion of Afghanistan can be used to measure how much power
states want. According to Gibbs, the Soviet Union’s invasion of Afghanistan has traditionally
been viewed through an offensive lens. Gibbs writes that the invasion has often been described
as an act for which the Soviet Union “sought to use Afghanistan as a strategic springboard for
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further offensive action” (2006, p. 240). Gibbs calls into question the idea that the Soviet
Union was offensively motivated, and writes that, “To be sure, the December 1979 invasion was
a heavy-handed act of aggression against the people of Afghanistan, but the documentary record
is clear that it was not a threat to Western security or a more generalized act of regional
aggression” (2006, p. 259). In fact, declassified Soviet documents available through the
Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive suggest something other than offensive logic. More to the
point, these documents indicate the Soviet Union was less concerned about expansion and more
concerned about protecting their position in the international system. However, the Soviet
Union’s position in the international system was uniquely relevant to Soviet identity.
In his analysis of Soviet identity in 1955 Hopf (2002) notes that not all identities arise
from domestic sources. Identity can easily be grounded in domestic politics and society,
particularly dominant or competing discourses, but some identities are products of social
interactions with other states (Hopf, 2002). As for Soviet foreign policy in 1955 Hopf (2002)
says class, modernity, and great power status were all at play.
Hopf (2002) identifies four distinct identities that played a role in Soviet foreign policy in
1955, but says that “...an additional identity, that of a great power, emerged from Soviet
discourse on foreign policy itself, not obviously connected to any domestic identity formations or
discourses” (2002, p. 89). This gives credence to arguments made by constructivists that see
identities shaped by international politics rather than only domestic sources (Hopf, 2002). At the
same time, this gives credence to arguments made by neorealism that great power status is a
reality of international politics (Hopf, 2002).
In addition to great power, Soviet foreign policy was often conditioned by class identities
and conceptions of modernity (Hopf, 2002). In other words, Soviet foreign policy responded
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differently to “bourgeois capitalist states, especially in the West; socialist allies in Eastern
Europe and China, and decolonizing states” (2002, p. 90). Hopf goes on to write that peaceful
coexistence was “expressed in terms of class identity,” and that, “Soviet understandings of class
also accounted for the Soviet expectation that its alliances were natural communities of identical
interests borne of common class identity” (2002, p. 90). Flash-forward to 1980 and identity – in
the form of class – was still important to the Soviet Union. Class conditioned how the Soviet
Union saw others. As an identity, class depended on both ideological solidarity with socialist
states and wooing non-aligned states.
As an identity, modernity allowed the Soviet Union to position itself atop the hierarchy of
socialist states (Hopf, 2002). Hopf writes that, “Both the decolonizing world and the socialist
community were understood as lower on the evolutionary ladder, but moving toward the Soviet
present” (2002, p. 105). Class and modernity were closely linked. Class informed the Soviet
Union about itself and others, while modernity positioned the Soviet Union relative to other
socialist states. Therefore, were class is relational, modernity is positional.
As mentioned above, the Soviet Union was pursuing a great power identity that emerged
from within foreign policy circles. While class and modernity informed Soviet foreign relations,
Hopf (2002) understood material structures as partially shaping Soviet identity. Hopf explains
that, “Soviet understanding of itself as a great power endowed with sovereign rights in a world
where material power mattered and other states possessed equal rights to normative protection
constituted Soviet great power identity” (2002, p. 99). According to Hopf, Soviet discourse on
modernity drove the emphasis on materialism but materialism itself “constituted great power
status internationally in 1955” (2002, p. 99). Interestingly, nothing demonstrates modernity like
a $2 billion construction project designed to host hundreds of countries, thousands of athletes,
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and hundreds of thousands of spectators. The Soviet Union likely saw great power status
achievable through the Olympic Games.
In terms of internationally constructed identities - those not purely driven by domestic
factors - Hopf says that the Soviet Union had great concern for “...the power of norms in
international affairs, in particular, sovereignty and independence,” and that, “...Soviet
understanding of peaceful coexistence was based on more than class, it had an international
normative foundation, too” (2002, p. 101,102). This demonstrates that identity was essential to
the Soviet Union in 1955 and was likely true in 1980, as well. While the political climate was
one of détente, the Cold War continued to define relations between the Soviet Union and the
West, and and Soviet’s remained committed to great power status.
Hopf’s (2002) explanation of Soviet identity in 1955 puts the invasion of Afghanistan into
perspective. Soviet motivations appear to be consistent with a great power that valued socialism,
modernity, and sovereignty and international norms. In terms of the boycott of the 1980 Games,
if Soviet leadership perceived their actions as consistent with a status quo power rather than a
revisionist power, they may have discounted the potential for a Western backlash that utilized the
Olympics as a mechanism for protest.
A transcript of a March 17th, 1979 meeting between members of the Central Committee
of the CPSU suggests the Soviet Union’s objectives in Afghanistan were not offensive in nature.
The entire meeting was dedicated to the Afghanistan issue, and at no point did any those in
attendance (that spoke) offer an offensive rationale for intervening in Afghan politics. In fact,
early in the meeting, Andrei Gromyko, Minister of Foreign Affairs, made the following
comment:
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In my opinion, we must proceed from a fundamental proposition in considering
the question of aid to Afghanistan, namely: under no circumstances may we lose
Afghanistan. For 60 years now we have lived with Afghanistan in peace and
friendship. And if we lose Afghanistan now and it turns against the Soviet Union,
this will result in a sharp setback to our foreign policy (Woodrow Wilson Digital
Archive).
This suggests the idea that intervention in Afghanistan was about protecting the status quo more
than it was about making gains. Yuri Andropov, Chairmen of the KGB and future successor to
Leonid Brezhnev as General Secretary of the Party, supported this sentiment with the following
statement:
Comrades, I have considered all these issues in depth and arrived at the
conclusion that we must consider very, very seriously, the question of whose
cause we will be supporting if we deploy forces into Afghanistan. It's completely
clear to us that Afghanistan is not ready at this time to resolve all of the issues it
faces through socialism. The economy is backward, the Islamic religion
predominates, and nearly all of the rural population is illiterate. We know Lenin's
teaching about a revolutionary situation. Whatever situation we are talking about
in Afghanistan, it is not that type of situation. Therefore, I believe that we can
suppress a revolution in Afghanistan only with the aid of our bayonets, and that is
for us entirely inadmissible. We cannot take such a risk (Woodrow Wilson Digital
Archive, 2015).
Like Gromyko, Andropov is clear that the risk is too great. In fact, Andropov says the preferred
method of dealing with Afghanistan is not through violence but instead the socialization of the
domestic population. Ideational power was preferred over material coercion.
The most dramatic and potentially influential statement at the meeting comes from
Gromyko, who places a premium on the role of identity in international relations. First Gromyko
states that:
I completely support Comrade Andropov's proposal to rule out such a measure as
the deployment of our troops into Afghanistan. The army there is unreliable. Thus
our army, when it arrives in Afghanistan, will be the aggressor (Woodrow Wilson
Digital Archive, 2015).
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Gromyko assumes that intervention in Afghanistan would lead the international system to
interpret Soviet behavior as revisionist, whereas the preference is for a status quo identity. While
these concepts - revisionist and status quo - are often reserved for realism, they are both
relational and socially constructed. As Hopf explains, “We cannot know what an identity is
without relating it to another. Great power is meaningless unless we can conceive of a non-great
power identity. How can an individual understand herself if there is nothing not herself?” (2002,
p. 7). Status quo and revisionist identities do not exist in isolation from one another. One must
exist as a reference point for the other. Furthermore, meaning is informed by widely held
intersubjective beliefs about revisionist and status quo behavior. This speaks to the inability to
divorce power from identity. If power does not exist apart from identity, neither can the behavior
of states in respect to the distribution power. Both concepts - revisionist and status quo - are
products of a social world rather a strictly material world.
Gromyko continues to speak about the importance of identity in international relations.
With his focus on reputation, Gromyko comments on the likely outcome of military intervention
into Afghanistan. Gromyko states the following:
Against whom will it fight? Against the Afghan people first of all, and it will have
to shoot at them. Comrade Andropov correctly noted that indeed the situation in
Afghanistan is not ripe for a revolution. And all that we have done in recent years
with such effort in terms of detente, arms reduction, and much more - all that
would be thrown back. China, of course, would be given a nice present. All the
nonaligned countries will be against us. In a word, serious consequences are to be
expected from such an action. There will no longer be any question of a meeting
of Leonid Ilych with Carter, and the visit of [French President] Giscard d'Estang
at the end of March will be placed in question. One must ask, and what would we
gain? Afghanistan with its present government, with a backward economy, with
inconsequential weight in international affairs. (Woodrow Wilson Digital
Archive, 2015)
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While the Soviet Union desired to compete with the United States, the words of Soviet
leadership reflect an identity conditioned by interactions with other actors in the international
system. The Soviet Union did not want to take an action that would otherwise be viewed as
provocative. Yet, the West was not the Soviet’s only concern, as Gromyko expresses the belief
that provocative action would scare the non-aligned movement as much as anybody else in the
international system.
Gromyko is also concerned that gains made through cooperation - gains predicated on an
identity associated with peaceful coexistence - would be lost. Gromyko concludes by saying
with the following statement:
We must keep in mind that from a legal point of view too we would not be
justified in sending troops. According to the UN Charter a country can appeal for
assistance, and we could send troops, in case it is subject to external aggression.
Afghanistan has not been subject to any aggression. This is its internal affair, a
revolutionary internal conflict, a battle of one group of the population against
another. Incidentally, the Afghans haven't officially addressed us on bringing in
troops. In a word, we now find ourselves in a situation where the leadership of the
country, as a result of the serious mistakes it has allowed to occur, has ended up
not on the high ground, not in command of the necessary support from the people
(Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive, 2015).
The above statements shed light on the role of identity in Soviet foreign policy in 1980.
However, at some point, the consensus shifts toward invasion. Archived documents do not
describe in detail what led to this shift. The decision to invade Afghanistan remains a mystery
(Sarantakes, 2011). Even those placed in charge of reporting on the events that led to the
invasion of Afghanistan could only uncover partial information (2011). However, a report
issued to the CPSU Central Committee in December of 1979 does offer clues as to why the
Soviet Union intervened in Afghanistan. The report states:
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In this extremely difficult situation, which has threatened the gains of the April
revolution and the interests of maintaining our national security, it has become
necessary to render additional military assistance to Afghanistan, especially since
such requests had been made by the previous administration in DRA. In
accordance with the provisions of the Soviet-Afghan treaty of 1978, a decision
has been made to send the necessary contingent of the Soviet Army to
Afghanistan (Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive, 2015).
Throughout the report, considerable concern is shown for the rapid destabilization of
Afghanistan under the leadership of Hafizullah Amin. While Amin was a member of the procommunist People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan, he had few fans among Soviet leadership
in Moscow. The report heavily criticizes Amin, and cites his “Dictatorial methods of running the
country, repressions, mass executions, and disregard for legal norms...” as resulting in
widespread rebellion against communist authority (Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive, 2015).
In response to the situation in Afghanistan, Soviet leadership was convinced that broad
support for an intervention that removed Amin from power existed, especially among “...working
masses, the intelligentsia, significant sections of the Afghan army, and the state apparatus…”
(Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive, 2015). The report goes on to state that efforts must be taken
to “...save the motherland and revolution…” (Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive, 2015).
According to Hopf’s analysis of Soviet identity in 1955, the Soviet Union often saw a version of
itself in those states that constituted “closest others” (2002, p. 86). Socialist revolutions in precapitalist states – especially those humiliated by Western imperialism in the past – were
consistent with Lenin’s deviation from orthodox Marxism. Therefore, such revolutions were
consistent with the Bolshevik Revolution and Soviet history.
By necessity, Marx firmly believed the communist revolution would begin in capitalist
states. However, Lenin did not see capitalism or a proletariat class as a necessity for revolution
(Hopf, 2002, p. 86). Hopf explains that, “Colonial peoples did not need to wait for revolution in
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Europe or for a working class to develop at home; through national liberation they could
come to power and embark on the noncapitalist path to socialism, just as had been accomplished
in Central Asia with the aid of a surrogate vanguard in Russia” (2002, p. 86). The need to
protect the “motherland” and “revolution” in Afghanistan was an indication of a larger need to
protect an identity that defined the Soviet Union’s history, place, and role in the international
system. The move into Afghanistan was not a simple calculation about the distribution of power,
but was an interpretation of the distribution of power through the lens of Soviet identity. Based
on its own history, the Soviet Union established itself as the protector of socialism and socialist
revolutions, but benefited from that role manifested into great power status opposite the United
States.
The greater point in this discussion on Afghanistan is that identity defined much of the
Cold War. It is easy to assume the Soviet Union was motivated solely by potential shifts in the
distribution of power, but it is plausible to claim that the Soviet Union was motivated by identity.
In his study of Soviet foreign policy in 1955, Hopf (2002) finds evidence of domestic discourses
mixing with structural variables to constitute identity. If we flash-forward to 1980, the desire to
host the Olympic Games was motivated by a great power identity that valued class and
modernity. The Olympic Games were an opportunity for the Soviet Union to legitimize itself as
a great power, which was informed by both socialist and material structures. With the Olympic
Games, the Soviet Union could connect with fellow socialist states and the non-aligned
movement while showing off Soviet style modernity, which would equate to prestige and
discursive power and enhance the pursuit of national interests.
The Soviet Union had a history of manipulating sport for political gain. Before wading
into international competitions, the Soviet Union attempted to create sporting culture capable of
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competing with bourgeois competitions like the Olympic Games (Riordan, 1998). The
purpose was not only to create an alternative to bourgeois competitions but also spread
communism, unite the workers movements, and entrench Soviet great power identity. In fact, in
1928, the same year the Summer Games were held in Amsterdam, the Soviet Union hosted the
First Worker Spartakaid. Most participants were from the Soviet Union - only 15% were from
foreign countries - but the event signaled the Soviet Union’s understanding of sport as a pathway
to identity promotion (Riordan, 1998, p. 67-70). The 1930s saw a new era of Soviet sport
emerge. Sport was used to establish positive working relations with neighbors. Riordan explains
that, “Alongside the class use of sport in the interwar period, one relatively stable element in
sport’s role as a diplomatic and propagandist medium throughout the Soviet period was to
promote relations with the USSR’s neighbors” (1998, p. 72). From there it would not take long
for the Soviet Union to realize the importance of international sporting competitions. This
culminated with the 1980 Summer Games. However, the fateful events of December 27th, 1979,
would cost the Soviet Union their Olympic dreams.
The 1980 Moscow Olympic Games
The Boycott
On January 4th, 1980, President Jimmy Carter told the American public that the Soviet
Union’s invasion of Afghanistan was an “aggressive action” that could result in an American
boycott of the Moscow Games (Hazan, 1982). Two weeks later, Carter sent a letter to Robert
Kane, president of the American NOC, urging Kane to initiate a discussion within the IOC that
the Games either be moved or cancelled (Hazan, 1982). On February 20th, 1980, the White
House released a public statement that read, “A month has now expired and Soviet troops have
not even begun to withdraw from Afghanistan. The president has therefore advised the United
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States Olympic Committee that his decision remains unchanged and that we should not send
a team to Moscow” (in Hazan, 1982, p, 124). On April 14th, 1980, the American NOC concurred
with the Carter administration and adopted a resolution that would keep American athletes at
home (Hazan, 1982).
The boycott cost the Soviet Union an opportunity to successfully promote an identity
through a sporting mega-event. Due to the boycott, the Olympic Games, which had proven
useful to Germany as a moment of public diplomacy and identity promotion, did not prove useful
for the Soviet Union. The 1980 Games were intended to be another move on the Cold War
chessboard. Most importantly, the 1980 games would legitimate Soviet great power identity,
which included leader of the socialist movement. However, the massive American-led boycott
did not let the Soviet Union write the story of the Games. The Soviet Union’s desire for
international legitimacy through the Olympics never came to fruition. This was recognized
outside of American circles as well. A document from the Central Committee of the Hungarian
Socialist Workers Party, dated February of 1980, reported that the closely aligned socialist states
perceived America’s attempt to organize a boycott of the Moscow Games as an attempt to
“diminish the prestige of socialism,” and that the Soviet Union needed to ensure full
participation to maximize the unity to the Games (Woodrow Wilson Digital Archive, 2015).
Effects of the Boycott
The United States stole the narrative the Soviet Union was trying to write. As Payne says,
“Eighty-one nations finally did turn up, but without complete teams….the sporting field was
decimated. Moscow was the largest boycott in sports history. It plunged the event into crisis.
The Olympic Movement was on the verge of unraveling” (2006, p.8). According to Hulme
(1990), sixty-two countries joined the American-led boycott of the 1980 Moscow Games.
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Hulme (1990) adds that television coverage was virtually non-existent in the West. British
networks trimmed 130 hours of scheduled coverage while both West Germany and the United
States opted for what was more-or-less no coverage. Meanwhile, Japan aired only twenty
percent of what they had originally planned to broadcast. Olympic tourism was even worse.
Only 1,000 of an expected 30,000 American spectators showed for the Games, and only about
forty-three percent of expected foreign visitors made the trip to Moscow for the 1980 Games
(Whitney, 1980).
The importance of the Olympic Games to the Soviets went beyond superficialities. Hulme
states:
…the Kremlin viewed the Moscow Games as an opportunity to achieve a degree
of legitimacy among the family of nations which heretofore had been lacking.
Moscow would no longer have to feel itself an outcast. Also, the Olympics was a
means of achieving at least symbolic parity with the West, and was therefore a
vehicle through which other states would be forced to recognize Moscow as “codominant” with the United States (1990, p. 76)
In 1980, the Soviets were expecting to reap major political gains from their Olympic experience.
Billions of dollars were spent preparing to host a spectacular event. In the end, it was the Soviet
Union’s assessment of national interests in Afghanistan that cost them “an enormous opportunity
to gain the degree of international acceptance and acclaim it had always sought” (Hulme, 1990,
p. 87). The fallout from the invasion of Afghanistan undermined Soviet goals, and it was the
American-led boycott that captured the world’s attention and helped shape Soviet identity.
Due to “boycotts and an unappealing commercial proposition” the IOC struggled to find
a host for the 1980 Games (Payne, 2006, p. 12). The Moscow Games came at a time when
hosting had lost its appeal. Ironically, the Moscow Games would add to the list of problems,
including increasing cost that was driving states away from bidding on the Games.
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Like the 1936 Games, the 1980 Games remains a mystery. Estimates range from $1.3
billion on the low end to $9 billion on the high end (Zarnowski, 2003; Payne, 2006). In 1980,
Moscow mayor Vladimir F. Promyslov told the New York Times that the Soviet Union had spent
$2 billion in preparing for the Olympic Games (1980). Outside of the spending balloon that was
the Montreal Games, which became a warning call to states interested in the hosting the Games,
the Soviet Union’s Olympic spending seemed to represent a steep departure from other Summer
Games.
Chart 5.4
Participation at the Olympic Games, 1980
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Due to the boycott, judging the games on participation alone would not make sense.
Considering the boycott, participation at the 1980 Games remained fairly strong at 80 NOCs,
which included American allies Great Britain and France. Figure 5.4 demonstrates that
participation in the Moscow Games was down relative to previous Games but the number of
athletes, just over 5000, was still in normal range.
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Press coverage was also down. The two previous Games had no fewer than 8000
members of the media on hand, while Moscow included just over 7600. The 1980 Moscow
Games were still a sporting mega-event, but opportunities for public diplomacy were lessened by
the American-led boycott. Based on upward trajectories of NOCs and participants, it is likely
that absent a boycott the Moscow Games would have been significantly larger.
Soviet Identity, Interests, and the 1980 Games
Soviet Sport and Foreign Policy
Sport is not a stranger to foreign policy. This was never more apparent than during the
Cold War, where hockey games between rivals “were played in a volatile competitive context
and where the winning team depicted its political system as the pre-eminent one” (Levermore,
2004, p. 19). Both the United States and the Soviet Union used “cultural outreach” to develop
discursive power and attract “potential client states” that admired their values (Parks, 2014, loc.
1726).
For the Soviet Union, sport and politics were inseparable; sport was a weapon in the
battle for prestige and discursive power. Through sport, the Soviet Union sought to legitimize
itself and enhance its pursuit of national interests. For example, Beck cites a 1949 Soviet
resolution that stated, “The increasing number of successes achieved by Soviet athletes in sport
has particular significance today. Each fresh victory is a victory for the Soviet form of society
and the socialist sports system; it provides irrefutable proof of the superiority of socialist culture
over the decaying culture of the capitalist states” (Beck, 2004, p. 85).
Riordan (1988) explains that Soviet sport was intended to serve several interests. Among
those interests was making inroads in the developing world, establishing and reinforcing the
Soviet Union as the preeminent leader of the socialist movement, and boosting the global appeal
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of the Soviet Union and socialism. The Soviet Union saw sport as a pathway to prestige and
discursive power. Sporting aid to the developing world was an opportunity to enhance status and
win influence. This included “sending coaches and instructors abroad, building sport facilities,
training foreign administrators in the USSR, arranging tours and displays by soviet athletes...”
(Riordan, 1988, p. 579). Sport was also seen as a mechanism to promote the Soviet Union’s
position relative to other socialist states. Through sporting contacts with other socialist states,
the Soviet Union could “employ sport to integrate the various socialist societies, to bind them to
Soviet institutions and policies, and to maintain the USSR’s vanguard position within the
community (Riordan, 1988, p. 583). Finally, sport was a vehicle to prestige and status for both
the Soviet Union and socialism. Riordan says that the Soviet Union was hesitant to compete
against “bourgeois teams,” but soon realized that “they provided the strongest world opposition
and that defeating ideological opponents would most boost Soviet prestige” (1988, p. 586).
Unlike Germany, the Soviet Union embraced sport and international sporting
competitions for more than its ability to prepare youth for war. From the start, success in sport
was linked to ideological supremacy (Riordan, 1988, 1999; Beck, 2004, Levermore, 2004). The
Soviet Union entered the Olympics for the first time at the 1952 Helsinki Games and won 68
medals, second only to the United States. From the 1956 Games to the 1992 Barcelona Games,
the Soviet Union topped the medal charts eight times. In the 1968 Mexico City Games and 1984
Games the United States topped the medal charts, but the Soviet Union did not participate in the
1984 Games.
The Soviet Union was not the only socialist state to enjoy Olympic triumph. Soviet
bedfellows also found success at the Olympic Games. Hungary finished third in the medal charts
at both the 1952 and 1968 Games. East Germany finished third at both the 1972 Games and the
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1976 Games, and 2nd at the 1980 and 1984 Games. Meanwhile, Bulgaria finished third at
the 1980 Games and Romania at the 1984 Games. With the Soviet Union topping the medal
chart, followed by East Germany and Bulgaria, the 1980 Moscow Games were a socialist sweep.
The relationship between Soviet foreign policy and sport is further evidenced by its
participation in the Games of New Emerging Forces (GANEFO). Organized by Indonesia
following the suspension of the Indonesian NOC in 1962, GANEFO became a “successful
alternative competition” to the Olympic Games (Houlihan, 1994, p. 77). Participants included
socialist states as well as states from Asia, Latin American, and Africa (Senn, 1999). Dubbed
“the anti-imperialist” games (Cha, 2009, p. 97), China encouraged Indonesia to organize
GANEFO (Houlihan, 1994). GANEFO became the first major international sporting
competition to host a delegation of athletes from China (Cha, 2009), and Houlihan (1994) and
Senn (1999) write that the PRC financially backed GANEFO.
GANEFO was cause for concern within the IOC. Brundage, now president of the IOC,
saw GANEFO as a direct challenge to the Olympic Movement. While the IOC celebrated
regional competitions among states, GANEFO was predominantly ideological and purposively
relevant to international politics. In reference to Brundage’s concern, Krüger states:
Brundage himself had been in favor of regional games, helping in staging the PanAmerican Games, the Caribbean and Central American Games, and the
Mediterranean Games. He was glad to have the African Games, but the Games of
the Newly Emergent Forces he resented, as these were no longer on a regional
basis, but combined those countries that felt left out by the First and Second
World, and defined themselves not as regional but as rising nations of the Third
World (1999, p. 19).
GANEFO illustrated the important role sport plays in socialist foreign policy. GANEFO put the
Soviet Union in an awkward position. As Senn (1999) stresses, GANEFO was about more than
sport. Quoting a New York Times correspondent, Senn writes that GANEFO “could come to
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symbolize in sports the resentment of the have not nations against the haves” (1999, p. 131).
Such a stance was consistent with Soviet objectives at the time. It was the Soviet Union’s
preference to establish itself as an alternative to the West. This meant competition in sport was
symbolic of the dynamics of international politics.
Eventually the IOC and several international sport federations said they would not allow
athletes participating in GANEFO to participate in future Olympic Games or other international
sporting competitions (Senn, 1999; Hill, 1992). The Soviet Union found itself at an impasse.
Losing its top athletes for future international competitions was not an option. Victories were
political and the Soviet Union could not afford defeat on a big stage like the Olympic Games.
However, the Soviet Union also wanted to impress the developing world and fellow socialist
states at GANEFO. This was especially true in light of a growing rivalry between the Soviet
Union and socialist China (Senn, 1999). As stated above, the Soviet Union had identified
success in sport as a mechanism for maintaining its leadership position within the socialist
movement. Eventually the Soviet Union decided to send athletes that had not qualified for the
upcoming 1964 Games. GANEFO drew 48 countries and 3000 athletes. China sent its best
athletes and won 171 medals. The Soviet Union finished second with a distant 54 medals. As
Senn points out, “In light of their [Soviet Union] developing dispute with the People’s Republic
of China, they could not be satisfied with finishing second; but yet, in order to maintain their
stance as the champion of the Newly Emerging Forces, they had no choice but to participate”
(1999, p. 132).
Participation in GANEFO was not risk free for the Soviet Union. Sending its top athletes
would have cost the Soviet Union success against its Western rivals in future competitions.
However, the Soviet Union wanted to be recognized as the leader of the socialist movement and
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this meant a strong showing at GANEFO was necessary. The Soviet Union’s identity was
informed by both socialism and its need for recognition, and thus, it could not ignore GANEFO.
If the Soviet Union sought a continued leadership position – and the prestige and discursive
power that came with such a status – GANEFO was necessary to its national interests.
Conclusion
There are many parallels between the 1936 and 1980 Olympic Games. Both were
attempted propaganda campaigns operated by national governments. Both Games were used to
craft an identity that would afford the host prestige and discursive power useful in pursuing
national interest. In the case of Germany, the identity was deceitful with interests cloaked in
rhetoric about peace and goodwill. The 1980 Games were different. The Soviet Union sought to
promote an identity consistent with its interests. The Soviet Union was interested in being the
leader of the socialist movement and building relationships with non-aligned states. The identity
that the Soviet Union sought to promote was one of a modern and great power informed by
socialist values. The Soviet Union was motivated by its self-perceived role as the vanguard of
socialism. This meant protecting and spreading socialism, and this naturally pitted the Soviet
Union against its liberal rivals in the West.
The sources of Soviet identity are hard to trace. Hopf (2002) identifies domestic and
international sources, or sources at the agent and structural levels. Hopf (2002) notes that both
class and modernity informed Soviet foreign policy from within, but great power identity was
rooted in the value placed on material power in 1955. These identities coalesce around a
common theme: that the Soviet Union was atop the socialist hierarchy and was responsible for
shaping the nature of the socialist world. Therefore, it is difficult to locate the source of Soviet
identity as either domestic or international.
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This case sought to explore the extent to which the Soviet Union saw the Olympic
Games as an opportunity to promote a great power identity and earn prestige and discursive
power among their socialist brethren and the non-aligned movement. This appears to be the
case. The historical record indicates the Soviet Union found incredible value in the Olympic
Games as a site for identity promotion. However, the American-led boycott of the 1980 Games
potentially shaped how others came to view the Soviet Union. At the very least, the boycott
stole the legitimizing effect that such events can have on their hosts.
Coming Out Parties: Tokyo 1964 and Seoul 1988
The 1964 and 1988 Summer Games have often been regarded as coming out parties for
Japan and South Korea (Cha, 2009). In each case, both Japan and South Korea were given the
opportunity to promote an identity informed by recent economic and political development.
What sets these cases apart from the first two is that they explore how states use sporting megaevents to integrate into the international system. Neither of the cases reflects the traditional
power politics associated with neorealism. Where Germany was looking to revise the balance of
power and the Soviet Union sought to remain a peer competitor to the United States, the cases
below explore how two states promoted modern and cooperative identities. In both cases, the
Olympic Games were means for each state to re-invent themselves as democratic and
economically developed. For Japan, the Olympic Games had the added effect of being an agent
for reconciliation following its role in World War II.
The 1964 Summer Olympic Games in Tokyo
The Emerging State
In the lead-up to the 1964 Games, Japan experienced miracle-like economic growth.
Between end of World War II and 1952, Japan’s annual GDP growth rate was below one
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percent. However, between 1953 and 1973, Japan was growing at a rate of almost nine
percent annually (Boltho, 1996, p. 479). Table 6.1 outlines Japan’s post-War economic growth
in respect to GDP. As is noted, Japan’s GDP grew rapidly beginning in the mid-1950s. Japan’s
growth outpaced its Asian neighbors by a significant margin. !
Table!6.1!
GDP!Growth!in!Japan,!195591975!(million!Int$!dollars)!
Year
Japan
1955
248,855
1956
267,567
1957
287,130
1958
303,857
1959
331,570
1960
375,090
1961
420,246
1962
457,742
1963
496,514
1964
554,449
1965
586,744
1966
649,189
1967
721,132
1968
813,984
1969
915,556
1970
1,013,602
1971
1,061,230
1972
1,150,516
1973
1,242,932
1974
1,227,706
1975
1,265,661
% Change
409%
!!Source:!Maddison!Project,!2013!
!

China
265,527
280,978
277,924
299,137
305,499
326,910
336,744
344,204
361,442
389,262
373,814
377,207
408,349
418,907
446,872
469,584
474,338
472,766
494,832
500,146
544,683
105%

India
280,978
277,924
299,137
305,499
326,910
336,744
344,204
361,442
389,262
373,814
377,207
408,349
418,907
446,872
469,584
474,338
472,766
494,832
500,146
544,683
544,683
94%

South
Korea
25,191
25,311
27,262
28,691
29,803
30,395
31,930
32,898
35,797
38,888
41,230
46,195
49,555
55,880
64,350
69,877
76,695
82,304
96,231
104,605
111,548
343%

Indonesia
85,571
86,700
92,631
89,293
93,129
97,082
103,446
103,332
99,371
103,043
104,070
104,089
101,739
111,662
125,408
138,612
146,200
162,748
186,900
196,374
196,374
129%

Philippines
33,331
35,670
37,599
38,900
41,548
42,114
44,480
46,603
49,893
51,613
54,331
56,736
59,756
62,712
65,632
68,102
71,799
75,710
82,464
85,398
90,150
170%

The economies accounted for in Table 6.1 are those Asian economies with a minimum GDP of
90 billion (Int$ dollars) in 1975. In terms of growth, the only Asian economies rivaling Japan
were China, India, and South Korea. While these economies were growing at the same time as
Japan, they were not growing at the same rate. South Korean growth was explosive, but paled in
comparison to Japan in the 1955-1975 period.
Overall, the Japanese economy grew by 409% between 1955 and 1975. Japan was one of
only two Asian economies to grow by more than 400 percent in that same time period. Taiwan
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grew by 429%. Other Asian economies growing by at least 200% in the 1955-1975 period
were Singapore (373%), Hong Kong (368%), South Korea (343%), Thailand (274%), and
Malaysia (204%) (Maddison Project, 2013). In comparison to Western economies, the West
German and French economies grew by 133% and 155% respectively; the American economy
grew by 95% percent, and Britain by 66% (Maddison Project, 2013). This data begins to tell the
story of Japan’s miracle recovery.
Table 6.2 outlines per capita GDP growth. Per capita GDP growth in Japan mirrored the
overall growth of the Japanese economy.
Table!6.2!
GDP!Per!Capita!Growth!in!Japan,!195591975!(thousand!Int$!dollars)!
Year
Japan
China
1955
2,771
577
1956
2,948
616
1957
3,136
636
1958
3,289
690
1959
3,554
686
1960
3,986
662
1961
4,426
553
1962
4,777
550
1963
5,129
590
1964
5,668
645
1965
5,934
702
1966
6,506
746
1967
7,152
707
1968
7,983
675
1969
8,874
713
1970
9,714
778
1971
10,040
795
1972
10,734
798
1973
11,434
838
1974
11,145
835
1975
11,344
871
% Change
309%
51%
!!!!!!!!!!!Source:!Madison!Project,!2013

India
676
701
680
716
717
753
758
758
779
821
771
762
807
809
845
868
856
834
853
843
897
33%

South Korea
1,169
1,149
1,206
1,234
1,243
1,226
1,247
1,245
1,316
1,390
1,436
1,569
1,645
1,812
2,040
2,167
2,332
2,456
2,824
3,015
3,162
170%

Singapore
2,358
2,333
2,318
2,295
2,186
2,310
2,422
2,520
2,701
2,541
2,667
2,891
3,163
3,540
3,965
4,439
4,904
5,460
5,977
6,276
6,430
173%

Philippines
1,358
1,410
1,442
1,448
1,501
1,476
1,512
1,537
1,595
1,600
1,633
1,654
1,690
1,722
1,750
1,764
1,808
1,853
1,964
1,979
2,033
50%

Like the GDP, per capita GDP in Japan grew every year in the 1955-1975 period. In fact, per
capita GDP in Japan did not contract until 2008 (Maddison Project, GDP). Among Asian
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states with a minimum per capita GDP of 1,000 international dollars in 1955, Japanese
growth appears extraordinary through the 1970s. Additionally, Japanese growth outpaced
Hong Kong and Malaysia as well (Maddison Project, 2013). Compared to the rest of Asia,
Japan led the way in percent change in per capita GDP for the 1955-1975 period. Per capita
wealth grew by 309%, which mirrors GDP growth of 409%. In the same time period,
Singapore and South Korea grew by 173% and 170% respectively.!
Japan was an emerging state in 1964. In addition to the above data, Japan’s export
promotion strategy had proven successful. According to the Japan’s Ministry of Finance, the
value index for Japanese exports grew by over 1000 percent between 1950 and 1975 (2015). By
1964, Japan had emerged as a leader among Asian economies and was challenging for a spot
among the world’s leading economies.
The 1964 Olympic Games
Japan did not spare a dime on hosting the 1964 Summer Games. Estimates range from
$1.9 billion to $2.7 billion (Zarnowski, 1993; Chalkley and Essex, 1999). 2015. The costs of the
1964 Games departed from previous Olympic budgets, but that was because Japan used the
Games for more than Olympic projects. Whiting (2014) says that when Japan was awarded the
Games in 1959, Tokyo was not the symbol of modernity the world knows today. Instead, Tokyo
“was an ugly sprawl of old wooden houses, scabrous shanties, cheaply constructed stucco
buildings and crowded, cramped Soviet-style apartment blocks thrown up to accommodate the
postwar influx of people from the rural areas” (Whiting, 2014). In 1960, Rome used the
Olympic Games to beautify the city. Rather than exclusively spending money Olympic
facilities, Rome invested in long-term quality of life projects as well. Japan took a cue from the
1960 Games and spent big money transforming urban space (Chalkley and Essex, 1999).
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In 1960 and 1964, transformation of urban space meant new sport facilities as well as
new urban infrastructure projects. The use of the Games as an opportunity for urban renewal
was well received by the Tokyo LOC (Chalkley and Essex, 1999). The 1964 Games provided
Japan with the momentum it needed to follow through on its to its ten-year development plan for
the modernization of Tokyo, which included new “recreation and sport venues, road
improvements, harbour development, and housing and tourist accommodation
projects”(Chalkley and Essex, 1999, p. 379-380). While much of these projects may seem like
the norm today, this was not the case in 1964. Chalkley and Essex write that, “Although the
sports venues were provided mainly by the reconstruction and expansion of existing facilities, in
contrast to previous Olympic Games, new development for Tokyo was weighted much more
heavily towards projects other than those designed for sporting events and athletes (1999, p.
380).
In addition to infrastructure, Japan introduced regular refuse collection, new public
restrooms, street cleaning, and food safety measures (Chalkley and Essex, 1999). While many of
these measures were designed to impress Olympic participants and foreign tourists, they also
served the long-term benefit of the city.
The 1964 Games continued the overall trend of increasing participants and NOCs. As
Chart 6.1 notes, while participation declined slightly in 1964, it was relatively higher than
previous Summer Games. Following the cancellation of the 1940 and 1944 Games because of
World War II, participation in the Olympic Games surged. The 1956 Games were marred by
Boycotts. The most notable was China’s boycott over the IOC decision to allow Taiwan to
compete in the Games under the authority of a separate NOC. This led to China’s eventual
withdrawal from the Olympic Movement before returning to the Summer Games in 1984 (Horne
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and Whannel, 2012; Hill, 1992). In addition to China, Spain, Holland, Italy, Switzerland,
Iraq, and Egypt all boycotted the 1956 Games because of either Soviet action in Hungary or
Western intervention in the Suez Canal (Horne and Whannel, 2012). In 1960, the Games got
back to normal with 83 NOCs and 5,338 athletes. Tokyo drew 93 NOCs but featured more
NOCs 5151 participants.!
Chart!6.1!
Participation!at!the!Olympics!Games,!1964!
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Only 1,442 members of the media were on hand to cover the 1960 Games, but 3,985
turned out for Tokyo four years later. This was an all-time high for live press coverage of the
Olympic Games (Roche, 2000). The 1964 Games set new standards in other areas as well. New
broadcast technology allowed people to enjoy the Olympic Games from the comfort of their
living rooms. While the 1960 Games were broadcast in 21 territories and countries, the 1964
Games reached 40 territories and states (IOC, 2014). Among the most notable achievements of
the 1964 Games was the use of space-based satellite technology for the first time in Olympic
history (Official Report, 1964). The system, known as SYNCOM III, used a complex array of
satellites and relay and receiving antennas to broadcast hours of coverage to the West. The
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United States, Canada, and Europe received nearly 32.5 hours of coverage. The United
States received the least with a total of 5 hours and 41 minutes of coverage. Canada received 14
hours and 18 minutes of coverage, and Europe received 12 hours and 27 minutes of the Olympic
Games (Official Report, 1964).
All of this culminates in an event that captures the nature of public diplomacy.
Attendance was high, press coverage was high, and for the first time the Games were being
broadcast to a global audience. This brought not just the Games but also an image of Tokyo and
Japan to the rest of the world.
Japanese Identity, Interests, and the 1964 Games
The 1964 Tokyo Games are an essential case for exploring the relationship between
sporting mega-events, identity, and national interests. Much of the literature dedicated to Japan’s
Olympic experience describes the 1964 Games as Japan’s coming out party. According to the
literature, the 1964 Games not only celebrated Japan’s political and economic development, but
also the rehabilitation and reintegration of Japan into the international community (Traganou,
2013; Siegal, 2010; Cha, 2009; Xu, 2008; Close, Askew, and Xu, 2007; Buruma, 2003; Chalkley
and Essex, 1999). Siegal goes as far as saying “With the possible exception of the 1936 Berlin
Olympics, no other international sporting event had as much political traction as Tokyo in 1964”
(Siegel, 2010, p. 64).” Through the 1964 Games, Japan announced to the world that it had
embraced a responsible power identity that included accepting the authoritative role of social
structures in the form of norms and rules about appropriate behavior in the international system
(Berger, 1996). Doing so helped Japan present a new identity but also advanced Japan’s
economic interests and built trust where it was otherwise absent. Overall, a process of
socialization occurred where Japanese interests turned away from military capabilities and
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conquest and towards being a merchant state (Berger, 1996). This turn was both a product of
domestic discourse and social structures that contribute to collective identities (Berger, 1996).
Working in tandem – the agent and the structure – Japan reinforced and strengthened new ideas
about appropriate behavior in a post-War global order.
The 1964 Games were more than a showcase moment for democratization and economic
achievement. The Games were a conciliatory event that marked Japan’s re-entry into the state
system following its role in World War II. However, the 1964 Games were also inspiration for
other Asian states to seek sporting mega-events (Cha, 2009; Close, Askew, and Xu, 2007). With
the 1964 Games, Japan was the first Asian state to host the Olympic Games. This means that the
Games were not just important to Japan, but a milestone for all of Asia (Cha, 2009, Close,
Askew, and Xu, 2007). In fact, it has been argued that the 1964 Games paved the way for the
success of the 1988 Seoul Games, and were a lesson for organizers of the 2008 Beijing Games
(Collins, 2007; Cha, 2009; Siegel, 2010).
Hosting the 1964 Games allowed Japan to retain its status as a world power, but how
Japan wielded its power would be much different in the post-War era. Japan’s beliefs about
international politics had changed, and with that change came a new identity and interests. At
the 1964 Games, Japan was “celebrating admittance into the post-War community,” and because
the Games were opened by the Shôwa Emperor, “the bulk of the world community was signaling
that as far as it was concerned the Second World War could finally be put to rest a decade and
half after the allies had dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki followed by Japan’s
formal surrender” (Close, Askew, and Xu, 2007, p. 206). The 1964 Games were about
promoting the transformation of Japan.
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Pre-War Identity and Interests. A discussion about Japan’s post-War identity
necessitates a review of Japan’s pre-War identity. When Commodore Perry sailed into Edo Bay
in 1853, he did more than demand Japan open up for trade. Perry kicked off what would become
a tenuous relationship between Japan and the West (Buruma, 2003). By the late 1920s, Japanese
identity was trending toward nationalism and militarism. According to Tansman (2010), a
fascist discourse emerged within Japanese culture before assuming command of Japanese
political institutions. This discourse created a highly nationalistic and militaristic culture that
eventually led Japan to lash out at its neighbors and the West (Berger, 1996; Buruma, 2003).
Japan viewed itself as a “victim of Western powers, whose wicked bullying forced Japan
to stand up for the Asian people” (Buruma, 2003, p. 88). Japan’s grievances combined with an
emerging narrative of national superiority and racial purity fueled its animosity toward the West
(Buruma, 2003). The 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor demonstrated a sense of desperation that
flowed from Japan’s animosity. Following the attack, Japanese literary critic Okuna Takao
wrote the following:
...there was a sense of euphoria that we’d done it at last; we’d landed a punch on
those arrogant great powers Britain and America, on those white fellows. As the
news of one victory after another came in, the worries faded, and fear turned to
pride and joy.… All the feelings of inferiority of a colored people from a
backward country, towards white people from the developed world, disappeared
in that one blow.… Never in our history had we Japanese felt such pride in
ourselves as a race as we did then” (in Buruma, 2003, p. 111).
Among Japan’s grievances was the influence of Western liberalism on Japanese Culture
(Buruma, 2003; Tansman, 2010). Like Germany, Japan saw fascism as a means of fighting the
liberal principles of “individualism, pluralism, materialism, capitalism, and democracy”
prevalent in the Taisho Period of Japanese history (Buruma, 2003, p. 112). In the 1930s, Japan’s
intellectual community responded to the previous generation’s acceptance of liberalism and its
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emphasis on individualism by arguing “for the abandonment of the belief in individuality –
an abstract, modern notion that festered at the core of the crisis – and searched for an identity
grounded in native culture and life or mediated through absolute identification with the people
and the state” (Tansman, 2010, loc. 193). However, while both German and Japanese fascism
attacked Western liberalism, they were far from identical.
Buruma (2003) argues that where German fascism was revolutionary, it was less so in
Japan (Buruma, 2003). Buruma says, “Hitler and his satraps already had grandiose designs on
the world before they came to power. The Japanese elite, beyond sharing a dislike for liberalism
in all its forms, seemed to be cobbling together their political dogmas to justify an endless string
of faits accomplis” (2003, p. 115). Doak deliberates the reality of Japanese fascism, but
complements Buruma (2003) when he writes, “Unlike Mussolini's Italy, where fascism was
undeniable, or Hitler's Germany, where National Socialism could be made to play the role of a
"fascist" revolution, wartime Japan never experienced an overthrow of the monarchical
constitutional order established in the late nineteenth century (2010, loc. 484). Both states were
informed – albeit to varying degrees – by fascist discourse in the pre-War period. Yet Japanese
fascism materialized within a context unlike that of its European peers (Buruma, 2003; Tansman,
2009).
The 1940 Summer Olympic Games present an opportunity to further analyze Japan’s preWar identity. In 1936, the IOC awarded the 1940 Summer Games to Tokyo. This made Japan
the first non-Western state to be awarded the Olympic Games. Two years later Japan forfeited
the Games because they interfered with its effort to colonize Asia (Collins, 2007). The Games
then went to Helsinki before being cancelled (IOC, 2013). It was the 1940 Games where Japan,
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like Germany in 1936, intended to use the Olympics for “international recognition and
domestic mobilization” (Collins, 2007, p. 4).
As Collins notes, “Although the 1940 games did not actually take place, the short-lived
Tokyo Olympic bid was central to the ideological history of inter-war Japan” (2007, p. 3). Prior
to its forfeiture of the 1940 Games, Japan wrestled with how to best promote itself at the
Olympics. While some nationalists felt the Games “would force the international community to
recognize Japan as a legitimate, expanding world power,” others saw the Games as a “tool that
would orient many Western institutions to the experience, history and cultures of the East”
(Collins, 2007, p. 3). At the very least, the 1940 Games were understood as an opportunity to
influence a Western dominated world order (Collins, 2007). In addition to their international
dimension, the 1940 Games also “functioned as a domestic symbol to mobilize Japanese subjects
into the expanding empire of Japan” (Collins, 2007, p. 3). The 1940 Games were intended to
communicate messages to both foreign and domestic audiences consistent with Japan’s turn
toward nationalism and militarism.
Not unlike Germany in 1936, Japan wanted to use the Games to strengthen ideology at
home while simultaneously demonstrating national superiority and cultivating respect amongst
its peers (Collins, 2007). In many ways, the aims of the 1940 Games mirror the aims of the 1936
Games. However, there was no desire to replicate the extravagance of the Berlin Games in Japan
(Collins, 2007). Japanese culture rejected the grandiose nature of the 1936 Berlin Games. For
the Japanese, the German Olympic experience was an over-the-top extravaganza that did not fit
the ideals of the Japanese nation (Collins, 2007).
After observing the Berlin Games in person, Japan’s Minister of Education, Hirao
Hachisaburô, returned home and declared “The XIIth Olympic Games that will be held in Tokyo
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on the 2,600th Anniversary of the Empire must not only be held in the spirit of
sportsmanship, but also must display the true essence of the culture of the Japanese” (in Collins,
2007, p. 92). Collins writes that the “true essence” referred to by the Minister “was in the
opposition of showy and extravagant display on the one hand and parsimonious understatement
on the other” (Collins, 2007, p. 92). Consistent with the Minister, a November 1936 article
appearing in the Tokyo Asahi newspaper read, “Of course Japan would also like to promote its
government as the Nazi government did, but there is no real necessity to imitate the massive
scale of the Berlin games. In keeping with the original spirit of the Olympics, the Tokyo games
would like to avoid any excessive festivities and to hold a simple Japanese ceremony” (in
Collins, 2007, p. 92). In 1940, Japan sought an event that would showcase the strength of the
Japanese nation but without the spectacle that surrounded the 1936 Berlin Games (Collins,
2007). In addition to the international dimension of the Berlin Games, the Japanese also saw the
grandiose nature of the 1936 Olympics as being necessary for domestic political purposes. In
short, it was a way for Hitler to build the legitimacy he otherwise lacked. For the Japanese,
legitimacy was not an issue in 1940 (Collins, 2007). While Japan wanted the 1940 Games to
serve the same international and domestic purposes as the Berlin Games - a propaganda event
promoting Japan as a great power – Japan rejected the excessiveness of the Berlin Games.
In pre-War Japan, the West was the other. According to much of the discourse in Japan
on relations between the East and the West, the West held itself superior to the East (Buruma,
2013). This dated back to Commodore Perry’s arrival in Japan in 1853, when American
interpreter Reverend Samuel Wells Williams wrote in his journal that that the Japanese were
only “partially enlightened people” (in Buruma, 2003, p.13). For Japan, the West had always
seen itself as an enlightened culture compared to the East. However, the Olympic Games were
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Japan’s opportunity to demonstrate the rise of a Japan-led Eastern order – the Great East
Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere – that would command the respect of the East (Buruma, 2003).
Collins writes that, “Various nationalists demanded that the games be a spectacle not for hosting
international sports but for displaying the grandeur of the Japanese empire to the world. In the
imagination of some Japanese ideologues, a Tokyo Olympics would force the West to
acknowledge the true rank of Japan as a world power” (2007, p. 111).
In 1937, the Minister of Education was quoted as saying, “All national citizens must
await the Olympic Games with the dignity of a leading nation of the world. We must inform the
world of the brilliance of our national polity and the beauty of our nationalism in a way that is
befitting both the auspicious year of the 2,600th year since Kigen and increasing international
goodwill” (in Collins 2007, p. 88). Like the 1936 Berlin Games, Japan sought to capitalize on
the spirit of the Olympic Games to advance Japan’s position in the international system. In this
sense, Japan saw itself, much like Germany in 1936, as a rising power. Japan’s interests were
informed by this identity, but unlike 1936, Japan was not looking to downplay its intentions in
1940. Instead, Japan was looking for recognition as a great power and respect from the West. It
would be through the Olympic Games that Japan would compete for dominance and force the
West to comes to terms with a great power in the East.
According to Buruma, a “chief architect” of Japan’s war in China told an interrogator that
“Commodore Perry and his black ships were really to blame for the whole thing, because Perry
had dragged Japan from peaceful isolation into the merciless international system of big-power
rivalry” (2003, p. 88). To put it another way, Japanese was responding to material structures. In
the pre-War period it was not so much that central wars were a natural outcome of an anarchic
international system. This quote points toward the mutually constitutive nature of international
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politics. Japan was socialized into a system of power politics. At home, Japanese leaders
interpreted material power and conquest as strategies for survival. As far as Japan knew, great
powers competed for power and as soon as Japan began its wars of aggression it constituted itself
as a great power.
Post-War Identity and Interests. Overall, pre-War Japan reflected a strong sense of
nationalism, militarism, and need to demonstrate strength on a global stage. That need would
eventually mean giving up the Olympic Games to pursue conquest in Asia. That conquest would
lead to an unimaginable end, but in the aftermath of World War II a new Japanese identity
emerged. This identity valued economic prowess over military might. Japan did not turn to
pacifism, but appreciated peace in the sense that it no longer valued military power (Berger,
1996). Identities and interests had changed in the years between 1940 and 1964. Where Japan
had once sought the Olympic Games to stake its claim as a great power in a ‘conquest pays’
world, it would later use the Games to demonstrate itself as a peaceful state that valued its place
in the “global community of prosperous modern powers” (Berger, 1996, p, 337).
Japan’s post-War identity embraced norms and rules that encouraged economic prowess
over military might (Berger, 1996). While there was no dominant post-War discourse in Japan
that spoke to identity (Katzenstein, 1998), a broad theme of “getting back on your feet”
reverberated through Japanese society (Niehaus and Tagsold, 2013). National pride did not
disappear from Japan following World War II, but Japan sought to recover from World War II
and move forward as a responsible member of the international system. This did not mean
surrendering national ambition as much as it meant redirecting national ambition. Japan’s
transformation was not only evidenced by the message of the 1964 Games, but was also
symbolically captured in performance as well.
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Japan’s performance at the 1964 Olympics was a moment of great national
achievement. Japan first entered Olympic competition in 1912 and won its first medals in 1920.
Prior to 1964, Japan’s strongest showing was 19 medals at the 1956 Summer Olympic Games in
Melbourne. Japan also performed well at the 1932, 1936, and 1960 Summer Olympics, winning
18 medals in each of the aforementioned Games (Telegraph, 2015). At the 1964 Games, Japan
reached a new level of success. Japan claimed 29 medals including 16 gold medals. Japan
finished with the third most gold medals at the 1964 Games, and to date has not won more than
16 gold medals at any Summer Olympic Games (NBC, 2015; Telegraph, 2015). It was,
however, the performance of Japan’s national women’s volleyball team that best symbolized
Japan’s post-War identity.
Known as the “Witches of the East,” Japan’s national women’s volleyball team captured
gold at the 1964 Games. The team was thought to be inferior in both stature and skill. However,
to make up for any inferiority, the team’s trainer devised a rolling-dive technique that utilized a
judo-like roll to the floor to make a play on the ball (Tagsold, 2013). Overall, Niehaus and
Tagsold say that the women’s volleyball team “symbolized the fate of Japan after 1945,” where
Japan needed to be “quick on its feet again” like the volleyball players who would roll to the
floor before springing back to action. The team also symbolized Japan’s “strength through
clever technical innovations, economically, as well as in sports” rather than through dominance
(2013, p. 12). Yet the Witch’s performance went beyond symbolizing recovery. It also helped
to present a new Japanese identity.
The role of the Witches speaks to Japan’s post-War identity in two ways. First,
incorporation of judo into an otherwise Western sport symbolizes the integration of Japan into
the international system. Second, Japan remains Japanese even in a world not of its making.
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This had always been Japan’s goal from the moment they realized the costs of remaining
closed to the world; modernize like the West but in a distinctly Japanese fashion (Buruma,
2013). Therefore, the judo-like rolling-dive paralleled the way sports were previously
incorporated into Japan’s militaristic culture. Niehaus and Tagsold describe how “imported”
sports were made to fit Japanese culture:
Some sports – such as kendo, judo, karate and sumo – are considered more
suitable for harbouring the traits of the national– cultural character than others.
The qualities of the national– cultural character are seen as intrinsic to these
sports, whereas the embodiment of a national– cultural character in other sports,
especially sports that have been imported, is considered to be extrinsic; golf and
baseball, from this perspective, fit the Japanese character because a club (samurai
club) and bat are simply seen as a substitute for the Japanese sword in both sports.
In the case of baseball, the pitcher– batter duel is symbolically transferred to a
pre-modern duel situation between warriors or a battlefield situation. This
common trait in constructing identity can be characterized as ‘samuraization,’ and
the notion of ‘making Japanese out of peasants’ can be substituted by ‘making
samurai out of peasants’, therefore hinting at the imperialistic and militaristic
value of sport for the emerging nation state of Japan (2013, p. 11-12).
The “Witches of the East” symbolize Japan’s transformation. At home, Tagsold says that nine of
ten Japanese watched the Witches in their final match, and that, “This simultaneous emotion
created a strong feeling of community among them. Collective memory transcended the moment
of joy. Japanese who experienced this mega-event address themselves as the ‘Olympic
generation’…” (2013, p. 93).
The team’s success at the 1964 Games was a gateway to embracing norms and rules in a
a post-War order designed to avoid central wars. Most important is that the Games became a
healthy outlet for national pride. While Japanese nationalism had once contributed to a central
war, the 1964 Games provided space for “ruling conservatives in Japan to revive and redeploy—
even reinvent—key symbols of nationalism” (Tagsold, 2009, p. 1). The spirit of the modern
Olympic Movement was a non-chauvinistic nationalism, so this was not out of the ordinary. The
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1964 Games allowed the Japanese to re-capture national pride and rediscover their place in
the international system. Japan was able to promote an identity that served prestige and
discursive power minus military conquest. The 1964 Games “closed the door on a dark period in
Japanese history,” and showed Japan was “no longer an aberrant actor in the international system
but a peace-loving, affluent, and supportive member” of the international system (Cha, 2009, p.
51). This new identity would inform Japan of a range of new interests, most of which centered
on being a merchant state (Berger, 1996).
Japan’s new identity allowed it to become a role model for the rest of Asia, if not the
world, when it came to hosting sporting mega-events. For simplicity, the West is defined in this
case as The United States and Europe. With the exception of Japan’s successful bid for the 1940
Games, the 17 Summer Games prior to 1964 were all hosted by Western states. In addition, nonWestern states had reached candidate city status only six times (IOC, 2013). Table 6.3
summarizes non-Western bidding for the Olympic Games prior to 1964.
Table!6.3!
Non9Western!Hosts!and!Candidate!Cities,!189691964!

!

Year

City

State

Status

1916

Alexandria

Egypt

Candidate

1940

Tokyo

Japan

Host

1956

Buenos Aires

Argentina

Candidate

1956

Mexico City

Mexico

Candidate

1960

Mexico City

Mexico

Candidate

1964

Tokyo

Japan

Host

!!!!!!!!!!Source:!IOC,!2013!

Table 6.4 summarizes non-Western bidding in the 14 Summer Games since 1964. Five nonWestern states have earned the right to host the Games since 1964, while non-Western states
have reached candidate city status on 10 occasions. While we should not conclude that the
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upsurge is from the success of the Japanese experience, it is true that Japan set the standard
for non-Western states that desire the Olympic Games. !
Table!6.4!
Non9Western!Hosts!and!Candidate!Cities,!19649Present!

!

Year

City

State

Status

1968

Mexico City

Mexico

Host

1968

Buenos Aires

Argentina

Candidate

1988

Seoul

South Korea

Host

1988

Nagoya

Japan

Candidate

2000

Beijing

China

Candidate

2000

Istanbul

Turkey

Candidate

2004

Cape Town

South Africa

Candidate

2004

Buenos Aires

Argentina

Candidate

2008

Istanbul

Turkey

Candidate

2008

Osaka

Japan

Candidate

2008

Beijing

China

Host

2016

Tokyo

Japan

Candidate

2016

Rio

Brazil

Host

2020

Istanbul

Turkey

Candidate

Tokyo

Japan

Host

2020
!!!!!!!!!!!!Source:!IOC,!2013!

Siegel says that future sporting mega-events in Asia, namely the 2008 Summer Olympics in
Beijing and the 2010 Commonwealth Games in Delhi, took inspiration from Japan’s
performance as host of the 1964 Games (2010). Cha writes that, “The Tokyo Games of 1964
were an unprecedented experience for both Japan and Asia. Because this was the first time the
Olympics were held in an Asian city, Japan was in many ways seen as the region’s trailblazer
and the first Asian power on the world stage after the Second World War” (2009, p. 50).
Like the 1936 Games and the 1940 Games that never happened, the 1964 Games were
about promoting an identity. By 2020, when the Summer Games return to Tokyo, the Summer
Olympic Games will have visited Asia four times. The first three did not disappoint as sporting
mega-events. According to Cha, each marked “critical watersheds for the national identities of
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the host countries, as well as the images they sought to present to the world” (2009, p. 50).
The lesson is that post-War Japan promoted an identity associated with the concepts of prestige
and status, but also signaled it was willing to be constrained by a norm and rule governed
international system.
Cha (2009) calls into question whether or not the 1964 Games were actually a coming out
party for Japan. Where so many agree they were a coming out party, Cha (2009) says Japan was
always a great power and unlike its Asian neighbors had always adopted “modernization trends”
from the West. Japan had a history of power and modernity, but following World War II it had
to reinvent what a powerful and modern Japan meant to the world. According to Roche (2000),
sporting mega-events are the space to connect with modernity as conceptualized by the West.
Urban renewal projects transformed Tokyo into a modern city, and cooperation between
American and Japanese engineers in constructing a satellite relay system. These are just two
examples of the 1964 Game connecting Japan to the language of modernity as conceptualized by
the West.
As noted above, the Japanese economy exploded in the years before 1964, and the Games
became the showcase event for that success. Japan’s post-War economic recovery was miraclelike, and the economy boomed before the start of the 1964 Games and matured through the late
20th Century. According to Cha, Japan’s growth not only made it a regional power but globally
competitive economy as well:
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By 1964, Japan was the fifth largest industrial nation, having enjoyed a decade of
unparalleled prosperity of 10 percent annual average growth. This period of “high
growth,” as it was known in Japan, was also marked by full employment. Soaring
personal income levels were manifest in the 1960s phenomenon of the ubiquitous
Japanese tourist groups. Japan became a GATT Article 9 country, which was
symbolic of its ascension as an advanced industrialized nation and open economy.
It became an International Monetary Fund Article 8 country in 1964, another sign
of its advanced status. It received full membership in the OECD club of nations in
the same year and hosted the International Monetary Fund-World Bank
conference (2009, p. 53).
Overall, between economics and politics, Japan had reasserted itself as a major actor in
international politics.
Chart 6.2 illustrates Japan’s post-War identity by documenting Japanese membership in
IGOs. In the 70 years between 1875 and 1945, Japan joined 27 IGOs. All 27 were standard
international organizations such as the International Bureau of Weights and Measures or
International Labor Organization (Pevehouse,!Nordstrom,and Warnke, 2004). In the 30 years
between 1945 and 1975, Japan joined 49 IGOs. More importantly, Japan joined or took the lead
in forming several regional IGOs. This included the Asian Productivity Organization, Council of
Technology Cooperation in Southeast Asia, Asian Industrial Council, and the Asian
Development Bank among others (Pevehouse, Nordstrom,and Warnke, 2004). This data implies
an identify shift consistent with the themes of reconciliation and reintegration promoted by Japan
at the 1964 Olympics. Prior to 1945, militaristic Japan had limited interest in IGOs. Following
1945, merchant-oriented Japan developed a utility for IGOs and respect for a norm and rule
governed international order. Furthermore, taking a leadership role in regional organizations
demonstrated a willingness to respect a regional norm and rule governed order.
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Following the 1964 Games, Japan enjoyed a prominent but respected position in
international politics. Manheim (1994) finds interesting results in a study of news coverage in
American papers dedicated to Japan before and after the 1964 Games. Using the New York
Times as a source for political coverage, and the Wall Street Journal as a source of economic
coverage, Manheim (1994) finds an increase in the amount of coverage Japan received in both
papers following the 1964 Games. In the five years prior to the Games, Japan had less than 500
annual mentions in the Wall Street Journal, and peaked at just over 1,000 mentions in the New
York Times (Manheim, 1994). However, five years after the Games a slow rate of growth in
coverage was evident. Ten years out and Japan had reached close to 3000 mentions in the New
York Times and close to 1000 mentions in the Wall Street Journal. While the political coverage
declined significantly after ten years, economic coverage dramatically increased. Two decades
after the Games, and Japan was receiving thousands of annual mentions in the Wall Street
Journal. While not a definitive conclusion, it is true that an “upward trend in economic coverage
began, accompanied briefly by a similar takeoff in political coverage” following the 1964 Games
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(Manheim, 1994, p. 108). In other words, the world - especially economic and political elites
in the West - had taken notice of Japan.
In the post-War order, Japan understood power to be something other than military
capabilities and conquest. This underscores the variance in how key actors interpret the social
facts of international life, but also shows how states learn. Japan was socialized into a norm and
rule governed system rather than a system of anarchy where self-help is satisfied through
conquest. As Buruma says, “In 1964, Japan rejoined the world. The postwar period of poverty,
humiliation, and, until 1952, Allied occupation was finally over, and the boom years of the
economic miracle had begun” (2003, p. 3). The 1964 Games were the agent for promoting
Japan’s new identity and national interests. The transformation of Japan was evident. Over 90
NOCs and 5000 athletes were on hand to witness the makeover. On top of that, Tokyo drew
hundreds of thousands of tourists and the Games were broadcast all over the world via satellite
television. In terms of public diplomacy, Japan had truly reached a global audience. Japan had
regained the respect of world, and was welcomed into the international system.
The 1988 Summer Olympic Games in Seoul
The Emerging State
As Tables 6.1 and 6.2 indicate, South Korea’s post-War economic growth was
significant. In the 20 years documented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, only Japan outpaced South
Korean growth in terms of GDP and per capita GDP. Table 6.5 documents growth between 1976
and 2001. During this time, the South Korean economy continued to see strong growth. In
comparison to other Asian economies, South Korean GDP did not approach Japan, China, or
India but the rate of growth was impressive.
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Table 6.5
GDP Growth in South Korea, 1976-2001 (millions Int$ dollars)
Year
Japan
China
1976
1,315,966
793,568
1977
1,373,741
843,097
1978
1,446,165
935,083
1979
1,525,477
1,007,193
1980
1,568,457
1,041,142
1981
1,618,185
1,103,378
1982
1,667,653
1,186,387
1983
1,706,380
1,287,034
1984
1,773,223
1,447,262
1985
1,851,315
1,596,691
1986
1,904,918
1,703,670
1987
1,984,142
1,883,027
1988
2,107,060
2,016,024
1989
2,208,858
2,051,813
1990
2,321,153
2,123,852
1991
2,398,928
2,263,794
1992
2,422,245
2,483,921
1993
2,428,242
2,724,344
1994
2,454,919
2,997,060
1995
2,504,246
3,450,084
1996
2,590,265
3,521,141
1997
2,636,148
3,706,647
1998
2,558,595
3,717,352
1999
2,554,893
3,961,441
2000
2,628,056
4,319,339
2001
2,632,907
4,780,797
% Change
100%
502%
Source: Maddison Project, 2013

India
551,402
593,834
625,695
594,510
637,202
675,882
697,705
753,942
783,042
814,344
848,990
886,154
978,822
1,043,912
1,098,100
1,112,340
1,169,301
1,238,272
1,328,047
1,425,623
1,537,383
1,611,108
1,715,943
1,819,937
1,899,526
2,009,448
264%

South
Korea
124,664
137,531
150,442
161,172
156,846
166,581
179,220
199,828
217,167
231,386
258,122
287,854
320,301
340,751
373,150
407,582
429,744
453,344
490,745
534,517
571,926
598,526
566,815
620,582
673,289
705,179
466%

Indonesia
213,675
230,338
240,853
253,961
275,805
294,768
283,922
295,296
315,677
323,451
342,452
359,323
379,917
414,090
450,901
474,421
526,321
564,053
606,949
656,101
705,895
737,760
639,032
641,286
672,114
697,849
227%

Philippines
98,090
103,585
108,942
115,086
121,012
125,154
129,648
132,115
122,440
113,493
117,371
122,432
130,699
138,809
143,025
142,191
142,668
145,704
152,115
159,264
168,507
177,264
176,200
182,192
193,066
196,439
100%

Following decades of Japanese growth, South Korea could stake its claims as an economic
power. The South Korean GDP was much smaller than other major powers - namely Japan,
India, China, and dominant Western economies – but, with the exception of China, the rate of
growth was much higher (Maddison Project, 2013).
When it comes to per capita GDP, the South Korean economy outperformed most of its
neighbors between 1976 and 2001. Table 6.6 documents per capita GDP in South Korea for the
1976-2001 period. Like GDP, South Korea did not boast the biggest numbers but experienced a
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rate of growth that was among the best in the region. Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong had
better per capita GDP figures, but only China outperformed South Korea in actual growth
between 1976 and 2001(Maddison Project, 2013). Where per capita GDP grew by 341% in
China, it grew by 330% in South Korea. Singapore’s 218% growth was the next highest among
those economies documented in table 6.6.
Table 6.6
GDP Per Capita Growth in South Korea, 1976-2001 (thousands Int$ dollars)
Year
Japan
China
1976
11,669
853
1977
12,064
894
1978
12,585
978
1979
13,163
1,039
1980
13,428
1,061
1981
13,754
1,110
1982
14,078
1,186
1983
14,307
1,258
1984
14,773
1,396
1985
15,331
1,519
1986
15,679
1,597
1987
16,251
1,737
1988
17,185
1,830
1989
17,943
1,834
1990
18,789
1,871
1991
19,355
1,967
1992
19,482
2,132
1993
19,478
2,312
1994
19,637
2,515
1995
19,979
2,863
1996
20,616
2,892
1997
20,929
3,013
1998
20,267
2,993
1999
20,198
3,162
2000
20,738
3,421
2001
20,736
3,759
% Change
78%
341%
Source: Maddison Project, 2013

India
889
937
966
895
938
977
985
1,043
1,060
1,079
1,101
1,125
1,216
1,270
1,309
1,303
1,345
1,399
1,474
1,553
1,645
1,693
1,771
1,845
1,892
1,966
121%

South
Korea
3,476
3,775
4,064
4,294
4,114
4,302
4,557
5,007
5,375
5,670
6,263
6,916
7,621
8,027
8,704
9,404
9,803
10,232
10,974
11,850
12,579
13,066
12,282
13,350
14,375
14,947
330%

Indonesia
1,591
1,675
1,711
1,763
1,870
1,957
1,845
1,878
1,966
1,972
2,051
2,114
2,196
2,351
2,514
2,602
2,840
2,994
3,169
3,369
3,584
3,704
3,172
3,147
3,276
3,358
111%

Philippines
2,152
2,211
2,262
2,323
2,376
2,396
2,421
2,407
2,176
1,967
1,983
2,019
2,105
2,184
2,197
2,136
2,099
2,099
2,144
2,194
2,267
2,331
2,267
2,293
2,377
2,364
10%

The South Korean experience in 1988 was not all that different from the Japanese
experience in 1964. Like Japan, South Korea was an emerging state in 1988. Also like Japan,
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South Korea’s export promotion strategy had proven successful (Dornbusch and Park, 1987;
Cha, 2009) and the South Korean economy underwent a noteworthy transformation. South
Korea’s GDP was just under 125 billion (Int$ dollars) in 1976, but 25 years later it had surpassed
700 billion (Maddison Project, 2013). Just as important, South Korean growth was sustained
over the long-term, and the 1988 Olympic Games were an agent to showcase growth and gain
entry into the club of modern states.
Chart 6.3 further captures South Korea as an emerging state by documenting South
Korean membership in IGOs. Where Japanese membership in IGOs grew significantly in the
post-War period compared to the pre-War period – which symbolized reconciliation and
reintegration – ahead of 1988, South Korea slowly joined a number of IGOs in an effort to carve
out space for itself in the international system. Between 1950 and 1960, South Korea joined 23
IGOs. This matches the number of IGOs that Japan joined in the first 10 years of the post-War
period. In subsequent decades the number of IGOs that South Korea joined decreased, but South
Korea was still committing itself to joining IGOs. In the 30 years between 1970 and 2000, South
Korea joined the same number of IGOs as it did during the 20 years between 1950 and 1970.
Where Japanese membership in IGOs was about overcoming a previous identity, the slow
growth of IGO membership through the 1988 Seoul Games was about building a South Korean
identity and symbolized the country’s emergence.
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Chart 6.3
South Korean Membership in IGOs: 1950-2000
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The 1988 Olympics
The 1988 Games were comparatively cheap. With a cost somewhere in the range of $4
billion in 1988, the Games were decisively cheaper than the 1964 Games (Zarnowski, 1993).
The Official Report of the 1988 Games does not account for related expenses like Japan’s
Official Report, but it is widely argued that the South Korean government used the Games as an
opportunity to accelerate already planned urban renewal projects (Chalkley and Essex, 1999;
Roche, 2001; Essex and Chalkley, 2003; Cha, 2009). In fact, Chalkley and Essex state that, “The
Seoul Games of 1988 resumed the role of the Olympics as a vehicle for urban change” (1999, p.
384). Broadly cited are “improved traffic management, the enhancement of cultural facilities, an
environmental beautification programme, and action to ensure health and hygiene standards
throughout the city” (1999, p. 384). In respect to traffic management, officials constructed a 23mile multi-lane expressway and added a new subway system as a means of encouraging the use
of public transportation (Chalkley and Essex, 1999; Cha, 2009).
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Also like Japan, South Korea made a major investment in communications
technology and media facilities for the Games (Cha, 2009). Unlike previous Games, Seoul
played host to not just thousands of athletes, but also over ten thousand members of the media.
Where the 1984 Games in Los Angeles hosted 8,200 member of the media, Seoul was the
temporary home to 15,740 reporters. Approximately 66% were television and radio types
(Roche, 2000).
With the increased media presence came increased coverage of the Games. The 1936
Games were the first to be televised, but broadcast was limited to closed circuit television within
Berlin. It was not until the 1976 that the Games reached more than 100 states and territories
(IOC, 2014). Like participation, each successive host has bested the previous host. The 1988
Games reached 160 states and territories, a cumulative audience of 10.4 billions viewers tuned
in, and broadcasters made available over 2,572 hours of feed coverage. Just as important, Seoul
demonstrated the revenue generating capacity of Olympic broadcasting. Broadcasting revenues
of $402.6 million in 1988 represented a 40% increase from revenues generated by the 1984
Games (IOC, 2014).
While Japan was the Asian trailblazer for hosting sporting mega-events, the 1964 Games
only reached 40 states and territories. The 1988 Seoul Games gave the world an even greater
glimpse of Asia than Japan had in 1964. Seoul, like Tokyo in 1964, was carrying the torch for an
entire continent. The 1988 Games were only the second time the Olympic Games had ventured
out of Europe (IOC, 2013). The torch was far more visible in 1988 than it was in 1964.
In addition to urban renewal and the birth of the modern media Games, the Seoul Games
set records in terms of participation as well. Over 150 NOCs were on hand for the 1988 Games,
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which totaled just over 8300 participants. This was an increase of 19 delegations and 1,562
participants from the 1984 Games. Chart 6.4 summarizes participation at the 1988 Games.
Chart 6.4
Participation at Olympic Games, 1988
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After the 1972 Munich Games, there was a noticeable drop in participation. This is likely due to
the boycott age of the Olympics. In 1976, 30 African states boycotted the Games over New
Zealand's participation. At issue were New Zealand’s sporting contacts with South Africa, who
had been suspended from the Olympic Movement in 1964 due to its apartheid policies and
generally isolated by the international sporting community (Horne and Whannel, 2012). Also at
issue in 1976 were China and Taiwan, and Canada’s refusal to admit a Taiwanese delegation
contrary to the IOC’s position. This eventually led to both the Chinese and Taiwanese
delegations withdrawing from the Games (Hill, 1992; Cha, 2009).
The next two Games have been dubbed the “superpower Olympics,” as they fell victim to
the American-led boycott in 1980, and a Soviet-led boycott in 1984. This 1988 Games marked a
return to normalcy for the Olympic Movement. While the host intended to advance its identity
through the Games, the previous three Games had been used as a political pawn by states other
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than the host. This was not the case in 1988, and South Korea had the world’s attention
without distraction.
The global reach of the 1988 Games dwarfed Japan’s coverage in 1964. Possibly
because it was a return to normalcy for the Games, the world’s attention was fixed on Seoul.
With that, South Korea was presented with an opportunity to promote an identity that showcased
achievements in economics and politics.
South Korean Identity, Interests, and the 1988 Games
In 1988, dominant discourses in South Korean society centered on democratization and
economic modernization. While there was consensus on economics, there was significant debate
on how to proceed politically. In the end, South Korea moved toward democracy. It was the
interaction between domestic and structural forces that helped produce a democratic South
Korean identity and shape South Korean interests. The 1988 Games became important to South
Korea’s political history for two reasons. First, the Games provided leverage for opposition
forces. Second, the Games were the site where South Korea could promote their identity and
interests and help shape South Korea’s place in international politics.
This bears resemblance to Japan, whose transition from a militarist state to a merchant
state was conditioned by both domestic and international forces. When Seoul’s bid for the 1988
Games was accepted in 1981, South Korea was an authoritarian regime governed by its military.
By the time the Games actually took place, the military government had succumb to popular
protest and agreed to accommodate its opposition (Black and Bezanson, 2004). In the lead up to
the 1988 Games, South Korea was in the midst of debate between authoritarian hardliners and
democratic reformers. However, these debates were not solely conditioned by domestic
preferences for self-rule. Larger social forces related to politics and economy – essentially the
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language of modernization – were also at play in South Korea throughout the 1980s (Cotton,
1989). Prior to Japan’s Olympic experience in 1964, the dominant discourse centered on
national recovery while simultaneously letting go of a nationalist and militarist sentiment that
contributed to wars of aggression. This was not the case in South Korea. While there was an
element of nationalism at play, the real issue centered on the rival languages of authoritarianism
and democracy.
It is clear as to why South Korea’s authoritarian regime pursued the Olympic Games. As
Hill argues, the regime’s goal was to “increase national prestige and raise the nation’s profile
from that of a rather backward newly developing country to that of a fully fledged member of the
advanced industrial world” (1992, p. 189). Where Japan had previously achieved great power
identity, South Korea was often thought of as a “neo-colonial invention of the Americans” (Hill,
1992, p. 189). Therefore, if the narrative of the coming out party did not apply to Japan based on
its previous experience as a great power, it certainly fit South Korea.
The 1988 Games represented an opportunity for South Korea to introduce itself as an
autonomous and modern state. As Cha says, “The Olympics became the primary vehicle through
which the ROK propelled itself onto the world stage as a major power” (2009, p. 54). Not unlike
Japan, South Korea’s performance at the 1988 Games served as an additional outlet for
promoting identity. South Korea first entered Olympic Competition in 1948 and won its first
medals in 1956. Between 1948 and 1984, South Korea never won more than six medals at the
Summer Olympic Games (Telegraph, 2015). In 1984, South Korea won 19 medals including six
gold medals. Then, in 1988, South Korea claimed 33 medals including 12 gold medals. South
Korea’s 12 gold medals were the fourth most gold medals won at the 1988 Games, and South
Korea has yet to top the 33 overall medals it won in 1988 (NBC, 2015; Telegraph, 2015).
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From Hill’s perspective, the 1988 Games were a success in respect to “putting the
country on the map” (1992, p. 189). While the 1988 Games will be remembered as the vehicle
for the emergence of the South Korean state, the backdrop of the Games is an essential part of
Korea’s Olympic experience. While the Olympics did not democratize Korea, they opened
necessary space for that process to begin. Most importantly, the Olympic Games served as the
space for South Korea to demonstrate to the world how it had reinvented itself in a manner
consistent with Western ideas about modernization.
The idea to bid on the Games started during the Park Chung Hee regime (1961-1979).
Park was staunchly anti-communist, and used an export promotion strategy to rebuild the South
Korean economy (Cha, 2009). As was demonstrated in Tables 6.1 and 6.5, the South Korean
economy experienced significant growth starting in the 1960s. According to Charts 6.2 and 6.6,
per capital GDP also grew starting in the 1960s. Equally as important were structural changes to
the South Korean economy that also began occurring in the 1960s. In 1963, Agriculture
accounted for 35% of South Korea’s economic productivity. By 1981, that number dropped to
16% in favor of manufacturing, services, and other sectors. Furthermore, over half the
population was employed in the agricultural sector in 1963. That number dropped to 29% by
1981 in favor of employment in manufacturing, services, and other sectors (Dornbusch and Park,
1987). Furthermore, South Korea had urbanized. In 1980, close to 60% of Koreans lived in
urban areas. Five years later Seoul jumped onto the list of the 10 largest urban centers in the
world (Manheim, 1994). By the 1980s, Korea had created a modern economy. Like Japan in
1964, Korea was a true success story in 1988. Its economic growth was miracle-like. More than
an appendage of American power, the Korean economy had grown under the tutelage of
domestic policy-makers and the Olympic Games were a natural outlet for promoting an identity
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consistent with Western ideas about modernization. However, what did not happen during
the Park regime was any meaningful political development capable of channeling society’s
increasing expectations for political voice and opportunity.
While South Korea’s rapid economic growth introduced new wealth, it also introduced
political instability. South Korea’s economic growth was responsible for creating a new middle
class that would demand a political transformation accompany the country’s economic
transformation (Cotton, 1989; Huntington, 1991; Black and Bezanson, 2004; Cha, 2009). An
authoritarian regime that suppressed political voice and opportunity was no longer consistent
with South Korea’s emerging economy. As Black and Bezanson state, “For a large number of
Korean citizens who, because of the country's economic progress, were acquiring an economic
stake in political stability, this political situation was increasingly intolerable. A rising middle
class that had tasted freedoms economically began to press for widened freedoms politically”
(2004, p. 1248). Samuel Huntington most famously wrote that in the developing world political
institutions must outpace the growth of social forces (1968). While Huntington was more
concerned about order than democracy, his premise that political institutions must accommodate
the expectations of social forces in the developing world to avoid instability is well taken in the
case of South Korea. Therefore, most South Koreans were upset General Chun Doo-hwan swept
into power via military coup in 1979. To many South Koreans this represented a continuation of
authoritarian politics.
As mentioned above, the idea to bid on the Olympics was born out of the Park regime.
However, the Chun regime did not abandon the idea of hosting the Games. There are three
reasons why the Chun regime followed through with the bid for the 1988 Games. First is the
legitimacy factor (Manheim, 1994; Black and Bezanson, 2004; Cha, 2009). At a time when an
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emerging middle class was demanding more – when the economy by itself was not enough to
legitimize authoritarian politics – the Olympic Games were thought to be a potential pacifier for
political instability. As Huntington says, “Other things being equal, the legitimacy of most
regimes declines over time, as choices are made, promises are unrealized, and frustrations
develop” (1991, p. 48). Where democracies “renew themselves through elections,” authoritarian
regimes have no “mechanisms for self-renewal” and this “contributes significantly to the erosion
of the legitimacy of those regimes” (Huntington, 1991, p. 48). The South Korean regime was
faced with a legitimacy crisis in the 1980s, and one escape was thought to be the Olympic
Games. However, Manheim (1994) questions the logic of using the Games for the purpose of
legitimacy. Understanding that the South Korean government saw the 1964 Games as a model –
that the Games could be used to project identity – Manheim writes that “The Korean
government’s fascination with this model, and the hope to replicate the Japanese experience in
Seoul in 1988, led them to either ignore the political risks to the regime entailed in creating an
Olympic event or to accept them willingly” (1994, p. 106). In other words, the Games became a
point of leverage for the opposition, and the premium placed on the Games represented a tradeoff to the ruling authoritarian regime (Han, 1988; Black and Bezanson, 2004).
Second is the economic factor. The 1988 Games were informed by Japan’s Olympic
experience. Hosting the Games represented an opportunity to showcase South Korea’s economic
success, and it was that success that allowed South Korea to become a legitimate contender for
hosting the Games in the first place (Manheim, 1994; Black and Bezanson, 2004). Third was the
North Korean factor. Black and Bezanson argue that hosting the Games would shed light on the
threat from the North, and would “purchase a form of insurance against northern aggression”
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(2004, p. 1251). Through the Olympic Games, the South could set itself apart from Northern
identity.
Black and Bezanson (2004) dig deeper into the double-edged sword that was the 1988
Olympic Games. They start by linking the 1988 Games to national pride. In 1971, South Korea
was forced to give up the 1976 Asian Games because they did not have the finances to construct
the necessary facilities. This was a blow to South Korean national pride, and with mounting
tensions between opposition and government forces in the 1980s, the possibility of another
national humiliation on the world stage was a distinct possibility. As the authors say, “When the
political crisis deepened in Spring 1987 another national humiliation loomed, as various cities,
including Berlin, Los Angeles and New York, publicly expressed interest in hosting the Games if
Seoul proved unable to do so for political reasons” (2004, p. 1252).
The authoritarian regime understood that losing the Games would undermine its position
even further, and that “the large investment of government prestige in the success of the
Olympics created an artificial, but overwhelming, pressure on the government itself to sustain
the national pride that is so much a part of hosting the Games” (Black and Bezanson, 2004, p.
1252). Additional pressure came from the international press, which was focused on
developments in South Korean politics in advance of the Games. In early 1980, protests began
to breakout across South Korea. In May of 1980, the Chun regime responded to popular protest
in the city of Kwangju with violent force. Government reports claimed 300 protesters died, but
opposition leaders claimed the number was at least 2000 (Black and Bezanson, 2004). The
bloodshed in Kwangju only encouraged further protest of the regime’s heavy-handed
management of politics. Opposition forces had earned the sympathy of the international
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community, and the Games ensured that their cause would receive international attention.
Black and Bezanson write the following:
Indeed, the knowledge that the actions of the South Korean government were
attracting world attention translated into pressure on the government and gave
added impetus to student demonstrators and opposition politicians alike.
Essentially, the Olympics created a glare of international publicity in Korea that
illuminated the intensity of the domestic struggle for political change and helped
extract concessions from a government on its best behaviour (2004, p. 1253).
The international community often legitimizes non-violent protest movements. When groups
refrain from using violence while airing grievances against a more powerful opponent, but are
met with a violent response, they often earn the support of the international community and their
cause is legitimated. This type of international support can be detrimental to any nondemocratic
regime that needs to maintain power amidst popular protest (Sharp, 2000).
The protests continued for the better part of decade. As pressure mounted, the ruling
Democratic Justice Party (DJP) weakened. The more the DJP tried to dig in, the more the public
resisted. Finally, in June of 1987, the DJP stunningly capitulated to opposition demands. Roh
Tae-Woo, presidential candidate and chair of the DJP, announced that the government would
honor the results of an open presidential election, grant amnesty to political prisoners, and give
to the people otherwise absent civil liberties (Black and Bezanson, 2004).
The argument here is not that the Olympic Games caused democratization in South
Korea. However, the Games opened up space for political protest. Because the Games were of
paramount importance to the authoritarian regime governing the country, there was no
consideration given to losing the Games. In the trade-off between the Games or continued
authoritarianism, the Games won.
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Huntington refers to the democratization of South Korea as a transplacement. In such
instances, democracy is achieved by the “combined actions of government and opposition”
(1991, p. 151). Specifically, in transitions defined by transplacement, there is a change of regime
but not a change in regime (Huntington, 1991, p. 151-152). This mean that the standing
government negotiates reforms to the rules that govern the system but does not actually step
down. This was the case in South Korea, and the Olympic Games played a role in initiating this
process.
As mentioned at the onset, this did not happen in isolation from larger social structures.
Like the Japan, South Korea was reacting to Western ideas about modernization.
Cotton writes that South Korean leadership had “national and international aspirations to be
perceived as modernizing and rational political actors” (1989, p. 245). Just as Japan aspired to
the “techno-rationalism, capitalism, universalistic humanism, urbanism, and transnational levels
of organization of Western civilization,” so did South Korea. Furthermore, the international
climate at the time strongly favored democracy. As Huntington writes, “A world democratic
ethos came into being. Even those whose actions were clearly antidemocratic often justified
their action by democratic values. Explicit argument against democracy as a concept
disappeared from public debate in most countries around the world” (1991, p. 47). South Korean
political opposition used the Olympics as a catalyst for their ongoing reform efforts. Liberal
reformers advanced their agenda under the cover of the Olympic Games (Han, 1988; Black and
Bezanson, 2004). At home, South Koreans demanded democracy. However, social structures
above the state also favored democracy. Together – domestic and international politics –
interacted to push the democratic transition along.
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The 1988 Games came in the midst of a South Korean economic and political
transition. While the economic transition began decades before the 1988 Games, the political
transition was brand new to South Korea in 1988. It had only been a year since Roh Tae-Woo
promised democratic reforms in his 1987 address to the public. Nonetheless, what was born out
of South Korea’s Olympic experience was a new identity. The 1988 Games are a definitive
moment in South Korean history because it was through the Games that the world witnessed
South Korea’s reinvention of self. It has been noted that, “In the light of the Japanese model for
approaching the Olympic Games, South Korea saw the Olympics as a way of showcasing its own
impressive rate of economic development, modernization, and Westernization” (Close, Askew,
and Xu, 2007, p. 129). As Roche argues, the goal of South Korean economic development was
to enter the global economy as a competitive player. Roche writes, “The national development
strategy involved the promotion of telecoms-related industries both for domestic economic
purposes, and for the promotion of its electronics and technology and generally to enhance its
linkages into the global economy” (2001, p. 148). Like the case of Japan, we see interaction
between domestic politics and intersubjective beliefs that inform identities and interests. South
Korea wanted to be recognized as modern state not unlike the modern states of the West.
However, the social frustration born out of modernization challenged South Korea’s
authoritarian regime. Eventually, South Korean identity and interests would come to be shaped
by norms about democracy and modernization.
The Olympic Games are the agent for promoting identity. They contribute to the social
construction of international politics because the Games are social events where the host engages
the world, tells a story about who they are and what they want, and hopes to gain the prestige
necessary to follow through on national interests. In the case of Seoul, it did not hurt that the
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Olympics transformed the city into an “Olympic media city” with the latest in
communications technologies, facilities, and a media presence there to cover it all (Roche, 2000).
Without the Olympic Games, it would have taken much longer to build the identity and prestige
South Korea desired. Specific to South Korea, without the Olympic Games as leverage,
reformers might not have had success in pushing their reforms on the ruling authoritarian
government.
In the end, it is clear that the Olympics can be used to promote identity and interests. For
both Japan and South Korea, the Olympic Games were an opportunity to showcase achievements
and make a case for admittance into the club of modern states. In both instances, not only did
Japan and South Korea benefit from the Olympics by showcasing achievements and promoting
identities that informed their interests, but also showed how truly emerging states can capitalize
on sporting mega-events as part of their integration into international politics. In the case of
South Korea, the 1988 Games were a true coming out party. Where Japan had a history of
modernity, this was not the case in South Korea
Conclusion
The cases of Japan and South Korea stand apart from the cases of Germany and the Soviet
Union. The latter cases demonstrate theoretical synthesis where constructivism meets what is
commonly explained as realist behavior. The former cases demonstrate the ability for
constructivism to stand apart from realist theories of international politics. The cases of Japan
and South Korea reinforce the idea that states are embedded in social world where identities and
interests vary, where social structures and agents mutually constitute each other, and where
everything is really just an idea.
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Japan sought to reinvent itself after World War II. Japan still sought prestige, but its
identity and interests were no longer informed by ultra-nationalism, militarism, and conquest.
Japan desired to function within a norm and rule governed system. These norms and rules
emphasized democracy and economic development while de-emphasizing the use of force.
These social structures worked their way into Japanese discourse where they were internalized
and legitimated and projected back onto the international community. Robert Jervis once asked
what made war so unthinkable between a group leading powers - The United States, Western
Europe, and Japan - that have warred against each other in the past. In his response, Jervis
discusses realism, liberalism, and constructivism. In respect to constructivism, Jervis writes,
“Constructivism points to the norms of non-violence and shared identities that have led the
advanced democracies to assume the role of each other's friend through the interaction of
behavior and expectations. In contradistinction to the liberal and realist explanations, this
downplays the importance of material factors and elevates ideas, images of oneself and others,
and conceptions of appropriate conduct” (Jervis, 2002, p. 2). This captures Japan’s post-War
experience, where norms and rules helped shaped an identity that led Japan to value something
other than the use of force to gain prestige. Most importantly, Japan made this identity official
through the Olympic Games. The Olympic Games were not a structure that conditioned Japan’s
commitment to being a “peace-loving, affluent, and supportive” member of the international
community. However, the Games are a social event where Japan promoted that identity and
showed the world how it reinvented itself. Therefore, the Games become proving grounds for
the social construction of international politics. Without the Olympic Games, Japan’s new
identity and corresponding values would not have been thrust upon the world.
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The story is much the same for South Korea. However, South Korea did not have to
recover from a previous identity associated with wars of aggression. Nonetheless, South Korea
was anxious to portray itself as a modern state much like Japan in 1964. Much of the need to
portray South Korea as a modern state was drawn from national pride. In fact, because of the
national pride wrapped up in the 1988 Games, Collins writes that the 1940 Games might be a
more appropriate comparison than the 1964 Games (2014). Either way, the Olympic Games
became South Korea’s path to promoting identity. Without the Games, South Korean progress
would have been far less publicized. More importantly, the Games came to South Korea at a
time when politics was anything but stable. While the Games did not democratize South Korea,
the Games opened up space for the opposition to further protest authoritarian rule. Additionally,
the Games were a bargaining chip. After losing the Asian Games in 1971, South Korea sought
to recover and show it was a powerful state in the region. South Korea sought to show that
unlike the past, it had the capacity to host such a complex event. Interestingly, South Korea
development mirrored Japan in the sense that larger social forces conditioned change, and as that
change was internalized and legitimated at home is was projected back onto the international
community. Therefore, not only are identities and interests important in international politics, but
they are also formed through an interactive processes.
In the end, what these two cases show is that sporting mega-events are places where identity
is promoted and interests are made known. States desire to gain prestige and status through these
events, but these events also show how identities and interests vary. While states are seeking
prestige, they make cast different identities in hopes of serving different interests. It is too
simple to discount identity, and reduce interested to power or security. International life is
social, and that means states have a range of identities and interests. Japan and South Korea
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show how social structures can constitute identity and interests, but in other instances states
might be socialized to think and behave differently.

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
Introduction
Throughout this study, the researcher has provided evidence that emerging states use
sporting mega-events as a vehicle to promote identity and enhance the pursuit of national
interests. Sporting mega-events are a social practice where identities are reproduced and where
identities and interests come alive before a global audience. Sporting mega-events give empirical
credence to what constructivist scholars have been saying for 25 years, which is socially
constructed identities matter in international politics. To date, with the exception of political
science, other disciplines in the social sciences have addressed sporting mega-events in detail.
Overall, the study of sporting mega-events gives the genre of sport a place in the international
relations literature. This dissertation has argued that sporting mega-events are worthy of
academic inquiry in institutional relations scholarship because they serve as those sites where
states can promote identities and interests.
The impact of sport on states includes a sense of identity. Sport informs states about
other states and about themselves (Taylor, 2004). The phrase, “Do you believe in miracles?” is
not etched into American history because of a hockey game; it is etched in American history
because of a historic victory over the Soviet Union at the Olympic Winter Games in 1980. The
game was an extension of Cold War politics. These types of moments – where sport substitutes
for politics – are what led George Orwell to proclaim that, “At the international level sport is
frankly mimic warfare,” and that sport is “war minus the shooting” (in Beck, 2013).
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Politics aside, sport has taken on a commercial role that rivals few other industries.
The National Basketball Association generated over $5 billion in revenue in the 2013-2014,
which was aided by double-digit growth in the Chinese market (Sin, 2014). The commercial
nature of sport has allowed sport to easily integrate into our social lives. According to Redeker,
“As soon as the subject of sport comes up one thing is clear, there is no way of denying that it is
an enduring part of modern social life and worldwide in its scope. It is as if life is locked into
sports: wherever you go, even to the most remote, forgotten village deep in the Amazon jungle
it’s virtually impossible to escape from news or discussion about sport” (2009, p. 146). With this
in mind, questioning the relationship between sport and the international landscape is valid.
With its far-reaching political, economic, and social and cultural implications, why has
international relations literature ignored sport? Sport shares in the blame for this. It has, at
times, positioned itself above politics (Taylor, 1986; Cha, 2009). However, others have not
viewed sport as relevant to debates between neorealists and neoliberals (Black, 2009; Taylor,
1986). The need for more social explanations of the international politics has resulted in
neorealist and neoliberal approaches having increasingly less utility. The introduction of
constructivism and other social approaches offer the opportunity to gain a better understanding
of international politics.
As stated by several scholars of sport and politics (Espy, 1979; Taylor, 1986; Hart-Davis,
1986; Hill, 1992; Manheim, 1994), the Olympic Games are the principal setting for the
politicization of sport. Given the position sport is assuming in international life, and the role that
sporting-mega events play in the politicization of sport, the time has come to incorporate both
sport and sporting mega-events into the study of international relations
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Implications of Findings
This dissertation provides evidence that sporting mega-events are agents for the
promotion of identity and interests. This means sporting mega-events are social practices that
play a role in the social construction of international politics. In each of the case studies, identity
was important to the host. The Olympic Games became the site for the promotion of each host’s
identity. Germany used the Games to downplay long-term intentions; the Soviet Union sought
prestige among socialist states and the non-aligned movement; while, both Japan and South
Korea desired prestige as fully integrated members of an exclusive club of modern states.
Mutual Constitution
The cases analyzed in Chapter Four provide evidence of interaction between forces at
both the domestic and international level. A basic constructivist claim is that international
politics is mutually constitutive. Japan and South Korea serve as excellent examples of this
process. In 1964 and 1988, Japan and South Korea used the Olympic Games to promote
themselves as modern states – democratic, market oriented, and prosperous – which reproduced
their identity and the intersubjective beliefs that define modernity (if not Westernization).
In the case of the Soviet Union, evidence exists supporting the claim the 1980 Games
were designed to promote an identity consistent with great power and protector of socialist
values. However, much like Hopf’s (1998) example of American intervention in Vietnam, as a
great power and protector of socialist values, losing Afghanistan did not conform to Soviet
identity while intervention constituted Soviet identity.
The 1936 Games stand out as a potential anomaly. Neorealists have a strong claim to
these Games given Germany’s instrumental use of identity and behavior three years after hosting
the 1936 Olympics. What does stand out is the extent to which Germany’s fascist ideology
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informed its foreign policy choices. Fascism’s praise of violence and war should not be
exempt from an analysis of Nazi Germany’s foreign policy choices. As an ideology, fascism
sought to transform domestic politics and humankind, which is consistent with revisionist goals.
Overall, early exploration of sporting mega-events yields tentative conclusions that they play a
role in the mutual constitution of international politics.
Identity and Interests
Identities are important to international relationships between states just as they are in the
everyday lives of individuals. The image we present of ourselves, what we are associated with,
and how others see us, communicates beliefs and expectations about who we are and what we
want. Without identity, states do not know what others want; and, they do not have beliefs and
expectations about others and themselves. The 1964 and 1988 Games are solid examples of
emerging states promoting interests generating from identities. In the case of the Soviet Union,
the goal of the 1980 Games was to build an identity that aligned with socialist values,
manufacture prestige, and position itself as the clear leader of the socialist world. Intervention in
Afghanistan is further evidence of interests generating from identity. The 1980 Games also
show that these events can be battlegrounds for competing ideas. The Soviet Union’s 1979
invasion of Afghanistan prompted an American-led boycott of the 1980 Games that undermined
the Soviet Union’s efforts to build prestige within the socialist world.
In contrast to the other cases explored in this dissertation, German interests were not
informed by the German identity promoted at the 1936 Games. The identity that was promoted
at the 1936 Games was one that was designed to downplay long-term national interests. Citing
Wendt (1999), Sala, Scott, and Spriggs argue it is difficult to “examine constructivist claims on
the traditional turf of realism,” and thus, realism is favored in such an analysis (2007, p. 19). At
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issue is the instrumental use of identity by the Germans. This threatens the idea that interests
flow from identity, or even that identity has value apart from material concerns. In other words,
what you see is not what you’re going to get. However, two key points arise. First, Germany
still had to engage a social practice. The case provides evidence that states do value identity and
they socially construct images of themselves. Second, there is room for theoretical synthesis. As
was stated in Chapter 2, material theories of international politics do not need to be isolated from
social theories. Therefore, in the case of the 1936 Games, there is evidence that points toward
greater ability to synthesize theoretical approaches.
States are not black boxes. International politics is more complex than pursuing the same
interests within an anarchical system; identity is a starting point for a better understanding of
who states are and what they want. States interpret the meaning of anarchy and its consequences
differently. For example, rather than concerning themselves with materialism, Wood (2013)
says that Canada, Switzerland, Sweden seek prestige from international politics more than
anything else. Quoting Dore (1975), Wood writes that these countries are “susceptible to the
attractions of prestige-as-an-end-in-itself and likely to be constrained to obey whatever norms of
international conduct the subterranean movements of world opinion may gradually bring forth”
(2013, p. 397). Wood furthers his point in quoting Wylie, who says “powers such as Canada are
concerned with their international reputations, and desire prestige both for the influence it might
translate into and for its own sake... Canadians do believe in the rule of law, global governance,
and human rights...it is debatable whether we care even more that others see us promoting these
values” (2013, p. 397). This observation reinforces that states are motivated by more than
materialism, and that even material gains – Wood (2013) says Canada gains security, agendasetting powers, and reliability from peers – generate from identity.
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State identities are difficult to communicate to large audiences. Sporting mega-events
are an opportunity to remedy this difficult. In respect to the Olympic Games, no other event in
the world draws hundreds of countries, thousands of participants, hundreds of thousands of
visitors, and billions of television viewers. Put there variables altogether and the Olympic
Games are a media frenzy and global spectacle. The Olympic Games are theatre for the world.
For an emerging state desiring prestige and discursive power, if not more, the Olympic Games
represent an unrivaled opportunity. This dissertation can modestly conclude that evidence exists
to support that sporting mega-events are moments of public diplomacy, and the study of such
events enriches the study of identity in international relations.
Additional Implications
All of the cases explored in this dissertation reference domestic politics. Whether it was
ideology in Germany and the Soviet Union, a cultural shift away from ultra-nationalism and
militarism in Japan, or democracy in South Korea, a discussion of identity could not occur
without reference to domestic politics. Finnemore and Sikkink (2001) discuss the divide
between comparative politics and international relations theory, including constructivism.
However, the authors identify areas of comparative politics – ideas and political change, political
culture, social movement theory, and identity and ethnicity – that mesh with constructivism
(2001).
To an extent, this dissertation connects comparative politics and constructivism through
sport. Within the comparative literature, Finnemore and Sikkink (2001) refer to Geertz’s (1980)
implications for constructivist scholarship. In general, sport and sporting mega-events intersect
with many of the areas of study mentioned by Finnemore and Sikkink (2001), such as sport and
cultural identity (Maguire, 2005; Tomlinson and Young, 2006), sport and gender politics (Harris
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and Humberstone, 2004), or sport and civil society (Hayes and Karamichas, 2012). Sport can
serve as an additional bridge between comparative politics and international relations. In
general, the study of sport invites synthesis between similar but divided fields of study. It will be
up to those engaged in sport scholarship to initiate any synthesis between comparative politics
and international relations via sport.
The study of sporting mega-events opens the door to a range of research opportunities
regarding the genre of sport. The continued collection of data, combined with a qualitative case
study approach, could move further inquiry from exploratory studies to descriptive, or possibly
explanatory, studies. While sporting mega-events appear to be additional empirical testing
grounds for constructivism, they can become a place to explore international relations theory in
general. For example, with a focus on the regulative power of international law, regimes, and
norms, neoliberal institutionalism and regime theory can add necessary framework to the current
research on anti-doping regimes (Houlihan, 2004; Gerrard 2009). An additional example within
the same framework is work on sport and development. The United Nations and other IGOs and
NGOs have used sport as a tool for development in the underdeveloped world (Beutler, 2009;
Kidd, 2009). Overall, research in sporting mega-events can bring proper theoretical attention to
the sport genre as a whole.
Limitations
Several practical and philosophical limitations regarding this study were discussed in
Chapters 1 and 2. In general, additional limitations and concerns for the research of sporting
mega-events and identity exist. Chief among those limitations and concerns are research designs
and methods. First, research designs are a concern in any research that attempts to operationalize
identity. Hopf writes that, “For a work on identity, it is absolutely imperative that meanings
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remain what they mean and do not become what the researcher needs to test a hypothesis”
(2002, p. 25). For an interpretivist, this means that categorization of identity must be the final
step after a totality of evidence has been collected (Hopf, 2002). Moving forward, research that
explores the relationship between sporting mega-events and identity must be careful to collect
data with no prior assumptions of identity. The use of a theoretical framework, ahead of data
collection, creates, according to Hopf (2002), the possibility of anomalies that go unexplained. If
the goal were to move from exploratory research to research that is explanatory, modification of
the research design would be necessary. Second, additional methods must be considered. This
includes greater use of original material for textual analysis. Opening ceremonies, art and other
cultural symbols generated for a sporting mega-event are ripe for interpretation. Lastly,
ethnographic work that accounts for local culture and voice would foster a greater sense of
identity. Personalized field research at actual event sites has potential to unlock a great deal of
mystery surrounding identity.
Recommendations
Recommendations for future research largely rest on expanding the sample size. The
four cases presented here are a start, especially with the goal of providing as much detail as
possible. However, to continue exploration of the relationship between sporting mega-events
and identity, it will be necessary to incorporate more cases. Cases suitable for further inquiry are
the 2008 Beijing Games and the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa. In the future, the Sochi
Winter Games and the 2014 FIFA World Cup and 2016 Summer Olympics in Brazil will
develop as interesting cases worthy of further exploration.
2008 Beijing Games
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The legacy of the 2008 Beijing Games has yet to be written. Will the legacy of the
2008 Games be China’s attempt to downplay a revisionist identity, assert itself as a balancer to
the United States and a Western order, or will they mark China’s integration into the
international system? Within the international relations community, China’s rise has been a
source of great debate. Schweller and Xiaoyu (2011) suggest three options for China. First,
China could play the role of spoiler. This involves de-legitimizing American hegemony with
discourse and hard power. As a spoiler, China would lead a new Chinese order based on
traditional Chinese philosophy that “disputes the notion that Western ideas and culture are
superior to those of the rest of the world” (2011, p. 60). Second, China could play the role of
supporter. This involves integrating into the current global order that has greatly benefited
China’s economy. The role of supporter would see the distribution power shift to “either a U.S.China bipolar system or a multipolar great power concert system” (2011, p. 62). Finally, China
could play the role of shirker. Rather than overthrow a beneficial global, let the “declining
hegemon pay the costs of the order”(2011, p. 65), and thus, avoid the responsibility that comes
with a great power identity. In this option the world falls into a messy multipolar arrangement
(2011). Schweller and Xiaoyu (2011) argue that a Chinese-led de-legitimization phase is
already underway. According to the authors this happens in the form of discourse that
challenges the status quo and global order (2011). However, recent data shows China’s military
expenditures continue to rise year-after-year (SIPRI, 2015).
Given these options, and the current de-legitimization phase, what identity did the 2008
promote? For two weeks in August of 2008, the eyes of the world were fixed on China. More so
than any Games in recent memory, the 2008 Summer Games a spectacular set of events designed
to captivate a global audience. In anticipation of the 2008 Games, Susan Brownwell wrote that,
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“In 2008, the Olympic Games will be hosted by the least westernized nation in the world to
yet host them. It will be only the third time the Olympic Summer Games have been help outside
the West, and it will be the greatest ever meeting between East and West in peacetime” (2008, p.
1). There is no way to deny the implication that the 2008 Games had for China, but we will have
to wait for the future to write the story of the past.
2010 FIFA World Cup
The 2010 FIFA World Cup helped mark South Africa’s return to the international
community. While South Africa had emerged from imposed isolation much earlier, it was the
2010 FIFA World Cup that served as the hallmark moment. Through the 2010 FIFA World Cup,
South Africa sought to advance its foreign policy goals and help shape its post-apartheid image.
Sifiso Mxolisi Ndlovu explains that following apartheid, South Africa embraced pan-Africanism
and used their successful bid for the 2010 FIFA World Cup to engage both Africa and the world.
In his abstract, Ndlovu explains:...the South African government identified some fundamental
values essential to international relations in the twenty-first century. These included freedom,
equality, solidarity, and tolerance. These values also inform South Africa’s cultural diplomacy –
a fundamental force behind the staging of the 2010 FIFA World Cup (2012, p. 145). South
Africa used the 2010 FIFA World Cup as a moment of diplomacy. By embracing and promoting
what was seen as a larger set of African values, South Africa endeared itself to the continent and
positioned itself as a leader among African states. Beyond values, Downse (2012) suggests that
South Africa was able to make gains in the areas of soft power. According to Downse, “The size
and scale of popular interest in mega events were seen as providing “big bang approach” to
making a global impression, something which a country the size of South Africa would struggle
to do via alternate means” (2012, p. 38). Similar to the other Games discussed in this
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dissertation, the 2010 South African World Cup was a site for the promotion of identity and
interests.
Conclusion
As has been stated throughout this dissertation, identity matters in international politics.
However, making a state’s identity known is difficult at an international level. Without regular
interactions with others, a state has no identity. Identities are social, and while you can call
yourself something or give yourself an identity, it is not so until others concur through the
interpretation of your behavior that your identity is legitimized. Sporting mega-events become
an agent for emerging states to promote their identity and interests. If we are to appreciate the
role of identity in international relations, then we need to account for how and when states
promote identity and interests. Scholars working in the genre of sport are increasingly calling
for more attention from international relations. Sport earns revenues north of $100 billion
dollars annually, and as a social phenomenon sport has a large global presence. Sport needs
greater attention, and a starting point is the study of sporting mega-events within the context of
international relations. This dissertation began by stating that sporting mega-events are cost
prohibitive with no guarantee that a state will experience a return on its investment. In that
sense, sporting mega-events seem rather irrational for emerging states with fewer resources or
social problems in need of greater attention. With that said, why host? Why risk the loss? The
answer is fairly simple: identity, prestige, and discursive power that enhance the pursuit of
national interests. Emerging states have realized the opportunity to rediscovery their identities
by hosting sporting mega-events.
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0
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6
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London 1908
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Athens 2004
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Beijing 2008
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London 2012
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